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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the recent paat there has been nruch concern ln 
rellglous as well aa ln sclentlflc clrcles over all phases of 
preparation for the prlesthood and rel1g1oua 11fe. Once the ex-
clusive prOVince of the splritual dlrectors, the selection and 
screening of candidates haa been progressively influenced by 
modern sclentific theories of behavlor. Now various t·secular" 
diagnostic tools are being employed wlth ever-lncreaslng fre-
quency. The whole concept of semlnary and rellaious formation 
ls belng studled and re-evaluated in the splrlt of renewal and 
relevance to the contemporary world envls10ned by Pope John XXIII 
This atmosphere of aaglomatento has encouraged the al-
ready exlsting lnterest ln uslng modern sclentlflc prlnclples and 
methods to lnvestlaate the soundness and usefulness of the varlou 
prel1minary stepa to the rellgious 11fe. As early as 1936, Pope 
Plus Xl (Ad Cathollcl S,cerdotia) had lnstructed the bishops to 
go beyond the dlctates of Canon 984 regarding the absence of 
physlcal and mental handicaps and to "seek posltive slana of 
aptitude ln candidatea for the prlesthood". Plus XII, in 1951. 
(Menti Nostrle), further inslsts on the need for "discouraglng 
1. 
• 
unsuitable candidates from a path not meant for them ••• and in 
which they are unlikely to persevere". Again, in 1956, Pius XlI v 
<Sed!! SapllRt&M) .ncourapel the use of acientlfic means to 
determine the candldate's suitabll1ty. Artlcle 33 of the decree 
of the Sacred Conareaatlon of aell110ua of July 7, 1956, also 
stressed that the candidate's qualities, a. well aa b1a physical 
and paycboloa1cal fitn.as, muat be ~ined. lbese official 
directives thus opened the way for tbe widespread intereat in 
psycbololical screeniua tests that exists today in Europe and the 
United States. 
Fortunately, there bas been from the be,innl. the under-
stand1na that a relis10ua vocation lts.lf Is a free ,1ft from 
God, and, .u. fl!CI!, totally iIla province. However, without 
minimi_ina the power of divine ,race, It baa been lenerally re-
cop1aed that tbis 11ft ls liven to a Inaaan recipient in • buman 
envircmmetlt. It ia always possible and beDeflcial to p1n 
areater kDowled&e of the canc11date an4 of the type of bta. con-
ditions that could beat foster the developaent of that divine 
srace. 
Benko and Huttln (1956), European ploneers in the study 0 
personallty development In the context of rella10ua life, place 
apecial emphasis on the qua11tles of lISui&tX aDd of &DSe.r.t12P. 
as the normal essential requirements of profitable tralnina aDd 
3. 
growth in the seminary formation. In the United States, Moore 
(1936) t atuc1y1na the incidence of .-nta1 lllne •• in prie.ts and 
rel1&1ous, found a great need for both tbe screenina of prospec-
tive candidatea and their suitable formation. In a recent study 
~lli.ter and VanderVeldt (1961) baae thelr arsument for a re-
ex .. :l.nation of the s.clualoo of _ .. iDar)' life upon the compara-
tlvely biah 1nc1derace of acb1aopbren1c reaction. 18 prt.esta who 
auffer emotional disorders after orc:U.natlon. 'lbeae 1nVe.t1ptora 
report that sevent,...evan of the oae buDdred. boapitallaed prieats 
they studled bad bad a.rioue .-ctiona1 probl_ in thes_f.Nlry. 
1h1a calla for a aerioua .... I.Dation both of relil10ua candidates 
and of thelr traiD1na. 
~lllster (1965), apeakiDs at the annual .. etina of the 
Academy of llella100 aDd Mental Health, attribu.tea theae patient.-
probl.. to a confllct between thelr atriv1na for perfection aDd 
thelr baalc needa and de.lres. He flada that many of the clerar 
lIeD who eventually defected from the prieatbood ware drivl .. them 
aelvea to aD almost perfect atate, and, 1Ddeed. apparently bad 
almo.t attained It. However, they pYe very little evi.clence of 
bavln& any real eaaoUonal 11f.. their aaotiona were not only 
repre.sed, their exiatence ... caapletel,. deoied. Wbeo their 
buaan1ty broke throuah thelr repre.aion and dea1al. they were 
unable to tolerate aDd to cope with their lrumatl weaknesa aDd 
4. 
abandoned their priesthood. 
Wholesome rel1alous attitudes and ideals. on the other 
band, can have a strongly positive influence on personallty de· 
velopunt. as was discussed at the same meetina_ Miller (1965 
pp. 2.99-300) points out the realistic aDd integrative character-
istics of a healthy as opposed to a neurotic r811&10n: " ••• lts 
ability to remain 10 relation to the threaten1na aapects of 
reality without succumblna to fear, anxtety or hostillty." ..... 
an uDbealthy rel1&lon runs away, becomes oba.sse<! with • part ln 
order to avoid the whole... 'l'he body 1s denied for the soul' a 
sakel the flexible future becomes more fase1Dat1na than the In-
flex1ble pre.ent. It "A healthy r8l1&100", be concludes. "ura1f1ea 
existence, an Ul'lbaalthy one d1vides It.'' 
SiDee the attltu4es to wblcb theae 1nvest1ptors refer a~ 
obviously of lone standlna, it 18 important that they be identl-
fled dur1na the seminary period so that they can be properly 
handled. 'fhe consen.us of the authoritles in this fleld appear. 
to be 1n qreement with lanko aDd !luttin (1956) that maturlty and 
1ntearat1on are .ssential qualities to be both souabt for and 
developed in the candidat.s to the rel1a1oua life. 
In 19S1 the American Cathollc r.ycbolol1cal A.soelatlon 
conducted a .,ape.lum on p.ycbolollcal a •• essment ln rell110ua 
vocation aDd concluded Chat the supernatural aUt of a vocatlon 
s. 
can be best cultivated ln an lndlvidual who .how. emotional 
maturity, mental health and psycholoaical adjustment. In a more 
recent meet1na (1961) Dondero and T. N. McCarthy note that the 
initlel empha.is on a dlacrtm1natlon between healthy and patho-
logical candidates throuab screen1na tests bas now broadened to 
include also the selectlon of those applicants more 11kely to 
succeed. 
Bier (1965) further points out the possibillty of self-
deception ln the subjective evaluation of a vocatlon as well aa 
the posslbl11ty of error in the objectlve a •••• ament of tbf.s alft 
by superlors. He .tronaly urle. the services of paycholoalcal 
expert. ln ca.e. where the .upernatural motives of tbe individual 
are quite .uperficial and may be no more than rationalisations be-
cause they .t_ from an lmmature or unstable perscmallty, where 
fear. or anxletles may be interpreted a. love of celibacy, con-
tempt for tbe world or desire for perfection. 
If one consid.rs the work done ln the sraduate depart-
ments of Catholic Unlversity, Loyola Unlverslty of Cblcaao, Ford-
ta. Universlty, and otber., yet anotber developnent can b. en-
visioned' tbe effort to dlscover and apply those principles of 
aelectlon and traln1na which could lead toward the utmost 
posslbl. arowtb and fulflllment in tho.. bealthy candldates who 
do remaln ln rellalon. Thl. ls especlally evident ln such 
6. 
studies as Burkard's on tbe differences between 100d and poor 
teacbers (1958), Lucassen's on leadership qualities amana YOUQI 
women religious (1963). Garrity's (196'> on the effects of sister 
fo~tlon on ability and personality, and others. 
Many tests bave been tried for the sereenina and selectloll 
of candidates for relicious life or for tbe priesthood. 'l'bc many' 
recent studies in tbis area bave yielded much valuable informatioll 
which sbeds light on the whole field of relia10ua formation and 
points the way for possible avenues of improvement aa well aa of 
further research. However, in the many a tudies to date, except 
for ODe or two instances, the area of minor seminaries seems to 
bave been almost over lookecl. Yet this i8 an area whicb should 
receive particular attention. Conaiderable advances bave been 
made in the study of adolescents in recent years which miabt tend 
to call in question the very tradition of minor sem1narie. aDd 
reli8ious "juniorateslt so stronaly entrenched in orthodOX priestly 
and rel18iou. formation ln the universal churcb. 
B.sides the popular intelllaence tests in leneral uas in 
this country, many personality tests bave been employed in the 
testing of seminarians. Of the various questionnaire-type tests, 
such 4S the MMPI, and 4 number of adjuatment, interest ,value , and 
preference inventories, etc., DOne appears to be entirely satia-
factory. Projective techniques, on tbe otber band, seem to baYe 
7. 
tho great disadvantage of requiring a prohibitive amount of time 
on the part of both subject and clinician, in addition to being 
highly susceptible to the clinician's 3ubjectlve theoretical bias. 
A cOlnparatively new technique. however. is offered by the 
method of Story Sequence Analysis (SSA) developed by Dr. Magda B. 
Arnold (1962)" The studies undertaken with this method since 
1953 have amply proven it a valuable psychological tool of wide 
applicability. The purpose of this method is the assessment of a 
person's motivational attitudes, his upositive" or "negativelt 
action patterns; the &trena~l, consistency and maturity of his 
volitional choices. Furthermore, based as the technique is on an 
objective reproduction of the sisolficance of stories told by the 
person being tested. this method of interpretation is relatively 
free from the subjectivism and ambLsuitiea of soma other methods 
of ~T analysis. Given a candidate with the m1a~l requirements 
specified by Canon Law and by the practices of bis diocese or eon-
,reption. an analysis of bis mot1vational patterns tbrouah Story 
Sequence Analys1s should prove biahly beneficial in understand1na 
his basic personality dynamics and evaluatina his suitabillty. 
'l'be 81m of the present investilation was to exam1ne a 
representative sroup of minor seminarians in the inLtial stase. 
of their religLous formation. The sElDLoariena were compared with 
an equal number of their peers 1n a Catholic boys' high school, 
8. 
IiUltch~d in as many rc~pects a~ possiblo; e.g., education, I. Q., 
uchool acl1icvement (a~ coa~uTed by thair iradc point averages)and 
broad socio-economic status. III thia way only the area of voca-
tional goals was left as an independent variable. 
The questions posed by this investisation have been asked 
in different contexts since the time when psychological studies 
of religious and of vocations were first attempted. But the 
ans\~er. have been sought in terms of the more advanced stages of 
rel1gious formation. \-!here vocat1onal atudies have been conduct 
with yoUl'l8 adolescents, they have not dealt with seminarians. 
Unlike the majority of previoua studies, the present in-
vestigation 1s not prtmArlly intarested e1ther 1n the pred1ction 
of perseverance 1n 1"0111100$ life, nor in the acreen1n; of suit-
able eaDd1datee for the priesthood, althouah thelia alma axe not 
{mtlrely absent from the present research. Prf.mar1ly th1s study 
seeks some answers to the question of a vocational cho1ce in the 
first year of high school. 18 the typical minor semlnar1an 
better equipped than bia counterpart in a Catholic boys' high 
school to make a truly mature and rational choice tmply1na a 11fe-
long cc:xnmltment1 Does the minor seminarlan who bas decided on a 
highly demand1na vocat1on bave a atronaer ,more positive and more 
consistent pattern of motivation than the hlab school student who 
has not as yet made such a cODlll1tment? And. finally. what effect. 
9. 
if any. \109. thia e~t.el&t bav~ on the motivation a. revealec.i 
l.ft the TA'J.'? liow, if at all. :.L. aD aao.i.eaCeDt peraona1.1ty affected 
by at1 early. albei.t Dot irrevocable vocational cho1ee ~ If there 
are such differences between the persuoal1ty of t.be aem1narian 
and that of a canparable American Catbolic hip achool atuaeut. 
they could point the way to practical concluaiona reaardina the 
guidance and tra1rd.n& of .t'Wienta for the priesthood. 
CHAP'lER II 
REVIEW or tHE LITEIATURE 
On the subject ..,f th.l motivational patttlrDS of minor 
seminarians, 8S was said befora, no ~tudy has been published. tu 
Jate. However, many studies caD be found in three at'uas which 
have peripheral bearin8 on the present inve.tigatlcn: 1) the 
problem of vocational maturity, 2) the p.ychological asse~oment 
of religious life. and. 3) tbe Story Sequence Analy~l. Method. 
THE .PJ10BLBM or V<X:Al'lOHA.L M\TUB.ITY 
Perbapa it would be w.ll to review br1efly SOUle relate\l 
re ... rcb which baa contributed to the rational. aDd purpoa. of 
this study. Before 1JD\1ertakina a per~onalit,. atud,. of lI&1Dor 
sem1Parlan., a basic question, it seeus, ne~& an.werioc' C.an a 
minor seminarian be seriously conaidered a caDdi~te for the 
clerical or reli&lous life, in the :J<;mSe that he can be e.apected 
to have made a realistic self-evaluation 8l~ an appraiaal of bi. 
goals 1n life? 
VOSltl2911 Choice 10 AggltscCDc, 
After extensive research on the vocational maturity of 
ninth arade boys, Super (1960) seems to have reacbed the conclu-
sion that it 1a premature to require boy5 to make a vocational 
10. 
11. 
choice at the bellrm1na of hip _chool. Vocational maturity, b. 
atatea, 1a .bown not by where a boy haw arrlveU vocatiuna1ly. but 
by tww he ls tbiDk1na about loal& and what he la Qoina about them. 
He lists flve 1Daieea of vocational maturity, obtained by means of 
factor analysl. of bis datal 
1) concern with choice, 
2) use of resources, 
3) epecificlty of iDf01:ll&tlon about the 
preferred occupation, 
4) _pecific1ty of plaDD1D1 for tbe pre-
ferred occupatloa, 
5) acceptance of re.ponsibility for cnolce. 
In other word., vocat1onal _turley in • 'boy implie. a realiatic 
view of b1aaelf and of bi. occupation of choice, a reasonable 
appras. .. l of &oal. and mean.. al1d active .ffort. to attaln hi. 
intended purpo... Vocational _turity require a • certain amount 
of i •• penelence and initiative a. well a. a capacity for •• If-
detem1nation. In Super'. opird.on, niDth ar&de 'boy. aeoerally 
lack sufficient vocational _turity to .ttempt a _aninaf\ll 
choice. ..tber, tbelr ataa. of personallty developB8Dt is more 
conducive to vocatioaal exploration in which they can acquire 
both incr ... ioa knowlecl.e of ~elve. ana of a variety of occu-
patiOll8 within a aeneral area of intere.ta without a particular 
commitment to any specific tra1n1n&. 
As early •• 1925, Geora. E • ..,.er. of the Vocational 
Guidance Departmellt of the University of IU.cb1pD'. Scboel of 
12. 
Education reconaended a proar_ of "vocational orientation aDd 
exploration" which would take into account the fluctuations of 
interest typical of adolescence. In Europe, Claparecle bas warned 
alainst "excesses in profe •• ional orientationtt--wbicb be considers 
one of the bad influences of "Americanism.". He araues that even 
the di.covery of certain aptitude. doe. not indicate certainty but 
only a probability of profe.sional success. The fact that the 
intereata of adol.scence are characteristically fickle and sub-
ject to all kinds of environaantal influences .ake. a rea.onable 
vocational choice· quite 1mprobable. and al.IIost iaapos.lble. 
(Debesse [j9,iJ) 
In the United State. J v1tb but few exception., the concen-
aus se ... to be that the aver .. e biab school student lacka the 
maturity, self-Imowled. •• , and realistic underatanclina of hia in-
tended vocational or occupational choice neceasary for -.kina a 
reaaonably pemaDent deci.lon. (Barry and Wolf l!96U> It 1. 
augeated that there i. not one vocational choice, but rather • 
serie. of choices, involvtna incr •• sina deareas of insiatat and 
maturity. tbts proare.aion ia nece.a.ry for adequate personality 
development and vocational certitude. 
In bis cla.slc work on adole.centa, I. McCarthy (1934) bad 
warned that these youos people were .eaerally 1noapable of ma1d.na 
a prudent choice reaardi. their life work. Darley and Hasenab 
13. 
(19SS) in an extensively documented study on the measurement of 
vocational interests, on the other hand, find some indication of 
an carly and comparatively stable develoJXl1ent of interest 
patterns. These f1.ndings, however, were not derived from begin" 
ning high school students. 
yocatlonal Choice in Religious Life 
To arrive at more specific indications of maturity 10 the 
area of religious vocational choice, several research projects 
have attempted to establish significant personality characteris-
tics in drop-out' s as dis tinguished from seminarians who have 
persevered. Friedl (19.52) found no differences on the Missionary 
Priest Scale of the Strong Blank between drop-out'. and persever-
ing seminarians in a foreign mission society. Vaughan (1963) con-
ducted a longitudinal study of two hundred eighteen religious can-
didates between the ases of eighteen and thirty years, with a 
five-year follow up. He found some indications that the drop-ou~ 
had felt a certain obligation to enter religious life more out of 
a sense of duty than an attraction for the life. In addition to 
this. a greater number of drop-out t s manifested indecision abo\Jt 
their vocation while still at the seminary. Some called into 
question the correctness of their choice, but felt they shOUld 
give the life a try. However, the psychological reports of the 
examining clinician in charge of the selection study did not 
14. 
d:i.at1n&u1ab between tho.. who stayed and tho •• who d.1d not. 
VauPan al.o found that. tbouab auperiOTa tended to attrlbute the 
candidate'li lack of perseverance to p.,.cbolopcal r_Ol'l8, the 
cl:i.n1c1ana d1d not find tbl. Dece.aarl1,. 80. SaDet1mes thoa. who 
left proved to have better menta.l health than tho •• who stayed. 
'£0 tAU .... , be ettes two ca ••• , 0Q8 who later bee-. preaidellt 0 
tile student bod,. of bis urd.versity aad the other who later adjust 
eel successfull,. ill a dioceMD •• 1_ry. 
l'be cause of aacb volUlltary "d.fectloo". theil, ...... to 
at leut til part vocat10D8l .... turit,.. J'ud..... ina aval1abl • 
• tati.tica. the probl .... s to be pa1!"t1culfarlyacute ill tbe 
minor s.t_1:7. In one day-school s.wry oal,. tea percent of 
irea"" oaDdldates caD be expectecl to coati ..... to orcU.aatlon. 
Tbia ia conaWered tJP1oa1 of such 1Dat1tut101la. (Iu .. li941J 
however J reporta thirty percent perseverance in • board1na acbool 
m1Dor a.i.ry.) In the preaent .. ple, oo1y sewn of the 
0'1"1111181 twenty aubjects studied were still 11l the a.i_ry lD 
thelr senlor year. aDd of tbes., two were not recoaaeaded. for the 
_JOT .-'-1:7. 1b1a would II68ft that only twenty-five percent of 
the aubject. of tb.t.s 1DYe.ttaation were fin ill tbetr or1a1aal ele-
ct.loIl at the ead of tbelr IdDor _.wry tra1Dlna. 
Bur'. atud,. of re11at.oua wcatiOll8 in adol.scence (1963) 
fouad that the overwbelmtna .. jorlty of the mLnor semlnar1ana who 
15. 
leave do so not because of unsuitability, but because of insuffi-
cient motivation; they simply bad no vocation. 1.'his is not to 
say that there may not be boys who at an early ale recelve a call 
to the priesthood and persist ln their vocation. But the question 
remains whether thls is not the exceptlon rather than the rule, 
and whether most boys at tMs age can be expected to possess the 
mental and emotional maturity necessary to attempt such a commit-
ment. It could also be that such a "forced vocation" makes for 
immature clerics or reliaioua, whose existence one may deplore 
(aee Lucassen l!9611). lbrouah its study of tbe motivation 
patterns of minor seminarians, it la hoped that the present in-
vestiption might provide a mean. of ascertainina whether or not 
an aspirant bas the maturity and intearation necessary to make a 
meaningful decision at the time be proposes to enter the religious 
or priestly life. 
'lHB PSYCHOLOGIC'AL ASSESSMDT or ULIQIOUS LII'E 
In the last few ,..rs the published reports of the meet-
inas and. symposia of the American Catholic rsycboloa1cal Associa-
tion and of the Academy of &el1aion and Mental Health contain 
many references to studies dealina with an ••• essment of the ra-
ll110us life. lbe publicatlou which have resulted from researcb 
grants of the National Institute of Mental Health bave also con-
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departments of psychology in leading Catholic universities have 
recently sponsored various researcb projects in the area of the 
psychological assessment of religlous llfe, these studies form a 
long llst of unpublisbed master's and doctoral dissertatlons deal 
ina with many aspects of the problem ln varled contexts and 
tbrougb a number of methods. 
PsYJihgpet,le HI,surem!!!£ 0' Ad 'Httpent and Inter'sSs 
The varlous psychometric lnstruments whose usefulness has 
been luvestiaated with rellaious populations could be broadly 
arouped lnto one of two cateaorles: the adjustment inventorles--
notably the MMPI--and the vocational interest inventories--
notably the Strona Vocatioaal Interest Blank, tbe Kuder Preferenc 
Record, and, to a lesser dearee, the Allport-Vernon Scale of 
Values. In most studles, a combination or battery of tests has 
been employed, lnclud1na tests of one or both types, together wi 
an lntelliaence test and/or a sentence caapletion test. In a few 
instances, a projective test bas been employed as well. 
One of the earliest studles of this kind was perhaps that 
of T. J. McCarthy (1942). Vsina the Bernreuter Personality 
Inventory, the Bell Adjustment IlWentary. the Allport-Vernon 
Study of Values, the Otis Intellilence Test for the minor 
seminary, the American Councll 'sycholallcal &c.f.nation (ACE) fa 
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the major seminary, and, as a criterion, a self-designed faculty 
rating scale, he sought to find significant personality traits 
which could be used for the selection of seminarians. He found 
the average seminarian to have a higher "neurotic tendency"" a 
higher degree of self-consciousness, and a more unsatisfactory 
total adjustment than the general population averales as measured 
by the Bell Scale. The Allport-Vernon Study of Values revealed 
that a seminarian's religious interests were clearly the dominant 
ones. particularly in the minor seminary. 1'be highest correla-
tion between any single score and the criterion was .40 between 
the Otis I.Q. and the faculty adjustment rating scale in the minor 
seminary. there was a .37 correlation between the relilious 
interest score for minor seminarians and this ratina scale. 
McCarthy concludes that intelli,ence is a strona factor 
for success in the minor seminary. It is no lonaer as stl:'ona in 
the major seminary because this ,roup has been selected accordina 
to intell1aence and so is more huuoaeneous. Past the minor 
seminary, success depends more on character and dlsposition. 
(Wauck' s study f!9w corroborates this conclusion.) 111e re-
liaious interest appears to relate more to success in the minor 
seminary. ...in because major seminarians are a hiahl,. selected 
&roup; all those who have no abidina interest have already dropped 
out. 
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Burke (1947) employed an extensive battery of teat. to 
investigate dlfferencea between flr.t year end fourth year atu-
dents ln several boaraina-school minor seminarles aero.. the 
country. He used raeaeuna of lntelli&ence, aoclo-economic atatua 
rellglous end dl.clpllnaJ.')' ba1ae environment. faculty .... tl"' •• pe 
Bonallty, adjuatlllent, voc:atlonal loten.t., value., and aobieve-
mente The multlp1e characteristlcs thus obtained vere srouped 
into three "Ieneral factor."·-Per.onallty, Envlronment, and 
Ach1evement. But he found no .1plflcent corre1atlon between any 
of the _8\11'8S, nor any lnter-coft1l1atlon between factor.. H1ah 
corn1atlons wen found between I.Q. acores and achievement 
aeon. and between the.e and the Achlevement factor. Because the 
only .1an1ficant relatlon.hlp we. that of Achievement to the 
ratinae, Burke concluded that con. latently ,cod acad .. lc achleve-
ment a ... to be the beet indlcatlon that a .em1narlan will sur-
vlve or be nted hlah as lood .. terie1 for the priesthood. He 
concludes, however, that "none of the _sure. uaM 10 thl. study 
and no comblnatlon. of mea.ure. enable U8 to J!1i!! .2!!£ with any 
deane of certaloty a ... loarian 11kely to be .... ted hlah or aood 
materlal for the prie.thood". (Ibid., p. 43) So that there .... 
to be no truly nliable mean. of predlctlon other than actual 
obaervatlon of perfol'll&llce in mlnor aaainarl.s. whlch, of cour •• , 
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is not useful for screening purposes. 
Bler (1948) publisbed a study comparing seminarians' per-
formances on the MMPI Witb that of four other groups of students 
from different profesaional fields. In this study, he advocated 
the use of a modified version of the test, because his results 
had indicated the seminary group to be "the IDOst devtant portion 
of any already devtant Eollel!] population". In Burope, Benko 
and Huttin (1956) followed this suasestion and further modified 
the test to fit their sample population in Louvatn, Ballium. But 
in the United Stat.s, Wauck (19.56) and Rice (1958) found the 
ori8ina1 version more useful than the modified one. Botb, bowevel 
favor the establishment of specific seminary norma through suit-
able validation techniques. Later researchera, notably Herr J 
Kobler, and Weis.erber (196Z) favor the use of the oriline1 MMPI. 
kobler (1964) think. that of the tests in use for screentna pur-
pos •• at the present time, it 1. by far the best, altbouah the 
results are not enccur_ain, when used with ,roups to predict 
success in vocation. ror prediction aDd identification of dis-
turbed applicants, a projective t.at ..... indicated, but b. 
questions the validity of group projective teats. He i. of the 
opinion that vocational aaseaamant ia not the proper role of the 
paycho1oliatJ rather, he sbou1d l~it h~.e1f to a clinical con-
tribution to the screening pro.ram. 
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LaFarga (1964) conducted an investisatlon very s1m11ar to 
Bier's (1948) in which he compared four Catholic colle.e student 
groups, religlous aem1narlans, nuna, college men and college .ome~ 
on the origlnal ttlPI. He found no slp1ficant differencea be-
tween seminarians and male lay students. In twenty percent of the 
scales, aianificant differences were found between the nuos and 
tha female lay students. Significant differences were found be-
tween each group and the MMPI reviaed normative population. 
(Garrity 1!96D. however, did not find that nuns differ slpifl-
cantl,. freD the normative group on the MMPI.) BecaU8e of the 
relatively very a .. ll number of cases in whlch statlstical 
differences were found between MMfi acorea of rell8lous and lay 
college students, LePar .. concluded that tbsae differences could 
be considered nealiaible. He also recommends that specific norma 
be found for any hiably aelectiv. and bomo,eneoua population be-
fora the MMPI can be profitably used with such a ,roup. 
VauJban (1963). In the lonaltudinal study already di.-
cussed, echoes a ,enera! disenchantment with the HMPI a. a pre-
dictive .... ur.. He state. that the clinical and val1dat1n& 
acales failed 8S predictors of success or failure In the rells10u8 
llf.. 'lbe Sentence Completion T.st be used proved sliptly 
better, but not slanlflcantly so. 
Go'l'lD8D (1961) and McDonqh (1961) d1cl a parallel .tudy on 
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fourth and fifth year sem1tlarians studying for tho diocesan 
priesthood. using the U1PI, the Kuder Preference Record, and the 
Mooney Problem Check List. These researchers agree with others 
that the norms of these tests cannot be said to be fully applic-
able to the seminary or rel1.alous population, whlle faculty 
rating scales alone have proved too unreliable in all such 
s tOOie. • No follow-up bas been reported thua far. altbouah it 1. 
projected. 
Rakowak1 (1965) compared junior college semJ.nar1ans and 
male students on the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule. He 
found the seminarians to have a deeper sense of abasement. accept 
Lng blae and fe.lina SUilt,. for wrongdoing. '!bey were quicker t 
seek help and encourqement. and to belp othera. 'l'bey bad • 
Ireater desire to ach1eve. and were quicker to crlt:l.c!&e, to be-
come anary and aaarea.1".. the college studenta, on the other 
band, sbowed a much h:l.aher heterosexual :l.nter.at. were more inde-
pendent. had a areater need for order. and ver. more concerned 
with othera' problema and fe.11np _ Bak,,"" alae found that the 
per •• wr1na •• inar1ana. .. compared to the drop-out' a,.howed 
Irutar Durturance and affiliation needa. the drop-out t. showed 
Ireater needs for chanae and heterosexuality_ 
the intereat lnwntory. the •• coneS type of lnatrunent 
employed. in the.. • tud1... baa been tborouably lnveatiaated by 
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DfAroy (1962). rus di.cu •• ion Will mer.ly brlna out •• veral 
point. pertinent to the pre •• nt .tudy_ Burke (1947), ln the 
.tudy d •• cribed previous 1,. , used the Strona Blank inclucllna the 
M1n1.ter Scale and the Cleeton Vocational Intere.t Inventory. and 
concluded that auch te.t. had no positive value for .electlna 
Id.nor ... lnariana. thota (1948) developed the Dloces. Prl.st 
Scal. of the It rona Blank, but he did not obtain load result. 
when apply1na It to seminary populatlons aero •• the country. 
Other speclal scal.. developed fOT nlialoua .creenina 
purpos •• are D'Any's Mi.slonary Prle.t Scale of the Itrona Blank, 
pred1ctably useful with mia.lonary priesta, and the Kolb Scale 
(also of the Strona Blank) for teac:h1na brother.. Slanlflcantly. 
however, no scale 1. uralversall,. .pplicable, the Mln:l.at.r Seale 
1. not u •• ful With Catbol:l.c prie.ta or •• lnariana. DOr :l.a the 
Dioo.san Prie.t Scale with relialoua or .i •• ionary prt •• t. and 
cao4tdatea. or With teaeb1na brotheR. !be bulk of re ... rcb ln 
thl •• rea baa .hown the need for euatom:iaed :l.ntere.t and adjust-
ment teat. for each pArt:l.cular type of rel1&1oua and ide.lly for 
each dioce.. or conareaat:l.on. 
Pm_tlD ..,uIFtDt 0' tdl1!!!tmeRS psi 6St ttudt. 
In ... rob of • more .att.factory tnatrument of personaltt, 
•••••• ent. a f •• tudi •• have uaed projectlve t.st.. Wauck 
(1956) tested two bundred .ix _jor •• inarians over a three year 
period. ua1ng a ,roup B.orachach .. part of • battery 1ncludlna 
personality. achievement. interest and values te.ts. He fouocl 
very little correlationa between any of the teata used and the 
'acuity lating Scal. <leveloped by McCarthy. 
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The Group Rorschach Score and the 'aculty lating Scale 
yielded a correlatlon coefficient of .26. which ... the hlabeat 
slnal. correlation of any of the variab1.. taken .. par.tely with 
the criterlon. !be r_i.nder of the correl.tlona were very low 
aDd often tended to be sl1&btly oesat1va. 
In an anal,.la of the dlff.renc.s between the extr.... of 
the populatlon based on faculty r.ti .... the Group Rorschach 
Score and the .. Sca1. of the MHPI proved .1p1flcaDt beyond the 
one percent level. Whetl. further anal18i. of .1xt •• n I.oracbach 
v.riable. was conducted, the Ie (tom-color) factor v •• the ODly 
one to .ttaln .1pU'canc. beJODd the one p.rcent level. In 
I-er.l, the be.t adjuated pooup saw fewer patho1011c.l in-
dlcator.. Other intere.tina thouah not statlstlcally alpificant 
dlfferences were founcl, not.bly, the are.ter incidence of n: 
(vista) responaea in the best adjusted &rOUP, and the Ir •• t.r 
number of cr (co1or-fOftl) r.spona •• in the least adjusted ,roup. 
Wauck concluded, therefore, that the ainale Ilorschach f.ctor 
which contribut.s aoat to dlff.rentlatina between aoocJ and poor 
adjustment in the s-'nary is the ability to maintain reasooabl. 
> 
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control over affective-impulsive life. It i8 not 80 IIIUCb the 
presence or absence of conflict. dev1eDt ideation, or anxiety. 
but rather it La the ability to maintain emotional balance and 
control and • certain lna1sbtful evaluation of problema ~cb are 
the beat indlcatora of succe.sful adjuatment 1n the major 
seminary. 'J.'bese coocluaiona. however. obviously apply not only t 
well-adjusted .em1aarlan.. but to any well-adjusted person re-
saNle.a of hi. vocation. (Snider !,9sJ} arrived at a similar 
conclusion when diacussina the re.ult. of I.orscbach t •• ta to 
diff.rentiat. between hiah and low ach1evlna hiab .chool 
students.) 
.... rdina the usefuln... of the Ior.chacb .. a ... urina 
device with •• tnary populationa, Wauck atat.s that. were one 
forced to choos. one teat a. • .inale prosnosticator of seminary 
adjuablent. the Group Itorscbach would be the te.t of choice. 
However, he .arns. the correlation of .26 with faculty ratinas i. 
practically ne.li8ible for purpos.. of prediction. 
Gardner (1963) explored the value of three llor.chacb 
scale. de.isned to ...... ISO-.tructure aDd Bao-function1na in a 
screen1na proar- for paycbopatholo.,. A compari.on of Ilinor 
aeminary and clinical popJlatlona ... expected to show a areater 
resemblance between the _ladJusted seminarians aDd the clinical 
,roup than between the well-adjusted s ... 1narian. and that aroup_ 
.. 
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He found that the Rorschach Prognostic Rating Scale (RPRS)--a 
quantative scale measuring adjustment potential, tension toler-
ance, emotional control, integration, and realism--and the 
Cknetic Leval Score (GLS)--measurlng varying degrees of maturity 
or regrassion--do differentiate be~een degrees of severity in 
psychopathology. In relatively homoguneo~ groups, however. 
their ability to discriminate between adjusted and maladjusted 
normal populationa was not consistent. Gardner al~o developed 
hi. own Rorschach Defenae Check Lis t (ROC), which proved useful 
in screeninl for psycbopatbology in clinical groups, but of little 
value for .orean1nl ln a noo-cl1oLca1 population. 
Still another approach to tbe uae of projective tests in 
religious llfe is the Religious Apperception Test (RAT) developed 
by Kobler, Webb, Herr and Devlin (1959). Vaina a _thad similar 
to Murray'. Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), ten picture. vere 
developed in which the subject is confronted with raeaninafu1 
problems of a mental health nature involvtna priestly functions. 
This 1 •• highly structured test, specifically de.llfted to elicit 
mental healtb responses ~na religious populations, as part of • 
program "to lnvestigate the ideas. attitude., problems and needs 
of seminary administrators, faculty and students re,ardlng mental 
health ••• " (Kobler, .IS. Al. [9sfl. p.44). Sub •• quently, Meyer 
(1960) conducted a study to determine the content of RAT responses 
D 
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when used with "normal" seminary populations. lbe study was not 
(iealigned to make any interpretations, but 8imply to de.cribe the 
theme. moat commonly elici.ted by the teat carda. The re.ults of 
thi.s stuoy show little el.. than that the subjects did not 
nece.~.rily respond with "'D~l health themes except in the most 
explielt c.rda. Moat re.ponee •• re only .scr1pt1uns of the 
caras and express no fe.ltnas or .ttitude., except for what 
Mayer int.rprets .. "fee11naa of inad.quacy" reprdina tbeir 
future priestly functions. 
It appear. tbat .uch a dear •• of atructurina 11lllita per-
.. onality ..... _nt to • areat ext.nt. The WI. of the MT baa 
already ahown that tbere ..... to be little value in re.,o08 •• 
which .re .0 r.stricted. that the subject r.veal. nothina more 
than perc.ptual .bility. A strictly .,.bolic int.rpret.tion of 
sucb responae., on the other band. .ppear. to be of doubtful 
validity. 
'1'Hi STOllY SIQUIUiCI AMLYSIS Hl1.1I>D 
Moat cllnic1ans world.na with te.tina techniquea ba.ed on 
.elf-report bave noted wide difference. 1D the relias.oua I ea t1mate 
of themaelvea, botb when compared to the opinion of their 
superiors and when comparau with the picture obt.ined throuah a 
nulsauised" tool of peraonality •••• a .... nt. EV.n without con-
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scious dishonesty on the part of the candidate., it seems prac-
tically 1nlpossible for them to answer questionnaire. W1thout sOlfte 
degree of distortion. Researchers in this area. therefore ... re. 
on tbe necesaity of flnding some way of de.lina With thi. "exc.s. 
lve cautiouaness" on the part of the sem.1nariana. 
Arnold (1962) off.rs a prami8ins solution: a projective 
teat which can be liven 88 a aroup test, can be scored accord1na 
to .plricall), deriVed criteria. and which measures raotivatlonal 
attitude. in seneral. Ibis test ls relatively unstructured. lt 
does DOt depend on norma obtained from the •• neral population, 
and it i. not interpreted accord ina to arbitrary tbeoretical 
constructs. 
Tbtor,tisal ,optld,r,t&29I 
The Story Sequence ADalysls (Sal) is ••• entially a 
method. of .corina t.maainat1v •• torle. and lnterpretina them 1n an 
objective fasbion. !be p.yeholoSi.t only .bstracts the meanina, 
the IBOral, or "import" of the stori •• ln s.quence, so that tbe 
subJ.ct b1ma.lf i. allowed to tall hi. own story, to express bis 
convictlona, bis philosophy of life. Whila the sa 1. certalnly 
a tldi8SU1sacl" means of ••••• ain8 true att1tudes and IIOtive., it 
i8 DOt a Itcieptb" t.chnlque. 111 the .ena. that it does not rev.al 
anytb1na wb1cb ,. not known to the person t •• ted. 'l'be story-
teller may not n.c •••• rily be full)' aware of th. attitudes b. 
paz 
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expresses tbrough his storiea. But when they are dlscuased with 
him he will usually recognize them for what they really are. and 
admit to the defenses ~cb may falsify them in his deliberate 
1Jnage of h1maelf. Regarding this point. Burkard (1958) makes an 
interesting observation: Because tbe attitude shining througb 
the story is habitual, it operates e .. iiy w:1thout conscious adver-
tence. The storyteller's habitual way of seeing things directs 
his actions, very frequently without clear awarene.s on hia part. 
An objective juciae. however, who baa known h:1m for some t:1me, can 
obs.rve bis actiona and sense the attitude bebind thea. He may 
be unable to aive apecific reasona, but be reacta to the sto-ry-
teller's personality as it re.lly ls. Therefore, be can often 
give • truer eatimate of the aubject'a peraonality than that 
which the aubject b1maelf miaht aive in a .elf-report. It ts 
intereating to note that in all tbe atudiea where the judaea' 
ratings have been used as an outaide criterion tbere baa been 
remarkable alTe.ant between tbe. and 8SA .core •• 
Arnold'. method of 8M can be used with any .et of 
atorie. told conaecutively. However, in this .tudy it haa been 
used w:1th stort •• told about TAT picture.. t'be orilinel aT .a. 
developed by Murray and Morpn in 1935, and waa brouaht to ita 
final form by Murray in 1943. I t i. a aeri.. of twenty carda 
containina pictures in black and wb1te and one blank card. Tbe 
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subject 1_ .. ked to make up a _tory to f1t each plcture, Qescrlb-
1na what 1. bappen1n, at the moment a. wll .. how the character 
feela, what baa led up to the event, and &ivin. the outcome. For 
the blank card, the subject 1s lnatructe<l to tmaaine some picture, 
de.cr1be it, and then tell a story about it. the TAT manual pro-
vides only a very ,e08ral scheme for content analysis. wltb 
apecial reference to Murray'. theory of drives and conflicts 
(need-pre •• ). OVer a doaen dlfferent acor1na ayat ... bave sub-
sequently been developed. A few repre.ent efforta to objectify 
the scorin,. altbouab most offer little more than an outline 
aulde for biably subjective interpretatiODa (Anastaai Jj.9~). 
Accordina to Arnold (1962) ,theae varied _thoda aeem to have 
one tbina in common: A paychoanalytic theory of peraonality 
wb1cb proposes that instinctive drive. or impulse. are the real 
motivatina forces of man. Thes. tapulses and drives are dis· 
guised in overt behaVior, but are revealed in fantasy. (For a 
more complete discussion of the rational. and _thod of "orthodox' 
TAT procedure a.e Holt. "The 'lhematic Apperception Test" in 
Ptot'stlv, tecbnlClU!f, ed. by Anderaon and Anderaon J.951}.) 
Arnold (1960) aptly aums up tbe pre.ent status of 
~rray'. TAT: 
Unfortunately. there baa never been .eneral 
qreemeat on bow the TAT sbould be .cored, Or 
even on what .hould be acored. It.lrray' a 
or1glnal ••• acorlnl of "theme.", wh1cb cCJunts 
needa and preas aeparately, la rather cumberaome. 
SLnc. then. a nuntbar of acorina techn191e. have 
been developed whlch allow conalderable accuracy 
in 01101cal d1qnoaia •• .Aa time loes on, the 'm.T 
..... to be used more and more impresaion1st1cally, 
ln much the a.. .y aa dre... are used in varloua 
achoola of psychoanaly.la. Thia baa led to a 
leneral dl.appointment in the ~Ta. a valid 
... aurlnl devs.ce. (p. 338) 
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A further probl. la evident when one examlnea the stuelies 
whlch bave attempted to predict behavior by maarua of ~T int.r-
pretation. Por, even when the TAT int.rpretatlons are valid, the 
are of limited use if the f88linla and attitudes they uncovar 
cannot predict actlon. A atud, by ttelly and riake (1961) aoulbt 
to predict the performance of araduate atudenta 1n clin1cal 
p.ycbolQIY ln a Veterena Administration trainina pro,rea usina 
various te.ts. 8II1ODI them the TAT. 10 sip1flcant relatlonshlp 
vaa found between TAT reaul ta and any of the criteria of .ucce ••• 
Di.cus.ina theae fiDdi.s Arnold (1964) conclude. that the 
.. thod. of 'fA.,T interpretation used in the • tucly cannot predlct 
action, and, therefore, the a •• umptions on whlch tb.y operate can 
be rea.onably qu •• tloned. '1'taa Story Sequence Analysi. (Sa) 
method, however. do.. make predictlon pos.lble. 
'fbi. point, bowever, ..... to need clarification: On 
wbat ba.l. can one .-ke the a •• UI8ption that future behavior can 
be predicted by mean. of the study of motivational pattern.' The 
• 
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problem. it seems, ls malnly one of semantics. Modern American 
psycholo81sts ordinarily stress a different concept of motivation 
Relying on the biological sciences, they emphasize the role of 
drives, feelings and emotions Wen speaking of motivation. Much 
of this type of "motivation" is common to men and an1mala. 
Rational motivation is specifically human. According to Snider 
(1954). what is known as good, and cons.quently ia d.sired, ia 
called a value. An appreciated value which 1nf\WmU' • R!fIOD 
to act is a mot.i~. 
The failure of many studie. to predict action frc:n an 
asseasment of the attitudes of the indiY1dual could be perhaps 
explained by the fact that the meaniq of the term "attitude" 
has not been clearly understood. Just as values and motives are 
not usually distinguished, neither are the two types of attitudes 
connected with them: evaluative attitudes (habitual values) and 
motivat1D& attitudes (habitual motivea). ~rnold, 1962). Those 
studies which have been concem.d with the prediction of human 
behav10r by raeans of an ........ nt of values or interest., loclud 
Lng those deal1n& with seminarians. bave perhaps overlooked the 
fact that a value or interest is merely sometbtng to wbicb a 
person gives intell.ctual .. sent, and from whleb flow. by no 
mean. a necessary emotional or int.llectual drive for action. 
"As long a. values are not accompanied by an appraisal for action, 
they do not influence behavior. When they do, they becane 
motivea." (IWd., p. 42) 
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Inasmuch aa the technique of Sequential Analy.is indicatea 
the subject'a baaic l1lOtlvat1n& attltude., that ls, hl. emotional 
and intellectual habitual tendenclea to actlon, lt 8.aea.ea 
mottv,,!. 
S10ce Arnold alvea a complete presentation of thia 
method ln ber book--Story Sequence Analyais (1962)--and alnce 
she baa alao wr1tten a aummary of thoae aapecta of the method 
pertinent to the aaaesament of rellaious 11f. 1n a chapter of 
Herr, J1.tl, SsrelR1M Cgd1date. (or tIM Pt:l •• tb0 od 194 
!t11,&oua W, (1964), thla paper only att..,t. to brinl out tbe 
ba.lc pointa of rationale end methodololY which apply to the 
pre.ent reaearcb. 
Practls.l APRlieatioga 
It now rema10a to a .. bow theae theoretical conslderationa 
are born out by experllBental r ••• arch. Since 19.53 many .tuellea 
bave been undertaken UDder Arnold'. dlrectlon. Several of them, 
tboup important to the study of motivation ln leneral, are not 
relevant to the Feaent ioveatlption. In this lte1?pect;, two areaa 
seemed especially pertinent: 
1) studle. «ullna with acad_lc achievement, 
2) studles de.llng with rellgloua subjects. 
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The first publisbed study using this Jru!tbod dealt with 
the acauemic achiovement of hilh school boys. Snider (1953) 
tested forty hLgh school seniors. paired on the basis of equal 
intellisenca and differ1n& academic achievement. He used all 
twenty cards of the TAT.. and the Rorschach. admini. tering them 
indiv1dually by meana of a tape recorder. Hla hypothese. were: 
Academic success depends upon the clear perception of a 
rational loal. 
Academic Succe •• also depends on strenath of motivation. It 
will, therefore, be .s.ociated with • atrona desire to 
achieve rational 8oals. 
Academic succe.. depends not only on the clear perception of 
a rational 8081 and the desire to reach it. it is also 
nece ... ry to perceive and .elect the approprlate _aIlS to 
the chosen loal. (Ibid., p. 137) 
Snider'. resulta could be summarized aa follow.: 
1) !be Rorschach showed no aign1ficant differencea between 
hiah and low achievers. It showed leneral personality 
lntelration, wh1ch Snider deems eapeeially useful In 
questions of patbolollcal conditions, but it did not 
show the specific loals towards which the :Lndi vidual 
:La likely to direct his eneratea, or the subject:Lve 
value which the person baa attacbe4 to h:Ls loal. It 
--: 'J, ; \ ;'::: • ." 
1& precisely such information which can 1>6 ~)ttalnea 
ty 
th , .............. - ill i f th T LOYOI A ro ......... sequent a ana ys s 0 e • UNIVEF-?srry 
2) Most of the differences found in the motivational 
patterns distinguished the two groups at the .01 
level or better. High achievers show greater realism, 
they evaluate their goals objectively and are willing 
to modify them to fit the circumstances. For this 
group obstacles and catastrophes are challenges to be 
met; even their own limltations and failures are 
accepted, but with a constructive attltude of correc· 
tion and development. High achievers are also wllling 
to glve up immediate gratification to obtain a more 
important goal. Low achievers, on the other hand, do 
not accept their l~tations and find it difficult to 
modify their plans to fit the circumstances. Low 
achievers fulfill their wishes through dreams and 
deslres. Emotlon rather than reason constitutes their 
chief driving force, and, therefore, sacrifice and 
control are most difficult. High achievers tend to 
choose carefully those means whlch would best lead 
them to success, and they inslst on determin1n& their 
awn cholces. Low achievers, on the other hand, rely 
on chance, fantasy, or almost fatalistic submission 
to circumstances, rather than on aacrifice, persis-
tence, or reasonable dependence on another in times 
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of stress. The high achiever is cooperative; he will 
be convinced by reasonable argument, and. will set 
aside his personal goals for the attainment of a 
common end. Not so the low achiever; he prefers to 
cling to his own way and will not be dissuaded 
either by argument or the needs of others from his 
own pursuits. the high achiever tends to be less 
self-centered, but the low achiever, seein. the 
success of others as a threat to his own, refuses to 
contribute to anything other than his own ends. 
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MCCandlish (1958) used the material from Snider's study 
and from a parallel study by Brown (1953) to establish criteria 
for predicting achievement. In thirty-nine out of forty cases, 
he was able to dete~tne which one of a pair matched in intelli-
gence and socia-economic background was the high achiever and 
which was the low achiever. 'Ibis and other studies aimed at the 
establishment of scoring criteria have resulted in striking 
differences between highly motivated and poorly motivated sub-
jects because, of necessity, they have examined only the extremes 
of their samples. More recent studies, however, have used the 
scoring categories to evaluate the full range of a given popula-
tion sample with considerable success. 
Garvin (1960) tested a group of college seniors, men and 
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women from neighboring institutions. He found correlations of 
.83 for men and .8S for women between SSA scores and grade point 
average. These correlations are considerably higher than those 
he obtained between ACE intelligence scores and grade point 
average. which Were .63 for men and • SO for women. The multiple 
correlation between grade point average, tntelliaence and SSA 
scores was found to be .87 for men and .84 for women, which is 
not much better tb4n the SSA and srade polnt averase correlation 
alone. 
A study w1tb seventh &rede ch11dren conducted by Arnold 
(1962.) obtained a .7' correlation between TAT scores and &redes. 
The multiple correlation between lntellllance test scores (Otis 
I.Q.). arade polnt averaae, and SSA scores was .84. Attempted 
prediction of twelve individual cb1ldren's Irade point averale 
resulted in an ave rase error of .363. Garvin's and Arnold's 
studies show that a remarkably consistent relationship exists 
between school achievement and motivation index. whether in 
younaer or in more mature students. 
Williams (1963), however, did not obtaln satisfactory 
results uslnS the SSA to distinJUish successful from unsuccessful 
male student nurses. In thls study, neither Ss.\. scores obtained 
according to the earlier version of the scorina system (used by 
Garvin P6Q}) nor those that followed the more developed system 
p 
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described by Arnold in her manual (1962) yielded any significant 
correlation with success in train1na. Low inter-scorer 
rellabillti •• , however, suaeat that the teat interpretation 
could have been deficient. 
Veraopuolo·s study (1965) ua1na the SSl for the predic-
tion of academic achievement with Greek hlab schOOl students was 
alao inconclusive. Her results point up the ~portance of ascer-
ta1n1na that the subjects follow te.t instructions faithfully. 
A great rrumber of storie. ln this lnvestiaation bad. no outcome, 
and, therefore, they could not be properly scored accordi. to 
the sa method. Also, the students came from different schools 
with different &radin, standards. 
Several studies us1naArnold's method of ~T analysis 
bave dealt wlth re1ilious subjects. Quinn (1959) developed a 
.corina system and used it successfully in a study of the 
motivational pattems of junior novices ln a teachlna order of 
men. In a later study (1961) he adapted his scorlna procedure 
for use with scholastlc brother. (youna professed rellaiou. in 
the last stlll.s of their train1na). Appl"na the modified scariDl 
system to the whole ranle of his populatlon ~ple, he souaht to 
assess each candidate's promise for the rell110us life, ualna the 
ranld.Das of superiors and fellow-rel18ioua .a the outside 
e 
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crlterlon. In b1s second study Quinn employed a novel and quite 
satisfactory methoa of adminlsterlng the test; by mlcrofl~lng 
and prlntlng the draWinas lt wa. posslble to glve eacb subject a 
set of tbe twenty ~T plctures placed ln a pl.stlc folder. Eacb 
subject. therefore. was able to set hls own pace witbln broad 
11m1ts. 
In the discusslon of bls results. Quinn brinas out 
several points whlch are partlcularly useful ln the tnterpretatio 
of the results of the present study. 'l\fo polnts need to be noted 
at this time: 1) The judaes ln Qulnn'. study were not asked to 
predict the candidate's perseverance ln rell110us llfe. but only 
to 11ve thelr opinion of the subject's present sultability to 
that llfe. 2) Qulnn warns that a high score on the test alone 
doea not necessarlly mean the novice is sulted for rellg10us 
llfe. The results of thls test. therefore, merely as quantita-
tive scores. cannot be considered a "screening device" ln the 
usual sense. Where scores were mlsleadina, however, a clinical 
evaluation quickly uncovered the mlstaken impressions. With 
these consideratlona. the results of this study can be properly 
understood. 
A moderate correlation between the subjects' S~ scores 
and the averale of ranklngs of various aroups of judles shows the 
there exists a substantlal relatlonship between them and the SSA 
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scores. Furthermore, altboush both peers and superiors had lived 
in close association with the aubjects for a considerable ttme, 
the two rankings do not correlate much better than the rankings 
and the TAT (Quinn Ei96!' , p.76). 
r SE 
peer-ranklngs -- SSA scores .59 .098 
superlor-ranklngs .- SSA scores .61 .095 
peers -- superior-ranklngs .65 .087 
Qulnn's study brings out a very interestina point. Al-
though he dld not obtain as hlah a correlation between the SSA 
scores and hls independent crlterlon--superlors' and peers' judg-
ments--as other investigatlons using Arnold's method of ~T 
analysis, bis results appear to enhance rather than detract from 
the valldl ty of tbls procedure. Peer and superlor judpents 
whlcb varled ,rutly from 'aT scores were found to bave been made 
on superficial aspects of the candldate's personality, his 
physical characterlstics, or his deceptively plea.lns compliance. 
This was evident, for example, in the case of one "falae positive' 
record. This subject scored blgh on the test and low on tbe 
ratings, wben the superlor and peer judles were questioned, how-
ever, lt was found that they bad consldered prtmarlly his ratber 
effemlnate exterlor, and had not Ilven much thouaht to tbe k1nd 
of person be really was. As Quinn aptly concludes (Ibid., p.SS): 
.... 
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t~hen a judge ranks a candidate low on these bases then it is to 
be hoped that ~T scores and the judges' ratings do not show a 
high correlation. It 
Another study, that of Burkard (1959), souaht to uia-
criminate between good and poor teachers in a relig1ou~ order of 
women by means of the Otis Quick-Scorinl Hantal Ability Teat, 
Gamma, Form A; the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory; and the 
Sequential Analysis of the ~T. As a criterion of teacher effec-
tiveness, she used pupil ratings obtained with the Diagnostic 
Teacher Ratina Scale, Form A, developad by Sister M. Amstora 
(1950). Burkard's a.aple consisted of 300 teachers from the 
fourth through twelfth grades. The method of ~T adm1n1stration 
varied from common ~T procedures in that only twelve cards were 
used, administered in ,roup form. To iaolate the IDOst signifi-
cant differences between aood and poor teachers, the method of 
matched pairs was used. Fifty of the highest rated teachers 
were matched in all possible ways with fifty of the lowest rated 
teachers. When these fifty pairs were compared on the basis of 
their Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI) scores, no 
significant difference was found in the hiah school aroups. In 
the elementary school a ! of 2.40 was found J si8nificant beyond 
the 51 level. The items which contributed most to this difference 
were chiefly in the cate80ry of attitudes toward children and 
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teaching. But only in two casea were t,hey the combination of 
right and wrong answers as given by the authors of the inventory. 
Moreover, there was much overlapping of attitudes among both 
groups. Some of the highest scores on tbe Ml'AI were made by the 
lowest rated teacbers, and vice versa. 
The SSA results on the other band, shOWed no overlapplng. 
the scores of the criterion groups were actually at the extremes. 
In analyzing these results, Burkard concludes that her 
subjects' basic disposltion toward 11fe as expressed ln their SSA 
scores is a greater factor ln thelr accep~lce by thelr pupils 
than are the attitudes they consclously express ln the attitude 
lnventory, since much more conclusive results were obtained from 
a cou1parlson of SSA scores and pupil ratinas than from a compari-
son of attitude lnYentory scores and pupil ratinas. 
Lucaasent • study (1963) of leadershlp qualitiea amona 
young women religious ls of particular relevance to the present 
investlpt1on, as sbe uses the present verslon of the scorlng 
cateaories as well as the same scorlna procedure on tbe wole 
renae of a given group. Purthe~ret she does not lntend to tap 
what the subjects have done 1n actuality, but what they are 
capable of do1n&. for sbe belleves that actual leadersbip effec-
tlveness depends as much on circumstances a. it does on tbe sub-
ject himself. More importantly. the lnvestlaatorts definition of 
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leadership includes one related aspect of religious life, that of 
maturity, or the extent to which the sensory and intellectual 
aspects of personality are integrated in a truly human way. This 
definition of maturity corresponds to those basic characteristics 
which this investigation seeks to evaluate. It may be remembered 
that it is maturity and integration which experts on religious 
vocation have stressed as necessary for successful religious 
formation. (see pp. 2-3) 
Lucassen's sample was made up of young professed 
religious in a teaching order of women. Their training at that 
point was leared toward their professional and apostolic develop. 
ment. As an outside criterion Lucassen used a self-designed 
ranking test. With the aid of factor analysis she identified 
sixteen different variables and correlated each of them with SSA 
scores. It is interesting to note that Lucassen's results are 
very similar to Quinn's. She finds. relatively high positive 
relationship between SSA motivational index (Ml) scores and the 
scores on the ranking test. She also finds almost identical 
positive and negative characteristics in the high and low rated 
subjects. Her report on a "false positive" record gives almost 
the same reasons as Quinn for the discrepancy between the low 
score on the ~T and the high rank assigned to the subject by 
others: that is, tendencies to passivity and dependence are often 
• 
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mistaken in rellsioua llfe for qulet virtue and unqueationlns 
obedience. But. abe states, "rel1a1oua life ••• ia not the place 
to foater a splrit of dependency aDd a lack of loltiative, al-
thouah this i. wbat the life could do, if it were not carefully 
guarded _inat". (Luca.8enI!96jJ t p. 86) 
'lbe study cOl'lcludea that the technique i. capable of dls-
crim1natlna potential leadersblp under two aapecta' lnitlative 
and capablllty for lnalpt an4 expreasion. Lucassen finds this 
method particularly fruitful in the tralolna of youna religious 
for two reasons: 
1) It can point out very clearly the subjects' doubts or 
instabillty resardina vocation. 
2) When no such instabillty exists, it can provide a wll-
defined individual portrait of the religious t which 
can be used as a aulde to bis or ber development. 
The subjects' weaknesses or undeslrable attitudes can be identi-
fied and cballensed. Hia conatructive motivation and desirable 
characteristics can be alao known and liven opportunities for 
expression and development. 
Prom tbe foreaotna studiea it can be seen that tbe SSA 
would be moat adequate for the purposes of the present investiaa-
tion. It baa been proven repeatedly a valuable means of person-
ality assessment and an effective predictor of achievement in a 
Variety of vocational endeavora. All of the lnvestiptors who 
D 
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have used it for determintng suitability and adjus~ent to the 
religious 11fe report it to be a particularly useful and promi&-
ina sclentific tool. Certainly much more promlsing resul ta have 
been obtained with i.t than with any other test employed for the 
purpose of rel1ai.oua vocation assessment. Uat.ns this method, 
therefore, this study will attempt to determine whether or not 
discr1mlnatlna motivational difference a exist between a religious 
and a comparable secular populat1on. 
--
CHt\PTER I I 1 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
THE RATIONALE 
To recapitulate briefly, the purpose of thls study was to 
lnvestlaste any dlfferences ln motivational attitudes between 
minor seminarians at tbe beainnlna of their tralnlna for the 
prlesthood, and a comparable aroup of thelr peers who were not 
preparing for the prlesthood at that tlme. Slnce voluntary ad-
mlss10n lnto a £em1nary 1s generally considered a fairly serious 
vocatlonal commltment, it should presuppose a certain amount of 
self-analysls. The candidate must evaluate his abilities, in-
clinations, and loals in llfe. He must possess some understand-
ing of the means available for reachina his intended goal, and he 
must be capable of a reasonable choice regardina the best means 
for himself. These characteristics, therefore, should be shown 
to a greater degree 1n the minor seminarian than in the hiah 
school student. Moreover, because the vocation to the priesthood 
Or religious llfe makes areater demands upon the individual than 
are senerally made by the normal circumstances of llfe it re-
qulres greater personality resources and particularly a stronger 
motlvation. Consequently. the seminary ,roup should show 8 
stranser t more consistently positive pattem of motlvation than I&~ 
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the control group. 
Those essential ~~litles of the promising candidate for 
religious life--maturity and integratlon--are synthesized in 
Lucassen's definition of maturity stated above (p. 42). Sbe find 
that the SSA can be of significant value in the assessment of 
this personality trait. Positive motivation, as found in the 
imports of hLah achievers (see pp. 33-34). is certainly indica-
tive of a mature, well-integrated peraon who ia capable of strlv-
inl effectively for the 80ala he sets himself. I t was believed 
that such attitudes in the minor seminarian coulo be assessed 
and a juc1ament made about their adequacy. 
THE SUBJECTS 
Accordina1y, a representative sample from the first year 
students attending a lara. mid-western minor seminary was matched 
with a control aroup of first year students attendina a classic-
ally-oriented catholic hlab school for boys in the aame locality. 
'lbe minor seminary i. a day school servtna the ,reater metropoli-
tan area of • larae city. the students are admitted to it when 
they have expressed a desire to prepare for the priesthood, and 
upon the reconmendation of tM pastor of their respective 
pariahes. Scholastically, they must pass a biah school entrance 
examination similar to thoae uaed in the Catbolic biab school. 1n 
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the area. their elementary school gradea must be acceptable. 
Their character and the suitability of their families is vouched 
tor by their pastor. With few exceptions, the boy. have attended 
a Catholic parish school. They are all from Catholic families. 
Thouah most students pay tuition comparable to that at an averaae 
Catholic hiah school, there are no financial requirements, since 
the diocese carries the financial burden ot their education; how-
ever, the majority come from a middle or upper-income home. 
Their averase ase is fourteen years. Tbeir intelliaence is 
estimated to be above averase. 
The Catholic hiah school from which the control aroup was 
drawn in a private boys' collele preparatory institution. It is 
a school which draws its students from a larle ,roup of appli-
cants from varying baCkgrounds and geographic locations within the 
Ireater metropolitan area. Unlike the averale hiah school in that 
city, its student body is not restricted by neiahborhood, national 
orilin or socio-economic ltmits, and thus was thought to compare 
more closely to the student body at the preparatory seminary. A 
previous study (Snider ~9'l1, p. 40) describes that scbool as 
one "where the studenta work in a traditional atmosphere of 
serious mental application, where many of them are preparina for 
professional fields." The avera.e first year student is esti-
mated to be fourteen years of age and to have above averaae in-
> 
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telligence. Admissions are on the basis of competitive entrance 
examinations, good character references, and satisfactory 
grammar school performance. The majorlty of the students attend-
ed a Cathollc parish school and most are from Cathollc familles. 
Tultion is comparable to the average Catholic bllh school ln the 
area; most of the students come from upper-m1ddle class back-
grounds. 
To conduct the lnvestlaatlon. the expertmenter a.ked for 
volunteer subjects from the flrat-year class in both schools. 
Seventy-four subjects were tested at the preparatory semlnary. 
di vlded lnto two pooup.. as they were for thelr currlculum. The 
avereae aroup conalste<l of forty·one students, and the advanced 
or "bonors" group of thirty-three. Slxty subjects were tested 
at the hlah school; of these. forty were fro. avera.e classes and 
twenty were from "honors" classes. Slnce the hlgh school uses thE 
Henmon Nelson lntelllience test as part of thelr entrance examlna-
tlon, the whole seminary populatlon was ,iven the Henmon Nelson 
Form A to provlde a baais of comparlson for the purpose of 
matchlng the students of both schools on lntelllaence test scores. 
To arrlve at the selectlon of the expertmental subjects 
of thls lnvestllatlan, a representative sample was tentatiVely 
selected by the lnvestla-tor. The san~ percentages of average, 
below-averase and above-averase students reported of the first-
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year class by their priest-counselor were maintained. On the 
basis of their IQ test acores and first semeater grades. then, 
the experimenter drew up a list of twenty subjects. nine from the 
advanced group and eleven from the average class. In the judg-
ment of their priest-counselor. these students represented a 
fairly adequate pictur~ of the first-year class in ability and 
achievement, and could be said to be typical of the average 
beginnina seminarian. Next, each student on this list was 
matched as closely as possible with a student from the boys' high 
school on Henmon Nelson IQ and average semester grades. In 
conjunction witb the administration of both participating 
institutions J then, a system of weighttna the students' grade 
averages was devised .0 that they might provide a fairer estimate 
of the students' academic achievement and be more clos.ly 
comparable in matching individual pairs from the two schools. 
Because both schoola clasaify the students according to their 
ability and the work expected of them and eYen their curriculum 
varies accordingly lt weB felt that comparing them on the basls 
of their semester grades would not be the Blost valld means of 
assessing thelr true achlevement. Consequently, lt was decided 
to transform their raw scores to "honor point" scores. on the 
follOWing basis: 
.. 
so. 
GRADE AVERAGE LEtTg GlW)E HONOR POINTS 
92-100 A 4 
85-91 B 3 
18-84 C }. 
72-77 D 1 
-71 P 0 
Where the semester averaae wa. above the mid-polnt of the 
ranae for that letter Irade, an addltlonal balf-polnt was llven. 
for the "honors" classes, an extra honor polnt was added to the 
average score--to live a total of flve polnts for an A, four for 
a B, and so on. 1.'be students were matched, then, on the basls of 
the1r IQ and welabted arade-polnt avera,e. Table 1 descr1bes, ln 
Iraph1c form, the populatlon sample of thls investigat1on. 
To summarize, the population sample from the minor 
sem1nary consisted of twenty students represent1na • fairly typi-
cal cross-sectlon of the flrst-year class. The average ale was 
14-7 years at the time of testlng, ranalnl from 14-3 to 15-3 
years. The averale I.Q. was 119.85 (Henman Nelson, Porm A), 
ranalnl from 109 to 134. the averale wellhted C~ wa. 3.35, 
ranllna from 0.0 to 5.0. The matched control ,roup cons1sted of 
twenty blah school students 1n the1r first year. The averase aae 
was 14.9 years, ranalna from 14-1 to 15-2. The averale I.Q. was 
119.7 (ReDmOn Nelson, Form A), ranaina from 108 to 134. The 
.. 
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TABLE 1 
TWENtY MINOR SEMINARIANS AND TwEti'IY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
MATCHED FOR I.Q. AND GRADE POINT AVERAGE'" 
Minor Seminarians 
•• 
High School Students 
N I.Q. GPA I.Q. GPA 
1 118 5.0 118 4.5 
2 12.9 5.0 129 5.0 
3 126 5.0 126 4.0 
4 131 .5.0 132 5.0 
5 134 4.5 134 3.0 
6 123 4.5 122 4.5 
7 133 4.5 133 4.5 
8 127 4.0 127 4.0 
9 110 4.0 110 1.5 
10 116 3.5 116 4.5 
11 115 3.5 115 2.0 
12 119 3.0 120 0.5 
13 109 3.0 108 2.5 
14 113 3.0 113 4.5 
15 114 2.5 114 2.5 
16 123 ~.O 120 1.0 
17 115 2.0 115 3.0 
18 113 1.5 113 3.0 
19 116 1.5 116 2.0 
20 113 0.0 113 0.5 
TABLE .2 
DlrnRENCES IN I.Q. AND GRADE POINT AVEBAGE* BETWEEN 
MINOR. SEMINAJUANS AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
Ilgs OPA 
M SD M SD 
Minor Seminarians 119.85 7.82 3.35 1.39 
High School Students 119.70 7.71 3.10 1.45 
1 Test .96 .06 
!non-slsn1f1clntl ~non-sl!elflcant) 
(~ wel&bted accordina to the procedure described on 
.49 .. 50. 
--
----~--------------
S.l. 
average weighLeJ GPA was 3 .. 1 :r'anging frum o.s to s.c. A.£ test 
showed no significant dlfferences between the two samples on the 
basls of 1.Q. ana Irede polnt averale. They coul<.i be con$lo_red, 
therefore, to be matched aroups. Table 2 expresses these flndlng 
more fully. 
nlE ADMlNISTMTION or tHE TEST 
To assess the dlfferences in motivation between these two 
aroups Arnold's method of 11\T analysls was uaed. In previous 
studles uslna thia method of interpretation it wa. found that no 
appreciable dlfferences occurred when the classlcal way of ad-
mln1sterina the TAT, that ia, orally and indlvidually (e.a-, 
Snider's) was replaced by the more practical aethod of Iroup ad-
ministration in which the storiea are written by each subject. 
EVen with Murray's method Lindae, and Heinemann (195S) found no 
differencea between score a and analysls resultina from individual 
and aroup administration. 
On the positive sWe, the fact that the stories are 
writtvn by the storyteller effectively limits excesslve verbosity 
or literary flourlshes whlch would lmprove the narrat1ve but 
would contribute little to the basic plot ana outcome on which 
the interpretation 1$ based. Writing the stories, moreover, 
seems an advent .. e becauae it encouraaes the subject to focus 
his attention more on the basic structure and unity of tbe plot 
> 
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and outcome. Also, group administration eliminates the embarrass· 
ment often present when a boy ia asked to tell a story. Quinn's 
study (1961) as stated aboVe, used a form of group administration 
However, each subject bad bis own material and could work. at his 
own speed, without distraction or annoyance. Garv1n (1960) and 
others found the method of group administration by means of 
slides projected onto a motion picture screen satisfactory. So, 
for the present investigation, it was decided to use this method 
because it seemed to provide the most expedient way of handling 
the large number of subjects that were to be tested at the Dame 
time. 
Before the testing sessiona proper, wben the cla.ses 
were approacbeJ in search of volunteer subjects, both tbe 
seminary and bigh school boys were reassured that the re6iults of 
the tests ware to be kept confidentlal and that they would ln no 
way lnfluence thelr personal standina in the seminary or school. 
Both aroups were further reassured by the use of code numbers In-
stead of names on thelr records. The code numbers were simply 
taken from their alpbabetlcal place in the class list. 
the test was administered ln aroups to suit the subjects' 
class schedules, by means of slides projected on a screen. 
Thirteen pictures from the oria1nal adult male set of ~T cards 
s 
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used by ltlrray were sbown ln one sesslon, each one for seven 
mtnutes. The carda sbown were: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
14, 16, and 20. Before tbe flrst plcture waa ahown, the follow-
lna instructlons were read to the group: 
Thia i8 a test of your creatlve tmaalnatlon. You will see 
thirteen pic::tu'res, one after another. As you look at each 
plcture, wrlte as dramatlc a story as you can about It. 
Tell what led up to the scene shown ln the plcture and what 
la bapperd.na now. What are the thouahts and feellll1s of 
the people ln the plcture? Since we are intera.ted ln yow:· 
creative lmqinatlon, be sure to tell a story wlth a plot 
and outsom@. Try to write a story and not a piece of con-
versatlon. You will have aeven minutes for each story. Be 
sure to wrlte something about each picture. If you cantt 
think of anythlna to say for one of tbe plctures, write 
that dO\m too. 
Before the second plcture: 
Remember, we .are intereated 10 your creative imaa1natlon, 
and be aure to tell a atory with a Rlot and outeome. Tell 
what led up to the sceDe ln the picture, 'What is happenina 
now, and how it will end. Write a straipt story and not a 
plcce of conversation. 
Before the third picture: 
Remember, we want to know what loes on in the picture, what 
led up to lt, what ls happen1na now, and bow lt will end. 
Wrlte a stralsht story and not a piece of conversation. 
Before the blank card (#16): 
Now you will see a blank picturE:::. Itfia&ine a scene, and 
then tell a story about it as you have been doina_ And 
remember to tell what led up to the scene in the picture, 
what la happenina now, and bow it will end.. Writ. a story 
and not a piece of conversation. 
If the insistence on a story and not merely a snatch of 
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Jialogue S93lU£> excessive, it 1s because the method i$ based on 
scoring a story with plot and outcome, dialogue makes a point but 
does not usually have an outcome. 
After the testo were aiven and the pairs were matched and 
selected accordina to the method already de~cribed, the records 
of tbe twenty minor seminarians and their peers in the Catholic 
high school were scored and interpreted according to the asquen-
t1al analysis method. 
The Method of Int,rpreh.tloP 
Aa has already been said, a Manual baa now been published 
(Amold. Ston S'Q\!!Bce 9l!si& I! 96~) and the reader i& re-
ferred to it for a complete description of the S~ and its 
theoretical basis. lor the purposes of this investiaation, a 
brief description will be sufficient. A story ia a creative re-
oraaniaation of past sense tmpres8iona, a new product of human 
tmaaination. much more tban a collection of themes or a strina of 
memory imaaea. raat methoda of analy.ina stories concentrated on 
catesor1zina and analyzing its elementa, but di&reaarded its 
essential qualities, what makea it precisely a story, and not a 
free association or "stre .. of consciousness" productJ namely, 
the plot with its outcome. When each story is caDdenaad into an 
imP2It that leaves out incidental details but preserves the 
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essence of the action and outcome. the point of the story, the 
habitual conviction of the storyteller, his motivational attitude 
is revealed. When all the imports are seen in sequence, a pic-
ture of the indiVidual emerges that portrays hi. attitudes, his 
intentions for actions, in a word, his motives. ~d motives as 
bas been stated. are not identified with "tnterests" or "values': 
but are considered habitual tendencies to action.) Thua, the SSA 
repreaents a self-recording portrait of the storyteller which 
tells its own story without elaborate and often speculative in-
terpretation. Theae "imports" are then scored aa positive or 
neaative-·from +2 throuab 0 to -2·-expresslna constructlve or 
non-constructive attitude.. Each story's acore ia added 
alsebralcally to live the flnal score. which is transformed into 
a "motivation index". Tbe results obtained aive not only a 
quantitative measure of the strenath and the direction of the 
person's strivins. but also of the prob18lls he bas to meet and 
their proposed solution. 
It should be noted that the scorina cateaories uaed in 
this study are baaed on the empirical find1nga of the varlous 
lnveatiaationa reported by Arnold (1962). lbey are actual import 
found in the positively and negatively motivated subjects' re-
cords upon which these categories were baaed. Althoush these 
patterns of attitudes and convictions bave been shown to be 
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relatively stable, they are subject to sClne degree of modifica-
tion throuah intelligent SUidance aou training; especially 10 
this true of youngsters in their formative years. For this 
reason, it was deemed particularly useful to test it with the 
present experimental population. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION or RESULTS 
PRELIMINARY STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
As a first step to an interpretation of the results of 
this investigation it was sought to determine the relationship of 
SSA scores expressed in the motivation index (M[) to academic 
ability as measured by the Henman Relson test of intelligence and 
to academic achievement as measured by the grade point average 
(GPA) weighted in the manner described in the previous chapter. 
A strong reason for examining the correlation between SSA 
scores and grades is that previous research (see Chapter II) has 
already established the relationship of academic achievement to 
adjustment and perseverance in the minor seminary. However, the 
only possible predictor of future academic performance to date 
has been the I.Q. test. On the other hand, research in the area 
of religious vocation emphasizes the capital role of motivation 
as a factor in the success of religious candidates. If a means 
could be found of measuring motivation whicb would also bave some 
bearing on academic acbievement in tbe minor seminary beyond that 
of tbe I.Q. test the results would offer great promise for profit-
able use in the assessment of minor seminarians. 
S8. 
p 
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The SSA has already been used for the prediction of 
academic achievement with lay populations, as has been discussed 
previously. It would seem that the influence of the motivation 
index would be increased when used with a religious population 
where it could be expected that native ability would be supple-
mented by a stronger desire to succeed than in a comparable lay 
population. 
Pearson's correlations were therefore obtained between 
I.Q. and CPA, between HI and CPA, and between I.Q. and HI for 
both the minor seminary and the high school samples. The signifi-
cance of these correlations was also dete~ined. Multiple correl-
ation coefficients of I.Q. and HI with CPA were then obtained for 
both groups. To determine further to what extent each of these 
factors contributed to the multiple correlation, partial correla-
tions were obtained between ew. and I.Q. with HI held constant 
and between CPA and HI with I.Q. held constant. All of these 
findings are summarized on Table 3. 
It can be seen from these results that the only statis-
tically significant relationship is that between I.Q. and grades, 
which is not unexpected. Very little, if anything, is gained 
when the SSA scores indicating the motivational index are added. 
In the high school sample, moreover, the correlation between 
motivation index and achievement is so low as to be almost nega-
TABLE 3 
PEARSON'S CORRELATIONS,MULTIPLE CORRELATION AND PARTIAL 
CORRELATIONS OF mE I .Q. ,OPA,AND MI OF MINOR 
SEMINAR~NS AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
I.Q. and OPA 
HI and OPA 
I.Q. and HI 
R 
1.23 
PEARSON'S CORRELATIONS 
Minor Seminarians 
rxy 
.61*** 
.32* 
.13* 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 
(CPA, I.Q.,and HI) 
Minor Seminarians 
.66*** 
PART~L CORRELATIONS 
H.S. Students 
rxy 
.49** 
.07* 
.25* 
H.S, Students 
.49** 
A) CPA and HI holding I.Q. constant 
Minor Seminarians 
H. S. Students 
r12.3 - .31* 
r12.3 - -.06* 
B) GPA and I.Q. holding HI constant 
Minor Seminarians 
H. S. Students 
*Non-significant correlation 
**Significant beyond .05 
***Significant beyond .01 
r12.3 - .61*** 
r12.3 - .49** 
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tive. On the other hand, it will be noted that there is a higher 
correlation between HI and grades in the minor seminary than 
there is in the higb scbool, which tends to confirm the ass~~p­
tion made previously that motivation would bave a greater 
p 
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influence on academic performance in a religious population than 
in a comparable lay population. 
The statistical tests of the differences of correlations 
between these two groups, however, cannot be regarded as very 
meaningful, since they presuppose that the correlations are 
significant. Moreover, the lack of statistical significance does 
not allow for strictly meaninaful partial or multiple correlations 
either. This fact ia evident in the case of the correlation be· 
tween G~ and M[ in the high school group (r-.07) which becomes 
r-:06 in the partial correlation between GlA and HI holding I.Q. 
constant. Such figures appear pointless. Nevertbeless, tbese 
correlations have been included as an indication of the nature of 
tbe results obtained in tbe present study. 
One other observation that can be made from the results 
on Table 3 is that the very low correlations between I.Q. and Ml 
suggest that tbese two variables are in fact distinct and un-
related, so that the personality factor obtained through the SSA 
is actually non-intellective in nature. 
In addition to the results summarized on Table 3, no 
significant difference was found between the minor seminary and 
the high school groups in the correlations between GlA and I.Q. 
Neither was there any significant difference between these two 
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groups in the correlations between HI and G~. Since the correl-
ation between I.Q. and GPA was significant and the correlation 
between M[ and GPA was not, it could be inferred that, in the 
present sample, a greater relationship exists between I.Q. and 
orA than between HI and OPA. 
Following these computations--in which the two groups 
were kept separate·-both groups were compared on the basis of 
their MI, and the significance of the difference was tested. The 
results are reported on Table 4. 
TABLE 4 
DIPPERENCES IN HI BE'IWEEN MINOR 
SEMINARIANS AND HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENTS 
Minor Seminarlans 
High School Students 
M 
-
102.75 
112.80 
SD 
-
45.44 
37.49 
t Test 
-
-.96 
(non-significant) 
As can be seen, the minor semlnarians and the high school 
students do not dlffer significantly in their motivation index. 
The high school group seems to have a slightly hilher mean MI 
than the seminary Iroup. However, because of the magnitude of the 
standard deviation in both distributions, this difference is not 
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statistically meaningful. 
RELIABILITY STUDmS 
Reliability of the SSA InterBFetations 
Because of the generally inconclusive nature of the test 
findings, a reliability check of the test interpretation was con-
ducted, with two independent investigators importing and scoring 
the stories. MOst prior studies that have discussed the question 
of reliability have reported findings on the basis of a single 
plus or minus score (i.e., Burkard [!.9Sg, Petrauskas I!9s9, 
etc.). Williams (1963) reports inter-scorer reliabilities based 
I 
on the motivation ind;ces. In the present study reliability co-
, 
efficients based on the motivation ind,ces were computed. These 
were found to be : .81 between scorer 1 (the investigator) and 
scorer 2, .70 between scorer 1 and scorer 3, and .67 between 
scorer 2 and scorer 3. All of these correlations are significant 
beyond the .001 level. 
I t may be remembered that the motivation index is based 
upon whether each story has a negative or positive import as well 
as on how strongly positive or negative this tmport is. Greater 
variability in scoring can be expected when both the quality and 
the strength of the motivational attitudes expressed in the 
story are taken into account than when only the positive or 
• 
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negative character of the import is in question. The reliability 
coefficients obtained, therufol'e, reflect & fairly adequate 
measure of agreement between the scorers. Nevertheless, the 
original MI scores obtained by the investigator were modified to 
take into account the combined efforts of all th~ee scorers, and 
it was tbese resulting motivation indices which were used in all 
subsequent statistical procedures. These HI scorett were estimat-
ed to provide a more reliable index of each subject's motivation 
ati measured by the SSA method, and, consequently, the final 
results of the present investigation could be said to be more 
accurate. 
Reliability 0' the Criterion Measure 
In still another attempt to increase the accuracy of the 
findings, the question was raised of how reliable a criterion 
first semester freshmen grade averages really were. Perhaps 
there would be a need to correct for attenuation in correlating 
freshmen average grades with the MI. Because of the low survival 
rate in the minor seminary, it was impossible to compare the 
seminarians' first semester freshmen grade averages with their 
cumulative grade average over the total four-year high school 
period. On the other hand, the .survival rate of the control 
group was quite good, and it was possible to obtain an indication 
of the reliability of the criterion--GPA of first semester fresh-
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me~ grades--by comparing it with the four year grade averages. 
Of the original twenty high school subjects, seventeen remained 
until graduation. The three subjects who left before completing 
four years were those who bad the lowest first semester freshmen 
gradea--CPA of 1.0 or under. When the remaining subjects' cumu-
lative grade averages were compared with their first semester 
freshmen grade averages, a correlation of rxy •• 80 was found. 
This correlation is significant beyond the .001 level J it would 
bave been even higher if the three missing subjects bad been in-
cluded. Since there was no sian1ficant difference between first 
semester freshmen grades and cumulative Irades in the hiah school 
group, and assuming that, because of the similarity in the 
curriculum policies of both schools, the same would probably be 
true of the minor seminary group if their cumulative Irades could 
be obtained, the original grade averales obtained at the time of 
testing were considered to be sufficiently adequate for the 
purposes of this investi&ation. However t the original transforma-
tion into weighted grade point averages was discontinued. It 
was found that the grades were already "weighted" t in the sense 
that the advanced classea were graded on a "curve" system which 
included only the upper part of the grade scale. The scale used 
for grading the averale classes, on the other hand. did not In-
clude the upper renae of Irades. 
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EvalHitlon of Statistical Procedures 
Finally, the statistical procedures used were carefully 
re-evaluated to take into consideration the size and particular 
characteristics of the population sample of this inVestigation. 
Several authorities in this field, notably Guilford (1954) and 
Torgerson (1958) have challenaed the use of parametric statistics 
in analyzing the results of psychological tests on the lrounds 
that the data obtained from them cannot be assumed to be properly 
on an interval scale, on which parametric methods are based. 
Guilford (1954) states that researchers have defended their use 
of "power" statistics with such tests as the numerous I.Q. 
measures with the araument that this variable has been proven to 
be normally distributed throuahout the general population. 
With respect to projective tests, Hurstein (1963) dis-
courages the use of parametric measures, such as Pearson's ~, 
when analyzing the results obtained from prOjective techniques 
because it is doubtful that the data obtained from such test 
analysis fulfills the conditions for the definition of an inter-
val scale. Non-parametric statistics, on the other band, avoid 
such assumptions as normality of the distribution, homogeneity of 
variance, and equal interval data, which are requisites for the 
use of most parametric techniques. Accordingly, Hurstein sUI-
gests the use of !b.2 correlations, l!!! coefficients, and similar 
.. 
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measures. These methods are admittedly less powerful and can be 
quite restricted in the quantity and kind of information they 
give about a particular population. Still. such measures are at 
leaat valid and appropriate to the type of data which does not 
lend itself to interval scaling. SSA seorea seem to fall more 
into an ordinal scale. Particularly for the preaent sample, it 
seemed safer not to presuppose eflU8l. intervals, and, consequently, 
Jb2 correlations were computed as those best suited for the com-
parison of ordinal data. 
Consequently, the relationship between arad. averaaes 
and SSA scores can be expressed as followsl 
1) In the minor aeminary the correlation between HI and 
Irades was I!!! .. .34. 
2) In the hiah school the correlation between HI and 
grades waa .182 - .25. 
A £ test showed that neither of these correlations was signifi-
cant. 
The correlations between I. Q. and MI were found to be I 
1) Ib2 - .04 in the minor seminary, 
2) 1!!2 - .19 in the h1gb school. 
Neither of the .. was significant. Indeed, the correlations be-
tween HI and I.Q. are so low that it can be a.sumed that the 
motivation index waa not affected by intellectual ability, partic-
ularly in the minor seminary. 
> 
THE SSA SCORES OF THE MINOR SEMINARIANS 
AND OF 'DIE HIGH SC}l)OL STUDENTS 
MOt,vlt1on Index 1n the Two PORulation Samples 
In accordance with the main purpose of tbis study, the 
MI • s of the minor seminary group were compared witb tbose of the 
bigb school group. The Mann-Whitney'y' test, a test of signifi-
cance whicb can be used with both ordinal and interval data, re ... 
sulted in a .y. of l42~ A'y' of 138 or less was required for 
significance at the .OS level. The difference between the two 
groups. therefore, cannot be said to be statistically significant. 
However, though there is little difference between tbe 
SSA scores of both groups, there is a difference in their dis-
tribution. Fifty percent of the minor seminarians obtained nega-
tive scores, as compared to only twenty percent of the high 
school students. 
COMPAlUSON BBlWEEN HICH AND 1m ACHIEVERS 
As stated in Chapter III, the two sroups ex:ain1ned in tbis 
study were taken from highly selected populations, both 
academically and character-wise--thougb perhaps a greater emphaai 
is given to the character aspects in the seminary selection proce 
dures. This fact seems to be substantiated by the aenerally 
positive motivation index scores obtained.. However, the greater 
frequency of negative scores in the minor seminary appeared to 
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require a more detailed examination of the data. Perhaps a 
closer look at the differences between the blgb achieving and the 
low achieving members of each group, as well as between the two 
groups, would provide a clearer understanding of the motivational 
patterns of the minor seminarians. 
For the purposes of this lnvestiation, those students 
were consldered to be h1gh ach1evers who bad the hilhest grade 
avera.. ln relationship to their intelli •• nee test scorel those 
students were considered to be low achlevers who had the lowest 
grade aver... in relation to their intelligence test score. The 
median I.Q. of the high achievin. minor seminarians was 118 and 
their median grade ave rase 92.0. The median I.Q. of the high 
&chievinl hip school students was 118 and their median Irade 
averea. 89.2. l'he median I.Q. of low achieving minor seminarians 
was 115 and their medlan p-ade ave rase 75.4. The med.ian 1.Q. of 
low acb1evina high school students was 115 and their median grade 
avera.e 73.3. The Mann-Whitney l! test yielded a .I of .548 for 
the difference between the I.Q.ts of the hisb and low achievers 
in the minor seminary, and a .2 of .42 for the difference between 
the I.Q. ts of the hiah and low achievers in the high school, 
neither of which are significant. The.2 of .008 found between 
the p-ade averases of the hiah and low achievers in both the 
minor seminary and the hiah school, on the other band,ls sign1f1-
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cant. Theae reaul ta 1ndlcate that the two Iroups are in fact 
high and low achievera in relation to thelr respective population 
samples. 
Table S lives the I.Q.ts"rade avera,e •• and the motiva-
tion indices of the whole ranle of the two populations, setting 
off the hiah and low achievers in botb groups. The median HI of 
the minor seminary aroup w •• 102, the median HI of the btgh 
acbievers was 154 J and the median HI of the low achievers was 96. 
The median HI of the bigh sobool group waa 1271 tbe median HI of 
the bigb acbievera was 135; and the median MI of the low acbievers 
va. 119. The Mann-Whitney y test of the aipUicance of the 
difference between the MIta of the hiab and low achievera reaulted 
1n a .R of .27 for the minor aem1narian. and a .e of .34 for the 
high school boys, neither of which 1s s1an1ficant. In both popu-
lations. therefore, the high achievers do not dUfer significantly 
fram the low achievers 1n their motivatlon indlces. Table 6 des-
crlbes the hlah and low achievers of both population samplea in 
terma of their I.Q., grade averale, and MI. 
Distt1bution of Stotles Amona tbe Four Scor!n& Cateloriea and the 
VaE10ua POPHtation Su§ .. CrouR! 
In a further effort to differentiate in some way between 
the high and low achievers and between both populations, an 
examinatlon vaa made of the dis tribut:l.on of reaponses among the 
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TABLE 5 
I.Q •• GBADES. AND M. I. OF l'WENTY MINOR SEMINARIANS 
AND twENTY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
Minor SemiyrianJl Biah School Students 
N 1& G.A. M.I. N ~i~' G.A. M.I. 1 90.4 nr -110 1 89.2 162 
2 115 89.8 88 2 116 89.9 123 
3 118 94.8 173 3 118 88.0 127 
4 126 92.0 62 4 122 87.6 150 
5 tJl 9f l 8 1~! 5 129 91·a 135 6 9 .6 81 6 132 93. '9 
7 134 89.6 142 7 126 87.3 123 
8 119 87.2 104 8 127 87.2 142 
9 109 87.0 73 9 108 82.6 123 
10 123 88.4 113 10 133 88.8 181 
11 116 83.4 77 11 113 86.0 81 
12 113 85.8 158 12 115 84.9 119 
13 133 88.4 46 13 134 85.9 158 
14 127 86.4 127 14 114 81.0 177 
15 I1t 82&2 162 15 116 80.~ 135 16 13.4 41 16 nO 73.8 127 11 
17 113 70.6 100 17 115 78.1 77 
18 115 78.9 76 18 113 71.5 127 
19 116 75.0 42 19 120 73.3 119 
20 123 78.0 10~ 20 liO 71.2 81 
TABLE 6 
DIFFERENCES IN MEDIAN I.Q •• GlADES, AND M.I. BEtWEEN 
HIGH AND LCM ACHIEVING MINOR SEMINARIANS 
AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
MinoE Seminarians 
High Achievers ~ 1 8 G!!. 92.0 ~!l' 
Low Ach1evera 115 7S.4 96 
.2 .548* .008** .274* 
H1sh School Students 
High Achiever. 118 89.2 135 
Low Achievers 11S 73.3 119 
.2 .42* .008** .345* 
*Not significant 
**Siani ficant 
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four scoring categories of the SSA. These categories are I 
Achievement, II Right and Wrong, III Human Relationships, and 
IV Reaction to Adversity_ Tables 7 and 8 summarize the results 
of this analysis in graphic form. 
TABLE 7 
DISTB.IBUTION OF THE CUMUlATIVE .JAW seollEs OF 516 
STORIES AMONG THE FOUl. SCORING CATEGOI.IES· 
AND THE VABlOUS POPULATION SUB-GROUPS 
~~nor Seminarians 
High Low Middle 
Achievers Achievers Range Totals 
I +11 
- 5 +3 + 9 II +19 + 7 +38 +64 
III +13 
-22 +3 
- 6 IV +5 
-10 -22 -27 
- - - -
Totals -+48 -30 +22 +40 
High School Students 
High Low Middle 
Achieve,s Achievetl ianse Iot,l, 
I +28 +10 +30 +68 
II +17 +11 +55 +83 
III +12 
- 7 +5 +10 IV 
- 7 
- 6 + 1 -12 
- - - -
Totals +50 + 8 +91 +149 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
TABLE 8 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF STORIES AKlNG tHE 
FOUl SCORING CATEGORIES AND THE VARIOUS 
POPULATION SUB-GIOUPS 
Mlnor Seminarian a 
High Low Middle 
Achievers Achi,vers laye Totals 
24 18 4S 87 
22 18 29 69 
14 19 30 63 
-L 7 ~ ...JL 
-
Totals 6S 62 129 2S6 
Hiah School Students 
High Low Middle 
Achlever· Ashievera "nse Totals 
I 2S 31 45 101 
II 13 12 35 60 
III 19 11 33 63 
IV 8 11 
..!L 36 
- - -
Totals 65 65 130 260 
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An examinatlon of the raw scor.s on Table 7 shows that, 
ln spite of the lack of slgnlflcant dlfference. becween the M.I. 
acores of the hlgh and low achievers, there are some marked 
difference. ln the raw score. glven each of their atoriea. Again, 
it la in the minor aeminary that these differences can be seen 
most clearly. This la true of every catelo.." but particularly 
of Category III, Human &elationshlps. Cat'lory IV, Reaction and 
Adveratty, is quite D8lative throuahout both populations, the 
> 
high achieving minor seminarians, however, have more positive 
attitudes in this category than any of the other sub-groups. 
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The minor seminarians as a group have lower scores than 
the high school students in every category and a significantly 
lower overall score. Tbis tendency i. particularly evident in 
Category I, Achievement. On the whole, there is not much 
difference between the high achievera of bothgroups--except in 
the area of achievement. where the seminarians scored consider-
ably lower than the high school students. Among low achievers, 
on the other hand, the minor seminarian. show sianificantly more 
negative attitudes, particularly in Cateaories I and III. Minor 
seminarians in the middle renae obtained aenerally positive 
scores·-except on Cateaory IV. Overall, however, their scores 
were much less positive than tbose of their hiab scbool counter-
parts, particularly in Cateaories I and IV. 
On the whole, Cateaory III distinguished best between the 
higb achievera and the low achievers in both populations. High 
achievers are quite positively motivated in the area of human 
relationships; low achievers show a negative pattern of motiva-
tion in this area. 
Category I distinguished best between seminarians and non-
seminarians. The high school students appear to be much more 
positively motlvated than the minor seminarians in the area of 
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achievement. 
An examination of the distribution of stories among the 
four SSA categories (Table 9) shows that the greater number--
more than one-third--of stories are in Category I. Achievement. 
Categories II, Right and Wrong and III, Human Relationships 
follow; and, finally, Category IV, Reaction to Adversity. 'lbe 
order of frequency is almost identical in each population. The 
minor seminarians, however, told fewer stories dealing with 
achievement. 
there are some slight but perhaps interestina differences 
amona the various sub-aroups. Amona minor seminarians, hiah 
achievers told more Achievement stories and fewer stories dealing 
with Human Relationships than did low achievers. 
The trend seems to be reversed among the high school 
students, where high achievers told fewer Achievement stories and 
more Human Relationships stories than low achievers. In general, 
therefore, there is no significant factor distinguishing the high 
achievers from the low achievers. 
'lbe minor seminary population differs from the high 
school population in two aspects: they told fewer stories dealing 
with achievement and slightly more stories dealing with right and 
wrong. Statistically, however, these differences are insignifi-
cant. 
... 
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'DIE SSA AND THE PROBLEM OF PERSEVEIANCE IN THE MINOR SEMINAllY 
The prediction of perseverance is an essentlal, although 
often implicit goal in any screening or assessment program, 
whether for secular or religious vocational guidance. Therefore, 
although not strictly within the ori&inal scope of the present 
investigation, it may be intereatin. to compare the 251 of minor 
seminarians who continued to the junior colleae seminary with the 
total seminary population sample and with the control group. 
Table 9 summarlaes the quantitative differences between 
the minor seminarians who persevered over a four-year period and 
the total population samples of both the minor seminary and the 
control group of hi.b school students. Table 10 shaws the dis-
tribution of their stories and scores among the four scoring 
categories. 
The most sianificant difference beoween the persevering 
minor seminarians and the whole range of both population samples 
seems to be that the median I.Q. of the persevering seminarians 
Is nine points above that of either population. 
'1'be median grade aver .. e of the persevering semlnariana 
Is only slightly hi&her than the median of either population. 
Scholastic achievement alone-·l.e., without taking I.Q. into 
consideratlon--moreover. appears to have little If any bearing 
, 
on the perseverance of the present minor seminary sample, since 
.... 
I.Q. 
G.A. 
M.I. 
TABLE 9 
MEDIAN I.Q. 's, G.A. 'S,AND M.I.'S or THE PERSEVUING MINOR 
SlMlNAIlANS AND OF THE WJI)LE RANGE OF THE MINOR 
SiMINAI.Y AND CONTB.OL POPULATION SAMPLES 
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Persevering 
Minor Seminarians 
Minor Seminary 
'opYlation Sample 
High School 
Population Sample 
126.0 
88.4 
113.0 
117.0 
87.1 
102.0 
TABLE 10 
DISTl.DUTION or 1111 STOI.IBS AND SCOllBS 
or PEllSEVUING MINOR SBMINAIlANS 
117.0 
86.0 
127.0 
CAtelon 
I 
Scona 
- 3 
+20 
Catelor! 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
~umber of Stories 
17 
21 
1S 
II 
III + 6 
IV o 
...!1.. 
Total +23 Total 6S 
only one of the five high achieving ._inarian. continued to the 
junior college seminary. 
The median motivation index of the persevering minor 
seminarians i. hisber than the median of the seminary population; 
but it is lower than the median of the hiah school control group. 
The distribution of the stories and acores of the perse-
vering minor seminarians among the four scoring cateaories is not 
unlike the middle renae of the minor seminary experimental popu-
pt 
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lation. the acores of the persevering seminarians, however, are 
slightly lowar than those of the middle range of the population or 
Category I. and considerably higher on Category IV. 'lbe perse. 
vering seminarians also obtained a better score on Category II 
than any other seminary sub-grouP. including the high achievers. 
Prom the foregoing analysis, it appears that the beginn-
ing minor seminarian who is more likely to persevere has better 
intellectual ability than the minor seminarian who will not 
persevere. However, he will not be stronsly motivated to achieve. 
In fact. he is more likely to be an average acbiever than a higb 
achiever. He will bave better chances of succeeding in the 
seminary if he has a "passively positive" motivation. i.e., if he 
can adapt to the people and circumstances be encounters, rather 
than trying to change them. He 1s 11.kely to have a strong moral 
conscience. He seems to be more concerned witb the problems of 
evil. sufferins and misfortune than most of his contemporaries. 
However, he is not necessarily more capable of dealing with these 
problems constructively. 
CLINICAL EVALUA.TION OF 'l'HB SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 
The preceding results suggest that a strictly statistical 
examination of quantitative data is not very useful for the 
evaluation of adjustment or the prediction of success with minor 
seminarians. A clinical evaluation of the individual sequence 
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analysis, on the other hand, c.n uncover some of the factors that 
resulted in the "defection" of 7S1, of the present seminary popula-
tion. It is precisely in this manner that the SSA can be profit-
ably used where other tests cease to be effective. The following 
records will illustrate this point. 
Minor Seminarian At a high achiever, left the seminary 
shortly after the test was given. His I.Q. is 129, his grade 
average 92.8, and his M.I. 1~4. All of these scores are signifi-
cantly higher than the minor seminary population medians, and alse 
higher than those of the persevering minor seminarians--except the 
I.Q. which is only slightly higher. 
The stories he told can be found in Appendix A. Some of 
them (e.g., S, 8, 11) are almost autobiographical, their meaning 
obvious even to an untrained reader. Other stories are not quite 
as transparent (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10). However, importing the 
record removes all doubts and brings out a very clear and con-
sistent picture of this boy's problems. 
1. When others set you to a task and you don't like the idea, you 
think it over and you decide to work at it, knOWing that lt ls 
tba way to become proficient. (+1 I B 4 d) 
2. And you overcome misfortune by hard work and making the best of 
the situation and when the tlme comes for you to make a life 
for yourself, you can live happily. (+2 I B 1 a) 
3. You pray for freedom and with the help of others gain it, even 
though you bad a narrow escape. (+1 III C 2 b) 
> 
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4. When an oppressor threatens you n.eet the challenge and lash 
out savagely at your opponent, and with the power of Cod and 
the help of others you succeed in winning out. (+2 II A 2 .) 
S. Even when it involves leaving your loved ones and risking your 
life you know that you muat follow the call of duty; but 
happily fate intervenes so that you don't have to go. 
(+1 II A 2 a) 
6. It may look like the end for you at tlmes, but you manage to 
turn the tables and destroy your persecutors, so that now all 
is safe. (+2 II A 2 d) 
7. Having listened to your elders you are able to brace up to the 
challenge and come through successfully. (+1 I D 1 d) 
8. For even if others don t t believe you and condemn you, with the 
help of others the truth will come to light and you will be 
saved. (+1 II C Ib) 
9. You too are called to help others, and reluctantly go to their 
rescue to find later that it is to your awn benefit; so you 
dive in and have a good time. (+1 IV A 1 .) 
lO.So.metimes, the results of your work are meager, so you try 
again and are surprised to flnd a hidden treasure. 
(+1 1 B 1 c) 
ll~t first you were afraid to take the plunge, but when an 
accident ahowa you how eaay it ls, you are glad it happened 
because otherwise you might never have made the attempt. 
(+1 IV a 1 a) 
l2.When danger threatens you are forced to take action, you come 
through saiely, but you discover that it was all a wasted 
nerve-wrecking experience. (+1 IV A 1 e) 
l3.For you picked a bad spot for you work, and others may have to 
come to your rescue, but even when one proceeds boldly he gets 
blamed for what isn't his fault. (-1 II A 5 b) 
These scores yield a total of +lS - 1 = +14 for an M.I. 
of 154. In spite of the positive attitudes expressed in the 
stories, it is evident from the imports that the choice to enter 
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the minor seminary was not the subject's truly mature decision. 
He appears to be a well-motivated, cooperative youngster who is 
striving to do his best. However, he finds himself in a situa-
tion into which he has drifted more or less by accident or 
following the advice of his elders. He realizes he must make the 
best of it, and he does; knowing it is good, and at times even 
enjoying it~ However, he hopes to be "saved", "rescued" or 
otherwise delivered from the needless and often "thankless" 
sacrifices involved. Ultimately, he is confident that his own 
efforts, aided by God, help from others, and some fortunate cir-
cumstances will succeed in making a life for himself in which he 
will be happy. It is evident from this boyts account that, 
although he has good motivation and the maturity expected of his 
age, his ability to make a personal, meaningful vocational de-
cision is not adequate. He has seen the goal as good in itself, 
but not as good for him. His striving, therefore, is dutiful, 
but half-hearted and accompanied by the nagging feeling that this 
is the "wrona spot" for him. It is not surprising that he soon 
realized--perhaps still with the help of others--that he did not 
have to continue on his present course, but could follow his own 
inclinations in choosing a loal in life. 
Minor Seminarian B also left the seminary shortly after 
pt 
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the test was administered; but his stories illustrate a different 
aspect of the problem of vocational perseverance. His I.Q. was 
131, his grade average 91.6. Because of his high I.Q. he is not 
strictly a "high achiever", as the term is used in this study. 
Nevertheless, he is certainly above average in scholastic achieve-
ment when he is compared with the whole ranle of the test popula-
tion. His M.I., on the other hand, Was 81. A clinical evalua-
tion of his test record indicates considerable vocational 
immaturity. It appears, moreover, that his premature choice may 
have even had some detrimental effect upon his general persona11t) 
development. His stories can be found in Appendix A. The 
sequence of imports 1s the following: 
1. You may decide on a new venture and enjoy it, but when 
you find that it interferes with your fun you wish you 
had never started. (-2 I A S a) 
2. After six months you get heartily tired of the new en-
vironment and the only thing that keeps you there is 
hero worship; but when the person you admire disappoints 
you, you leave and never want to return. (-2 I A S a) 
3. And when you want to keep on so you can find out what the 
mystery is all about, you miss it all the same. 
(-2 I B 3 b) 
4. When something interferes with your happiness, you have 
to get rid of it. (+1 I D 1 F e) 
S. So you finally make the decision to leave and are glad 
to go bome with your parents. (+1 I C 1 2) 
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6. ~]ben you are net doing too well in your job you have 
to find another and so find success. (+1 I C 1 b) 
7. Sometimes you have trouble with people wbo won't let you 
do what you have to do for your family; but in the end 
you get the good news from your family and are happy. 
(+1 I , 2 a) 
8. You may have set out on your vocation wlth a wll1, but 
when you see what you would have to do it makes you 
sick and you end up doing something else. (+2 I C 1 a) 
9. Tbe work is hard and wben you rest you oversleep and 
wonder what theytll say; it's lucky you have a chance 
to go back to your family. (-1 I B 6 a) 
10. You may start out all right but there may be difficulties 
that prevent you from follOWing your intention; so you 
decide to do something else. (-2 I A S b) 
11. Even when you left for the seminary, the ques tion came 
to YOUl will I become a priest of God? (-2 I A S d) 
12. You have a wonderful family and would not want to have 
any other. (-1 III , 2 b) 
13. Sometimes you get mad at them if they don't do what you 
want, but you soon catch yourself, think things over 
and ask for forgiveness. This makes for a happy family. 
(+1 III A 3 c) 
These individual scores resulted in a cumulative score of 
+7-12--5, or an M.I. of 81. The usefulness of the present 
method of clinical evaluation can be readily seen wben one con-
siders that not every subject who is experiencing some difficulty 
will talk abo~t it as candiJly as this boy does in stories S and 
11. (See Appendix A) Typically, the storyteller is more likely 
to expres$ his difficulties in a more "veiled" manner, letis 
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directly related to the problem, as this boy does on stories 2 
and 10. In spite of the differences in the story content, how-
ever. the imports are able to extract the "core", the basic 
attitude expressed by the subject in all his stories. It can be 
seen that this basic attitude is as evident in the import of the 
"veiledtt story as it is in that of the obvious story. Moreover. 
the present method can sometimes be a protection against taking 
the stories too literally, indiscriminately attributing to the 
storyteller every thought and circumstance he describes. the 
imports simply sun up what he is sayins about the situation, the 
action possible, and the consequences to be expected. These are 
attitudes actually expressed by him, although he may not have 
fully adverted to them as he told the story. 
In the case of M1nor Seminarian B. one can see not only 
the obvious problem of his dissatisfaction with his present life, 
but, perhaps more importantly, 8 possible reason for having made 
an unwise choice in the first place, as well as for his inability 
to find a constructive solution to his ambivalent situation. 
This boy appears to be quite dependent on his family and still 
not capable of self-determined action. Lacking both insight into 
himself and an intellilent appreciation of his loal, he has made 
a rather ttunthink1ng", thouptless decision. Now that he sees 
what is really involved, he has recanted. He probably tried to 
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have it work out, but now he has come to the conclusion that the 
goal if:i really not for him. However, if he had to do it over, he 
still wouldn't change a thing. Yet, being a highly intelligent 
boy, one can see that he realizes that things are not going well 
for him, and that his chances for happiness lie in another direc-
tion. Whether or not it was solely his decision to leave when he 
did, it may be hoped that he will have learned his lesson, and 
henceforth will look well into a situation before being cODlInitted 
too far. 
Finally, the case of Hinor Seminarian C is presented to 
illustrate still another aspect of the general problem of 
seminary perseverance. This aspect of the problem seems of 
particular interest because at first glance there seems to be no 
difficulty at all. The subject was probably the highest achievet 
in the group, with an I.Q. of 118 and a grade average of 94.8. 
His SSA score was +2.Lr.l-+19. for an M. I. of 173. His stories are 
found in Appendix A. The sequence of imports follows. 
1. You may want something and, when your wish is granted 
belatedly, may dislike it until you start working at 
it and finally succeed. (+2 I B 1 d) 
2. Your family may have a hard time while you are called 
to a higher service; but in the end you succeed and can 
make life easier for your people. (+2 I D 1 d) 
3. But when a man betrays his calling he will die a Judas 
death. (+2 II A 1 b) 
... -----------------------=-=~---~- ----- ~~-~ 
4. When you see the plight of simple people you decide to 
leave your family to help them; you do and share their 
life and death, for which afterwards you receive great 
honor. (+2 III A 4 a) 
s. Sometimes a person does something wrong, to save 
another from danger; but repentance brings forgiveness 
and he becomes a model of holiness. (-1 I A 1 b) 
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6. Sometimes you ntanage to save the other but in trying to 
save yourself you perish. (+1 I A 1 b) 
7 • A word at the right time can bring back the man who 
has fallen away and save him. (+2 III E 2 b) 
8. If one small flaw in your work has caused serious harm 
to others this thought can be a spur to help them and 
eventually you succeed in the fight for freedom and 
peace. (+2 III E 2 b) 
9. And, after successfully defending your charges from the 
enemy you can take a well deserved rest with all who 
helped you. (+2 III E 2 b) 
10. You can also save your enemies so that they become your 
friends. (+2 III E 3 a) 
11. For a good man who loves all sorts of things and has 
high a1ms will succeed in them and become a national 
hero. (-1 I B d) 
12. But not everybody wants to pitch in and work toward 
that destiny, many are against it. But in the end you 
succeed. (+2 III C 1 a) 
13. You will succeed in your chosen profession of fighting 
evil. (+2 I A 1 a) 
While the majority of these imports express highly posi-
tive attitudes and a strongly altruistic, spiritual motivation, 
there is, upon closer observation, a certain element of unrealism 
of "heroics", an almost "Polyannish" ring to some of these 
--
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imports--e.g., 6, 10, and particularly S. The general tone of 
the record is rather serious: one gets the impression that to 
live a worthwhile life tmplies a never-ending stru&&le against 
evil, where even a minor personal wrongdoing is cause for concern, 
--e.g •• Import 8. This seminarian appears to have a somewhat dis-
torted view of reality, as well as little insight into his own 
natural human needs and desires. In spite of his sincere dedica-
tion to his ideal. it is not wholly surprisina that, havina sub-
sequently "discovered" his tendency toward satisfying some of 
these natural needs and desires, he felt bound to leave the 
seminary in order to pursue a .thUlllantt way of life with a clear 
conscience. Unfortunately. this distorted viev of the religious 
life prevented him from realising it was possible, and indeed 
necessary. to have natural as well as supernatural ideals, and it 
was equally possible and necessary to fulfill both in the 
religious life. 
When this boy was tested four years later he was still a 
"high achiever" J academically quite successful in a demanding 
university program. However, he vas still far from achievina a 
satisfactory personality intearation that would permit htm to 
make a sound vocational choice. His score at this time was 
+9-9-0. for an M.I. of 100. His stories and imports are found 
1n Appendix A. There are in his record repeated references to an 
--
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ambivalence of purpose and a tone of bitter disillusionment with 
life and people. Love, friendship, courage or lawful means do 
not often win against illegitimate pressure. Perhaps it is 
better to take matters into one's own hands and give the villain 
his due. Or better yet, a direct intervention from God may re-
sult in the realization that one's worldly ambitions will come to 
naught, and that the only really useful purpose for one's talents 
is on the spiritual plane, Which the chosen one alone can see, 
and where he will succeed exceedinaly. Yet, along with these 
"supernatural" motives, there is still the same rather naive hope 
of human praise and recognition as a reward for altruism and un-
selfishness which was present in the earlier stories. The im-
ports still reflect the same earlier element of unreality, where, 
one suspects, supernatural ideals are pursued more as an escape 
from the dreariness and failure of human endeavors than embraced 
out of positive inclinations and desires. Undoubtedly, this boy 
is positively and even strongly motivated in some respects, and 
he succeeds academically whatever his current responsibilities. 
But, his negative motivation in other areas reflects a signifi-
cant lack of consistency in his motivational patterns which makes 
him incapable of a mature and effective vocational choice. One 
can only hope that his attitudes and convictions can be favorably 
modified by truly human experiences and constructiVe guidance. 
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As a final example of the value of a qualitative analysis 
in matters of vocational assessment, the case of Minor Seminarian 
D, an "involuntary" drop-out, is presented. Strictly speaking 
he could almost be considered a "high achiever", with an I.Q. of 
109--the lowest in the present seminary population--and a grade 
average of 87.0. His SSA score was +7-14--7, for an M.l. of 73. 
The imports of his stories can be found in Appendix A. Permeat-
ing them are some strongly negative attitudes: it is no use 
applying yourself to your work because success comes either as a 
"lucky break" or through someone's help; life, the world, are 
basically frightening and danaerous, and one is either "rescued" 
or perishes. Therefore, people are necessary; yet, they may also 
prove disappointing and fail you wben you need them. When, at 
the end of four years, tbis boy was asked unceremoniously to 
leave, his less than positive attitudes toward others became 
almost violent. His original problem, an unsolved conflict be-
tween dependency upon and mistrust of others was now resolved 
into militant independence and uncooperativeness, even to the 
point of jeopardizing his chances of fulfilling his long cherish-
ed ideal, the priesthood. Another aspect of vocational 
immaturity is evidenced by a rather belli.erant attitude: Minor 
Seminarian D knows the goal, wants it, but only on his own terms; 
he is unwilling to bend or compromise, his whole self-concept 
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depending on his abllity to stand hls around resardless of the 
consequences. In short, he seems loal-orlented, but be Is quite 
unrealistic and tmn.ture about the means. 
Significantly. the tmports of the second teate-after dis-
missal--end ln a note of f.l1ure: his belief in himself is more 
of a defense-e. "burnt cbl1d" reaction··than true self-rel1ance. 
He knows that for real success and happ10ess be needs help, love 
and understanding from others. yet, he doubts their wIl1insneas 
to love, help, encourage, understand bim. The only way open to 
hin, is to do It bimself--although he knowa he may fall. 'erhaps 
be can overcome the obstacles and attain the goal on his (lVl'l, but 
he fears that he will not and that eventually be may waste his 
lUe. At the t1n:ie of re-testlna be obtalned an M.l. of as, which 
althouah less nesative than the first, Is stlll far from promis-
lng- The coaplete sequence of Lmports can be found 1n Appendix 
A. 
The sM e9 tM £robl. 0' AdlU4ltmept &n the mnor ie1llWry 
lbe clinical analysis of the four precadioa records bas 
gIven some indication of the particular .ay 10 wb1ch the iSA can 
be most profitably uaed 10 relation to the problem of minor 
seminary perseverance. Perhaps thIs type of evaluatIon could be 
also applIed to a closely related problem: the adjustment of 
minor seminarians. In a .anaa there are no clearl delineated 
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boundaries between seminary adjustment and perseverance. The two 
problems are separate, yet inter-related aspects of the total 
area under investigation in the psychological assessment of 
religious life. In some respects, they correspond to the 
qualities of maturity and integration in the individual minor 
seminarian. A mature boy is capable of making a reasonable 
vocational choice, and, baving a well-integrated personality, is 
also capable of making the adjustments necessary to succeed in 
the type of life he has embraced. The opposite is also true: it 
is generally the ill-adjusted minor seminarian who is most likely 
to leave; or, stated in another way, the minor seminarian who 
does leave was often maladjusted while in the seminary. However, 
one might conceive of a well-adjusted minor seminarian who does 
not persevere, and also of a persevering minor seminarian who is 
maladjusted. Sen.inary authorities do not always advise a malad-
justed seminarian to leave, for many reasons, not the least of 
which is that a true vocation to the priesthood is not a 
necessary guarantee of perfect mental health. Even in the 
priesthood, as in any other occupational group, some members are 
likely to have personality difficulties and still be capable of 
discharging their functions with relative adequacy. Yet, it is 
inlportant that these maladjustments or developmental needs be 
adverted to during the formative period in the seminary both by 
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the counselor and by the seminarian htmself. Only in this way 
can the difficulty be properly evaluated. It may be maladjustment 
prtmarily to the life itself, implying a misguided vocational 
choice, but not necessarily a personality difficulty--a. in the 
case of Hinor Seminarian A. Or it could be a basic maladjustment 
quite apart from a particular vocational choice, but which might 
hinder the adequate progress and development of a seminarian's 
formation. 
Minor Seminarian B is a case in point. Both a high 
achiever and a persevering minor seminarian, he obtained an SSA 
score of -16+6+-10, which gives him an M.I. of 62. His imports 
follow: 
1. We do what we can to help those who need it, but it does 
no good I but then help comes and they are safe. Mean-
while you have seized the opportunity to take over and 
you do. (-1 I D 1 g) 
2. But then your success is questioned by others which makes 
you mad; fortunately no harm is done and you escape 
punishment if others love you. (-2 II A 1 a) 
3. For people can be happy when they take from each other 
what they need. (-2 I B 2 c) 
4. But when people can't get along someone comes and destroys 
them--but he will eventually pay the price. (+2 II A 1 a) 
s. But sometimes you can turn the table. on the authorities 
and catch them at their own game, so that you bring 
about their destruction. (-2 III B I a) 
6. When you plot against them but can find no one to help 
you, you decide to wait until a better time; but when 
8. But disobedience may get you into trouble. though you 
try to help those you have hurt thoughtlessly. 
(+2 III C 4 e) 
9. When people panic because of sudden danger. the man who 
doesn't may be a betrayer. (-2 IV a 4 a) 
10. And a person who bas withdrawn from the world may 
suddenly become aware of a more imrr~d1ate danger in 
his hermitage and decide to go back into the world. 
(+1 IV A 2 b) 
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11. No matter how much time you spend on the proper exercises, 
it may be wasted and you'll be out again, because of a 
sudden careless act. (+1 I B 2 c) 
12. In hell, which gets worse because you have absolute11 
nothing. (-2 III r 2 b) 
13. Still, the ideal way to spend a day is in the wide open 
spaces with only nature to distract yeu--this 1s the 
gift of God. (+2 III r 1 a) 
Basically, this young man enjoys life and has posltive 
attitudes toward people. He loves God. family, nature. He is 
ln the seminary. not to get away from life, but because he 11kes 
it there. It appears, however. that the aeminary was not totally 
hls idea, as a matter of fact, he waa not too happy to go at 
first. However, once he heard more about God he started taking 
an interest and 800n found out he was getting something out of 
life. Yet, the imports reveal a certain irresponsibility and 
childish moral attltudes. He lacks a mature sense of values and 
he has not been given personally meaningful reasons for the stan-
dards of behavior to which be ls expected to conform. Conse-
quently, be is trying to have as much fun as poaaible--though he 
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is ready to take his punishment when authority catches up with 
him. An M.I. of 127 sUllests that this is basically a positively 
motivated boy. Nevertheless, his degree of maturity is less than 
ideal in a candidate for the priesthood. His attitudes of inter-
est, concern and enjoyment of people and the world were even 
stronger at the time of re-testing four years later. At the 
same time, his desire to "test the limits" was still evident, an 
attitude which could be a source of difficulty in the course of 
his seminary formation. 
CONCWSIONS PROM 'l1IE CLINICAL EVALUATION OF THE SSA. RECORDS 
Looking at the records of the persevering seminarians as a 
group, two themes appear to be dominant: 1) They all show a some-
what excessive dependency upon others. In the positively motivat-
ed boys, this tendency leads to compliance and conformity, doing 
the best they can even if they do not aaree with the commands or 
advice of their eldera, getting pleasure stmply out of being 
with those they love and pleasing them. They do not tend toward 
.elf-dete~ined action but toward good actions which have been 
legittm&tely advised or commanded, and which they--either 
tmmediately or subsequently--see as good. In the negatively 
motivated boys, exceaaive dependency takes the form of utter help· 
lesaness and passivity on the one band, and, on the other hand, 
grudging compliance in their outward behavior while inwardly re-
senting and ridiculing authority. 2) They are atronaly concerned 
others interfere you are outraged and destroy them, 
though you also lose. (-2 II B 1 a) 
7. Son~times your plans to harm others are thwarted by 
fate. (+2 II B 1 a) 
8. Those who waste their time on mean1naless discussions 
are throwing their lives away. (+1 I B 2 e) 
9. But they are so wrapped up in their useless pursuits 
that they strike out at anyone who stands in their 
way. (-2 III B 3 b) 
10. So in your daydreams, you let an idea and act on it 
and that is what accounts for your accomplishment. 
(-1 I B 1 b) 
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11. You are doing what you think is areat, yet the smallest 
mishap can cause you to fail. (-1 I B 4 a) 
12. So, you refuse to have anythinl to do with what is con-
demned, 1mrr~ral and obscene, but it makes no difference 
for it is the end of everythinl. (-2 II A 7) 
13. But when thinss are beautiful, nice and IOod it is a 
different story and you appreCiate it. (-1 III r 2 b) 
These 1mports, it can be seen, reflect many nelative 
attitudes, particularly in the area of human relationship •• 
There is a great deal of hostility expressed in a very tmmature, 
uncontrolled manner, both in his reaction to the test itself and 
in the content of his storLes. The world, people, are evil, 
self-seeking and contemptible, and, therefore, he refuses to have 
any part of them. 'ear, anxiety, dislust, resentment appear to 
have considerably more influence in his thinking than construc-
tive altruistic or pleasurable emotions. 
s 
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A re-test four years later showed that his negative 
attitudes toward people and the world were still quite evident; 
he appeared to think that a preference for spiritual things pre-
supposed a dislike for material values. The only real good was 
not to be found on earth, and therefore, to attain it it was 
necessary to .tflee" the world, to isolate oneself from the "less 
worthy" in order to concentrate exclusively on one's all-important 
goal. 
Minor Seminarian " on the contrary. has a basically 
optimistic, cheerful outlook. The imports of his stories are the 
following: 
1. When people expect more than they should from you, you 
just sit and look. (+1 III C 1 c lli) 
2. So you sorrowfully follow advlce and leave for the 
seminary, leaving the beautiful free life behind. 
(+1 III C 3 e) 
3. But when you are liven your head tbere, you have some 
fun until they stop you. (+1 III elf) 
4. But when you try to go after two different goals, both 
escape you. (+2 I A 2 a) 
s. So. when you have done something wrona you manage to 
get up enough courage to admit it and are forgiven. 
(+2 II A 1 e) 
6. You n:ay be thoughtle.s but you do love your people and 
when you tell thenl they are glad. (-1 III A 5 b) 
7. And when you hear more about God, you start to take an 
interest and soon find you are getting something out of 
11fe. (+2 III E 1 a) 
D 
8. But disobedience rnay get you into trouble, though you 
try to belp those you have hurt tbousbtleasly. 
(+2 III C 4 e) 
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9. t,lben people panic because of sudden dan~er, the man who 
doesn't It.y be a betrayer. (-2 IV a 4 a) 
10. And a peraon who haa wlthdrawn from the world may 
st~denly became aware of a more 1mmediate danger ln 
his hermltqe and decide to 10 back lnto the .orld. 
(+1 IV A 2 b) 
11. No matter how much tirne you spend on the proper exerclsea, 
lt .. ,. be .ated and you'll be out asaln. becauae of a 
sudden carele •• act. (+1 I B 2 c) 
12. In hell, which sets worae because you have ab8olute11 
noth1nl. (-2 III r 2 b) 
13. Stlll, the 1deal .ay to _pend a day ls 10 tile wide open 
apac.s .1th only nature to dl.tract yo~-tb1. 18 the 
aift of Cod. (+2 III r 1 a) 
Thi. yoUl'll man enjoys I1fe and baa po8itive attitude. 
toward people. He loves Cod, faml1y, nature. He wanta to .et 
lnto the seminary not to set .a, f1:'Om I1fe but becauae be llkes 
it there. Not that the seminary.,.. totally bl. idea, aa a 
matter of fact. be ••• not too happy to 10 at first. However, 
onee be be.rd more about Cod he started tak1na an tnter.at and 
soon found out he ••• lettlna accaetblna out of llfe. Th18 ls the 
alft of Cod, • alft which be now wanta to share wlth others. Yet 
be 1s atill tempted, and sucCUlnba to le ..... then-.dmirable 
behavior. But be repents, ls concerned about lt and awards 
... wat It. A certaln immat.urlty 1. reflected in an attltude of 
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trying to have as much fun as possible--though he is ready to take 
his punishment when authority catches up with him. His M. I. of 
127 is fairly positive, nevertheless, his attitudes of interest, 
concern and enjoyment of people and the world were even stronger 
at the time of re-testing four years later. His desire to "test 
the limits" was still evident, an attitude which could be a 
source of difficulty in the course of his seminary formation. 
CONCUJSIONS rROM THE CLINICAL EVALUATION OF l'HE SSA RECORDS 
Looking at the records of the persevering seminarians as 
a group, two themes appear to be dominant: 1) They all show a 
somewhat excessive dependency upon others. In the positively 
motivated boys. this tendency leads to compliance and conformity, 
doing the best they can even if they do not agree with the com-
nands or advice of their elders, getting pleasure simply out of 
being with those they love and pleasing then;. They do not tend 
toward self-determined action but toward good actions which have 
been legitimately advised or commanded, and which they--either 
immediately or subsequently--see .s good. In the negatively 
motivated boys, excessive dependency takes the form of utter help-
lessness and passivity on the one hand, and, on the other hand, 
grudging compliance in their outward behavior while inwardly re-
senting and ridiculing authority. 2) They are strongly concerned 
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with right and wrong, and, more specifically, with personal 
wrongdoing and its effects. Both positively and negatively 
motivated boys express vague feelings of guilt, an awareness of 
having done san. thing wrong, a fear of betraying their calling, 
and of the consequences of abandon ina their '·vocation". In the 
positively motivated boys this sense of guilt is aenerally 
accompanied by a constructive attitude to make ammend. and by the 
hope that they wl11 be forgiven. In the negatlvely motivated 
boys the sense of gul1t has strong undertones of anxiety and fear, 
especlally that thelr wrongdoing will be found out and that they 
wll1 be preVented from attalning their goal or merit eternal 
punishment. The most negative records aive evidence of a sort of 
"ratlonalization" where both evil and punishment are generallzed 
to catastrophic proportions: the world is blind evil and sense-
less destruction and one is simply ln the mlddle of it. 
On the more positive side, but less generally, the per-
severing minor seminarians show more spiritual and altruistic 
motivating attitudes than the majority of the non-persevering 
seminarians or the high school students--although a few very 
positive spiritual and altruistic motives can be found among the 
high school group as well. The persevering seminarians as a 
group appear to be more concerned witb such aspects as their own 
eternal happiness, a desire to communicate the "good new." to 
> 
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others, a desire to help those in need. Some of these attitudes 
are quite immature, "polyannish" in tone, or negative in the 
sense that they reflect a distaste for purely "hun18n" values or 
an over-emphasis on spiritual means--prayer, trust in God, etc.--
to the detrirr.nt of constructive effort. Yet, there are some 
spiritual and altruistic motives which are really positive and 
integrated into a healthy scale of values. 
However, it can be seen in the subjects of this investiga-
tion that too often religious motives and values are not well 
integrated into their total personality, at times serving almost 
as disruptive influences--as when they beconle an excuse to negate 
true hun.n values and reasonable action. Often too, human values 
and motives are misused--as when they are substituted for self-
determined, independent reasonable action--a fact common even in 
an otherwise positive record. 
By comparison, the re-test four years later of the per-
severing minor seminarians showed that considerable growth and 
personality development had taken place. The most noticeable 
difference was the development of their ability for self-deter-
mination. They all expressed a strong internal conflict arising 
from the need to uphold tbeir own convictions and follow their 
own judgment while maintaining son.e external compliance with 
rather rigid standards of behavior. A definite problem waa their 
.. 
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attitude toward persons of the opposite sex. Most of these boys, 
however, appeared to be approaching this problem quite maturely. 
Whereas, as first year seminarians, their reaction had been 
essentially denial and withdrawal, at the end of the high school 
period most of these young men seemed ready to accept their 
attraction or interest aa normal, to be examined and either pur-
sued or sacrificed accordlng to their ultimate vocational goal. 
Yet, it should be pointed out that those boys who were found to 
have very negative attltudes as first year seminarians had not 
changed them to any considerable extent, In general, it appears 
that the baslc motlvational patterns of persevering minor 
seminarians had been strengthened rather than altered by their 
four-year period of formation. 
The high school freshmen, on the other hand, seem remark-
ably free of obvious confllcts ln the area of relatlonshlps wlth 
the opposlte sex. There is an occaslonal questlon of vocatlonal 
search expressed; in a few cases, lt seems evldent that the boy 
ls strongly lnterested ln the prlesthood or rellglous 11fe. How-
ever, fear, anxlety and gul1t are consplcuously absent from these 
records. The indlcatlons are that they have not made a firm 
declslon as to a speclflc vocational objective; they seem to be 
merely "explorlng". In addltlon to the prlesthood, other careers 
are apparently contemplated by 8ome. On the whole, however, 
p 
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there is comparatively little conc:ern with a vocational choice. 
Other aspects of their 11fe seem anore important to them at thls 
ttroe, especlally achievement. Ageain, one flnds generally wlde-
spread dependency on the part of c=he high school boys. There is 
.lso a fairly outspoken "conflict of interests" between self-
determined action and the behavio~ imposed by authority. In this 
sense, the high school boys' attitCudes are closer to those of the 
older semlnarians than to those e~ressed by the first year 
semlnary students. However, the ~igh school freshmen have 
generally more negative and, natu~ally, less mature attitudes 
toward authority and compliance tt1an the older seminarlans. 
The attltudes of the hilb school boys toward achievement 
are lenerally posltive. Occasio~lly, however, they express some 
negative attitudes as well. Some boys are not always wl11lng to 
make an effort, except when they .are forced into it; they indulge 
in daydreaming and wishful thlnki~l; they often depend passively 
on people, favorable circumstance .. or help from God to get them 
out of a tight spot. 
The high school boys are c:oncerned with evil and personal 
wrongdoing, although to a lesser ciegree than are the minor 
seminarians. However, the high s~ool boys generally seem to 
have a better balance of construcjtive and pessimistic attitudes. 
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l'hey are not excessively impressed by "cosmic evil"; nor do they 
feel especially guilty, anxious or fearful about personal wrong-
doing and its punishment, perhaps because they are more openly 
critical and less "awed" by authority. Neither are they as 
conscious of eternal reward and punishment as the minor seminar-
ians. The positively motivated boys generally comply and conform 
to the standards of behavior set by elders, soon realizing they 
are not wholly unbearable. The negatively motivated boys either 
do not comply and suffer the consequences, or they comply and 
suffer the loss of their independence and initiative. For most 
of these negatively motivated boys duty is a burden, unless it 
can be compensated by the rewards of success. Only their own 
interests are worthwhile, but somebody often prevents them from 
engaging in them. 
To conclude, it could be said that neither the minor 
seminarians nor the control group give evidences of sufficient 
maturity for making a meaningful vocational choice. Predictably, 
the minor seminarians do show greater concern for a specific 
vocational objective, but this concern is often more negative 
than positive, and does not reflect any greater vocational 
maturity than the lack of concern found among the high school 
students~ The extent to which they can relate personal, inter-
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personal and spiritual goals and values into consistent, healthy, 
effective filotivational patterns mayor may not be typical of 
their age group; but, at least as it concerns the subjects of 
this investigation, it is not very promising for adequate growth 
and development in the seminary. In this respect, the seminary 
group is not radically different from the high school group, 
except for the fact that an often premature vocational choice 
seemed to emphasize the personality weaknesses already present 
in many of the minor seminarians tested. Further corollaries to 
these conclusions will be made in Chapter V, and some practical 
suggestions regarding the guidance and training of student& for 
the priesthood will be considered. 
CHAPTER V 
S~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
THE S~TISTlCAL RESULTS 
As has already been discussed in the previous chapter, a 
purely statistical analysis of quantitative data, however 
detailed, was not very profitable in pointing out the most 
significant qualities this investigation sought to evaluate in a 
representative first year minor seminary population. The results 
are summarized below~ 
1) The only statistically significant correlations obtained 
were those between I~Q. and grades. None of the correla-
tions between M.I. and grades were significanto The final 
correlations between grades and M.I.'s resulted in a !b2 
of .34 in the minor seminary and a !!2 of .25 in the high 
school. Although neither of these attained statistical 
significance, it can be seen that there was a closer 
relationship between M.I. scores and grades in the minor 
seminary than in the high school. On a related question, 
the extremely low correlations obtained between M.I.scores 
and I.Q. show that there was no relationship between 
intelligence and motivation as measured by the SSA. 
2) Of the four scoring categories, Category II (Right and 
Wrong) was the only one where consistently positive scores 
were obtained in both populations, particularly in the 
high school group. This would indicate that moral, 
ethical principles are strong and operative in the minor 
seminarians and, to an even greater extent, in the high 
school boys. 
3) The median M.I. of the minor seminary group was 102; the 
median M.I. of the high school group was 127. Although, 
OVerall, the difference between the M.I.'s of both popula-
tions did not attain statistical .isoificance the seminarians 
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tended to have a lower motivation index as well as generally 
lower raw scores in every scoring category, particularly 
Category I (Achievement). 
4) The high and low academic achievers did not significantly 
differ in their M.I. scores. However, M.I. scores dis-
criminated better between the extremes in academic achieve-
ment in the minor seminary than in the high school. 
Category III ( Huu~n Relationships ) discrimu18ted best 
between high and low achievers in both populations. 
S) There were no significant differences between the M.I.'s 
of p~rsevering and non-persevering minor seminarians. 
However, the median I.Q. of the persevering seminarians 
was nine points above that of the drop-out's. Those 
seminarians who persevered also had slightly better grade 
averages and M.I. scores than those wbo did not. The M.I. 
scores of the persevering seminarians were lower than those 
of the high schoul students, but tbey obtained conSiderably 
higber raw scores on Category II (Right and Wrong). 
The foregoing re~ults show some similarity with those 
reported in most of the literature on the psychological assess-
ment of reiigious life discussed in Chapter II. MCCarthy (1942) 
and Burke (1947) found that the factor which correlated best 
with adjustment and perseverance in the minor seminary was 
academic achievement, which, in turn, depended primarily upon 
intellectual ability as measured by an I.Q. test. In general, 
very low correlations, at best, have been found between person-
ality tests and various criteria of success or adjustment in the 
seminary. 
On the other band, the statistical results obtained in 
the present investigation do not show much similarity with those 
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of previous studies using the SSA for the prediction of academic 
achievement discussed in Chapter II. Studies by Snider (1953), 
Brown (1953), and McCandlish (1958) achieved an almost perfect 
dichotomy between high and low achieving high school seniors. 
However, these studies used the highest and lowest thirds of the 
class--according to GPA--and then matched each low achiever with 
a high achiever of the same I.Q. Thus, the middle range was 
excluded. There are no such clearly delineated differences be-
tween high and low achievers in the present investigation, since 
the selection of the subjects was not on the basis of academic 
achievement; rather, the sample of first year students was chosen 
as characteristic of the "average" incoming nlinor seminarian. 
Yet, studies dealing with the whole range of a population 
--Garvin (1960) with college seniors and Arnold (1962) with 
seventh grade children--obtained very high correlations between 
M.I. scores and grades. On the other band, Will1ams (1963) 
obtained no correlation between M.I. scores and the success of 
male student nurses. The wide variations between scorers, how-
ever, tend to question the validity of the M.I. scores in that 
study. Vergopuolo (1965) obtained only a low correlation (.30) 
between M.I. scores and grades in a study with Greek high school 
seniors. Several factors appeared to be responsible for the in-
conclusive nature of her results; one of these, the failure of 
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many of the subjects to glve storles wlth an outcome. ls perhaps 
appllcable to a lesser extent ln the present atudy. It should 
also be kept ln mind tbat--wlth the exceptlon of Arnold's (1962)-
-all of the studles using the SSA to predlct academic achievement 
have been done with colleae students or wlth hiah school seniors, 
where the motivational patterns can be expected to be more con-
alstent and, because of the d~inishing influence of parental 
control, more related to a type of performance that bas become 
fairly autonomous and indlvidual. 
Thos. SSA studies dealing with adjustment and success in 
religious life do not show as clear a relationship between M.I. 
scores and the criterion as those dealina with scholastic achieve-
ment. One obvious reason for thls is that the characteristics 
sought are considerably more elusive and difficult to combine 
into a ~tltative score. Burkard (1958) did obtain significant 
differences between 100d and poor teachersJ but her study dealt 
only with the extremes of teachina efficiency. Lucassen (1963) 
obtained a correlation of .38 between the aaareaate criterion 
score and M.I. scores in ber study of leadersbip qualitles. 
Further refinement of the factors involved in tbe criterion sbow-
ed that ~he bighest correlations were those between the M.I. and 
the qualities of insilbt and expression. Quinn (1961) obtained a 
positive tbougb moderate correlation between M.I. scores and 
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rankings of promise for the religious life. However, on the basis 
of his results, he pOints out that the M.I. cannot be used as a 
screening device for religioua vocations nor for picking out the 
most promising candidatesl for both of these aims, a clinical 
evaluation of the sequence analyses is necessary. 
CLINICAL FINDINGS 
The clinical evaluations of the SSA records in this in-
vestigation proved to be far more valuable than the quantitative 
scores. The results obtained in the present study suggest that 
such an evaluation could make a unique contribution to vocational 
assessments. The sequence of imports often pointed to particular 
difficulties in a candidate that could make him unsuitable for 
the priesthood in spite of a positive overall score. Vocational 
doubts; insufficient, unrealistic, immature, superficial, or even 
negative motivation for the priesthood were readily apparent. On 
the other hand, in candidates with a positive motivation for the 
priesthood the sequence of imports broulht to lilht both assets 
and undesirable attitudes·-such as a lack of initiative or 
excessive dependence--which would be detrimental to their optimum 
developnent and prolress in the seminary. 
The characteristics found in the sequence analyses of the 
present test population are similar in many way. to those found 
by previous iovestilators using this technique with religiOUS 
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subjects; e.g., Burkard (1959), Quinn (1959 and 1961), and 
weaasen (1963). Scholastic B's imports (Quinn 1!"96!1) are a 
case in point: "You might as well put off making an effort be-
cause something may happen that brings you what you want without 
it." "If you stick by your gt11lS and do what you have to you can 
help those who depend 011 you." "Once you have taken a job you 
better go through with it. t ' These imports bear a definite resem-
blance to those of Minor Seminarians A, B and D (see pp. 79-83 
and 89-90). The meaninglessness, the thanklessness of their 
striving is evident. In their view, one's efforts come to naught 
or are uncalled for. If they do anyth1ng at all, it i. more out 
of a sense of duty than because of a lenuine 11ktna for life. 
Considerable vocational indecision is expressed. (Incidentally, 
it may be remembered that Vaughan Q. 96~, in his study on drop-
c out~ discussed earlier,. makes these very points from an examina-
tion of his subjects- Sentence Completion Blanks.) Lucassen 
({!96iJ p.91) describes the attitudes found in a nelative record 
as a lack of decisiveness, a ploddtnl, profitless and joyless 
activity that has no real object. These same attitudes are 
commonly found amana the nelatively motivated subjects in the 
present investiaation. 
Burkard (J!95!J p. 79) sunmariaes the two basically 
opposing attitudes of 100d and poor teachers on the SSA a. 
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follows: 
[The positive grouQ1 ••• views life in a realistic frame of 
reference ••• it sees the world as it is: stern. demanding. and 
at tlmes painful and disappointing. But at the same tlme a 
hopeful world. filled with worthwhile things to do and to 
achieve, and with people who are helpful and encouraging. 
In order to attain success or happiness certain things need 
to be done and one goes ahead with them, foreseeing the 
difficulties and planning how to overcome them. Others are 
helpful at times. but success depends primarily on one's own 
prudence and action. 
~ negati~e Iroup] ••• sees life as somehow all wrong, with 
no reason for its beinl 80. and nothing can be done about it. 
Or, life is fantastically devoid of anything that demands the 
use of foresight or the exertion of persistent energy. In 
either case there is a passive acceptance or a paasive. though 
deep-seated resentment. What is always lacking is a recogni-
tion of the need for wholehearted, constructive action. 
Furthermore. all thinas are perceived from the viewpoint of 
their own interests and this whether they speak of their 
relationship to God. the world. and other people. or of the 
immediate circumstances of their lives. 
Although Burkard warns that these attitudes can be said 
to differentiate only between good and poor teachers, and not 
necessarily between 100d and poor reliaious. it can be seen that 
they could easily apply to the positively and negatively motivat-
ed boys in the minor seminary and high school populaticns. In 
this sense, this inVestigation bears out the conclusions of 
previous researchers who have pointed ~lt these attitudes as 
characteristic of the best and worst candidates for religious 
life. 
However. positive or negative motivational patterns in 
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themselves did not differentiate between the minor seminarians 
who persevered and those who did not. Clinical evaluations of 
the records showed that many positively motivated boys had doubts 
about their vocation to the priesthcod. Conversely, SODle 
negatively motivated boys appeared to have no such doubts--
though moat of them did in fact leave the seminary. Yet, two out 
of the five remaintng seminarians had negative M.I. scores. As 
was discussed in the previous chapter, personality adjustrr~nt and 
positive attitudes were not found to be significantly related 
either to academic success or to seminary perseverance. 
Cenerally, however, persevering seminarians gave evidence of hav-
ing a positive but rather passive attitude toward achievement, 
seeing it more as a means of pleasing their elders than as a 
personally rewarding goal. In this respect, it 1s interesting to 
note that such "secular" studies as Samelson's (1958) show that 
those who succeed best in a situation re~iring eonforn,ity are 
those in whORl the need to belong is stronger than the need to 
achieve. 
Between the minor seminarians and the high sehool stu-
dents motivational differences are mainly in the areas of empha-
sis. Whereas a vocational decision is a e~on concern among the 
minor seminarians, it 1s hardly mentioned by the higb school 
students. The problema of evil, injustice, tragedy, suffering 
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interest both groups, but the seminarians to a greater extent and 
with more personal connotations. There is also more concern with 
feelings of guilt, anxiety, and self-doubts among the seminarians. 
In the area of human relationships there is greater dependency 
expressed 10 the imports of the minor seminarians than in those of 
the high scbool students. Their relationsbip towards authority 
is also somewhat different: there is more open rebelliousness 
and skepticism expressed by the biah school students, and more 
underlytnl resentment and fear of discovery and punishment ex-
pressed by the minor seminarians. Overall, the minor seminarians 
are less concerned with achievement and success than are the high 
school students, and more concerned witb the moral aspects of 
behavior and otherst opinions and attitudes toward them. 
A review of the literature on the study of relilioua life 
shows that most of these f1ndings have been expressed by re-
searchers using a variety of tests (see Chapter II). However, 
the particular advantage of the technique used in this investiga-
tion is that each subject was liven the opportunity to express 
bis own problems and areas of concern, bis individual strengths, 
weaknesses and developmental needs, oraanized in his own unique 
fashion toward the attainment of his personal goals. It was not 
merely the presentation of a standard measuring stick on a given 
number of psychological variables, as 10 cases where objective 
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adjustment or interest inventories are used. Nor was it a 
question of obtaining simply a "diagnostic" evaluation about the 
state of the subject's mental health. or the general structure of 
his personality. But rather, it was a truly dynamic, individual. 
unique perception of each boy's personality and motivation; his 
relationship with himself, others, and the world that were obtain 
ed. However inconclusive the findings when applied to the group 
as a wbole, eacb sequential analysis save a clear picture of the 
particular boy tested. And this, in the end, is the ultimate 
criterion for evaluating any tool of psychological assessment. 
'1'HB PROBLEMS INCOtJNTEaEl) 
In evaluating the present experiment, one can point to 
several problems wb,tch may have Influenced the outcome of this 
lnvest1aation to an unknown degree. 
Difficulties in the Method of bellinisteFlne the Test 
The test was administered in group form, usina slides 
projected on a screen, as has been discussed in Chapter III. A 
certain amount of time--seven minutes in the present case--had to 
be set arbitrarily for the prOjection of each picture. A few of 
the subjects were unable to complete their stories in the allott-
ed time, while others completed them in a sborter period than was 
set, wb1cb, with boys of this age. could cause some disciplinary 
problems. In some subjects, tbe arbitrary t1me limit proved to 
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be inhibitina. A few others felt somewhat fru. trated and disrr.ay-
ad when they were not able to cumplete a story to their satisfac-
tion. In general, the slide method tended to diminish the sub-
Jects' enjoyment of the testing experience, and thus had some 
slight negative influence on their cooperation. 
A few of the minor seminarians sld.pped one or two stories. 
Several boys did not finish a story. In Amold's method of 
sequential analysis, however, the omission of one or two stories 
on a thirteen-story protocol does not render it worthless. Also, 
sometimes what is said can be scored even though .it ia not a cam-
plete story, through its relation to the total sequence. In 
this study, only two out of 134 protocols were judsed to be 
totally unscorable. 
On the whole, the method of &rOup administration employed 
was found to be quite satisfactory, althoush it would probably 
be profitable to introduce some modifications to fit individual 
differences. Perhaps the best method would be one 1n which the 
subject would be able to set his own pace within certain broad 
limits (such as Quinn's 1196!1 ). A further improvement over the 
test administration in the present study would be to test the 
subjects in two sessions rather than in one. It waa found tbat, 
at least for this ase group, one uninterrupted session is too 
long a t~e for maintainina interest and cooperation, even when 
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only thirteen cards are used. Because of the importance of a 
plot and outcome to the present method of lnterpretatlon, more-
over, sufflclent emphasis should be glven to the necesslty of 
following test instructions. Perlodic checkups would also be 
useful ln ascertainlng that the subjects have understood and 
followed the dlrections. 
Dlfficulties Caused by £!I Test-£Ik1n1 Attltude 
A far greater problem arose from the test-taklng attltude, 
especiall,. ln the mlnor seminarians. In retrospect, lt seems 
tbat the efforts to reduce thelr fear succeeded onl,. too well. 
These records abound wlth spoofina. outrageous, blood-thlrsty 
storles. In simllar clrcumstances, lt would seem highly advis-
able to make an appeal to the minor seminarians' altruistlc 
motlves and thus insure a greater dearee of cooperatlon to offset 
their desire to make fun of the situatlon. 
In the present study all of the boys tested were volun-
teers who bad nothtna to galn by performins well. Because of 
thls, they .. y not have been adequately motlvated to glve the 
test thelr serlous attention. Where the test is a part of a 
screening or counseling progr_ lt would be to the subject's 
advantage to take lt seriously and a proper test-taking attitude 
should not be as much of a problem as lt was ln thls investl,a-
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tion. 
Scorins Difficulties 
Often, either because of the test-taking attitudes or 
simply as a result of carelessnes. in following the test instruc-
tions, a story proved to be quite difficult to assess properly 
and score accurately. In many 1nstances the storyteller's intent 
was so difficult to ascertain that the doubt remains whether or 
not the meaning of a story was interpreted correctly. 
Appendix B takes up scorinl difficultiea in lreater 
detail. aivinS examples of different types of problem stories and 
of the way they were scored. Thoup the task was not always easy 
many stories, however outraaeoua or ridiculous, as adolescents 
seen prone to give, were able to be imported and scored according 
to Amoldts method. It 1s the opinion of those who have done 
research with similar populations, i.e., Quinn (1959 and 1961), 
that, even in ridiculous stories, the author cannot escape the 
direction liven hi. creative ima,lnation by his emotional state 
of mind. However, the problems and ambiauities ariSing from such 
stories cannot be denied, nor can it be assumed that these may 
not have caused perhaps even extensive inaccuracies and distor-
tion in the test interpretation. Indeed, it seems most likelytha 
this may be a principal reason for the inconcluaive nature of the 
ntitative results of thia investi tion. It would aeem that a 
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great deal of additional research with this age group is necessa 
before problem stories can be properly evaluated. 
An l!I!i9§tian of tb@ Conce2ts of Achievement. Hotivationeetc. 
The basic attitudes uncovered by the clinical evaluation 
of the sa records of this experimental population seem somewhat 
surprising. given the high selectivity of both groups. Puzzling. 
too. are the low correlations between achievement and motivation, 
Taking individual cases, it 1s not unusual to find a. positively 
motivated low achiever or a negatively motivated high achiever in 
both the seminary and the high school ,roups. In the seminary 
group such discrepancies can usually be traoed to a vocational 
problem. The fact that the motivation index bad little or no 
relationship with perseverance in tbe seminary has been previousl 
discussed. In addition to this, however, the discrepancies be-
tween motivat1Dn and acbievement must be considered. especially 
in relation to the h1gb sebool group, where the correlation be-
tween M.I. and &r&des was lowest (.2S). A closer examination of 
the very meaning of the concepts of achievement and motivation 
seems warranted. Perhaps a clearer and more explicit definition 
of them would give greater relevance to tbe results of this 
investigation. 
What does constitute achievement for these students? 
Even "low achievers" in tbis population would be rishtly 
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classified as "successful students" when compared with the 
general population; otherwise, they would not have been accepted 
into a highly selected program. Yet, in terms of their intelli-
gence, family expectations and the group in which they find them-
selves--all above average in terms of general population norms-· 
they may well be achieving at a "comfortable" level, without bav-
ing to draw upon real effort of the kind that may be properly 
called "high motivation"; i.e., persistence, planning their time, 
making sacrifices. Typically, most aifted high school students 
do not exceed the mean in measured achievement tests by as much 
as they exceed the mean in I.Q •• Some of the brighter youngsters 
during grade school have learned to "get by" with minimum. effort 
because they have never been challenged to make maxlll1llm demands 
upon their abilities~ Perhaps, then, grade averages are not 
really the best criteria for achievement at this age. If it were 
possible to obtain measures of diversity and quality of outside 
interests and activities, growing maturity in social relation-
ships, attempts at developing and independently exploring the use 
of their talents --music, art, etc.--it miaht be found that the 
M.I. would bear a closer relationship to achievement in this 
broad sense. Achievement may have been defined too narrowly to 
make this particular study meaninaful in this highly selective 
2rouo. Also. and oerhaDa more aenerallv. an over-emDhasla on 
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academic success has led educators to disregard other aspects 
which rnight have at least equal tmportance for achievement in 
life. 
On the other hand, what is motivation for this experi-
mental population? The present method defines a motive as a want 
that leads to action. However, the ~coring ~ystem makes no dis-
tinction between lack of positive motivation and motivation for 
the wrong reasons: both would receive a negative score, perhaps 
the wrong motive getting an even lower score than no motive at 
all. Yet, perhaps school achievement, or the achievement of 
immature subjects can be effectively incited by ''negative motiva-
tion", whether because it can be imposed by authority and does 
not require a free choice or because the youngster's very re-
belliousness may impel him to achieve scholastically out of de-
fiance rather than out of a positive striving for success. Put 
in another way, a variety of ''wants'' niBy lead to the "action" 
required for scholastic achievement: a desire to please others, a 
desire to avoid punishment, a desire to show authorities that one 
can succeed in Apite of non-conformity to their behavior standards 
o~ simply a lack of interest or motivation in any other area of 
life. Although all of these reasons would rate a "minus" on the 
scoring categories, they could, nevertheless, lead to sufficient 
scholastic success in terms of grades to result in the negligible 
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relationship between motivation and achievmaent found in this 
study. For example. in the high school group. a boy with an I.Q. 
of 133, first semester freshman atld cumulative G.P.A.'s of 4.5. 
and an M.I. of 69 upon graduation was accepted and is apparently 
succeeding in tbe leading Catholic university in tbe country. 
According to the sequence analysis of bis record, he is achieving 
from questionable motives. It would appear. then, that he must 
be effectively though negatively motivated to achieve in school. 
Most of the hiahly motivated boys who were not achieving well, on 
tbe other hand, had I.Q.'. that were below the average for the 
group. Perhaps, then, they were not under-achieving. but were 
merely sufferins the conaequences of unrealistic expectations. 
It might be uaeful for future research on this technique to 
clarify the concepta of achievement and of motivation to make 
them more relevant to the attitudes and behavior of adolescent 
populations. 
SOME THOUGHTS ON THE TlAINING AND FORK4.TION OF MINOa SDfINAltIANS 
It only remains now to relate some of the insiahts gained 
through tbe present research to an evaluation of the training and 
formation of minor seminarians. At the risk of sounding almost 
absurd, it appears necessary to agree at the atart that, whatever 
else minor seminarians are considered to be, they are basically 
adolescents. Any intellectual, aocial, moral, spiritual or 
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apostolic formation that is given them cannet prcperly succeed if 
this fact is ignored. Perhaps the undesirable traits and atti-
tudes found in this study could be traced in some form to an in-
complete or misguided understanding of what the physical, mental, 
emotional and spiritual characteristics of this stage of human 
development are, and of what sort of training and formation can 
best prepare a child to Ineet "the challenge of maturity" in a 
healthy and constructive manner. 
Looking at the problem in a practical way, What sort of 
education could best foster the development of those positive 
attitudes and mottvational patterns desirable in all young people, 
but perhaps most necessary in those who are preparing for the 
priesthood? From the consensus of the authors consulted it would 
appear that a prtmary requisite for a healthy personality develop· 
ment, at any age, is a "whole-some" concept of the person and a 
resulting 'twhole-some" approach to his growth and training. That 
is, there must be an understanding and concern for the total man 
and for the development of all aspects of his personality. 
From an examination of the present population sample, it 
1s evident that adequate concern has been given these boys' 
raoral development. They obViously know right from wrong, and 
they have both accepted and integrated those standards into their 
daily lives. However, should not other aspects of human 
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development be equally emphasized: worthwhile achievement, mean-
ingful interpersonal relationships, constructive reactions to 
adversity? Is the fact that the present sample population lacks 
positive attitudes and motives in those areas indicative of where 
the primary emphasis of Catholic .ducation lies1 Y.t, these boys 
will get to heaven not only by following the letter of the law, 
but, most importantly, by conforming to its spirit; not only by 
avoiding wrona, but, more assuredly, by performing con.tructive 
actions. These boy. should be encouraaed to view a teacher or 
.uperior not only as a policeman, but to establi.h positive, help· 
ful, con.tructive relationships with their elders, as was the 
case with the po.itively motivated boy.. They .hould not only be 
given worthy ideals, but they should be helped to take reasonable 
and personally reali.tic mean. to attain them. (see Schneiders 
G-96~ ). 
Only upon the firm ba.i. of a .trong and healthy per.on-
ality can a .ound moral and .piritual formation be .af.ly built. 
(see Dondero [!96~). Without this basic human integration a 
spiritual formation will lack firm root. and will fail to moti-
vate the per.on .ffectively. Quinn (19'9) .tr ••••• the ne.d for 
constructive, well-integrated attitud •• that can lead to positive 
independent action in meatinl practical .veryday problem., and the 
avoidance of passive dependent attitudes in the training of 
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re11g10us. Immature re11gious are prone to express platitudes 
which have no real meaning for them, piOUS statements which they 
accept but have not really integrated into their practical moti-
vational patterns. Such attitudes are abundantly evident 1n the 
records of the present minor seminary population. But, these 
att1tudes could be effectively discoura,ed by a positive approach 
that would encourage the development of the totality of human 
values throup constructive human experiences. Hagmaier and 
Kennedy (196S) pointed out that the atmosphere of the seminary 
should emphasize responsibility, self-dete~1nation and the fre.-
dom to grow to that unique potential to Which God has called each 
candidate. For this, the evaluation of the candidate obtained 
through the SSA can provide the seminary counaelor with a working 
start by giving him a true estimate of the candidate's potential 
aa well as of his developmental needs. Thus it might be possible 
for the counselor to live the candidate not stmply "blind", 
generalized guidance. but an individual formation involving 
realistic planning for specific objectives. 
Perhaps even more baSically, however. before any truly 
constructive f~tion can be given seminarians, it is necessary 
to ascerta1n that they have actually arrived at the proper state 
of personality development and have sufficient maturity to have 
made a responsible vocational decision. MOst authorities in the 
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field of vocational guidance view ti~e capacity for choice as a 
long-ter:m process. They stress the necessity of an unstructured, 
permissive attitude on the part of educators and educational in-
stitutions until after adolescence. According to Ginzberg (1951) 
the development of vocational maturity involves three stages: 1) 
fantasy choices up to eleven years of age, 2) tentative choices 
fran eleven to seventean years of age, and 3) mature and realistic 
choices after the age of seventeen. Super (1960) insists on the 
tentative, exploratory character of the vocational choices of 
young people. Choosing an occupation, he say., is really a means 
of implementing a self-concept which develops fram identification 
with others and environmental influences, and through attempts at 
role playing--a sort of ·'reality testing" to see if the terole" an 
adolescent thinks will fit his self-concept i8 actually satis-
factory to him. 
Following Gln~berg's theories, Bier (1963b) endorses the 
minor seminary system because, in his view, it encourages only a 
tentative choice of a religious vocation. However, in another 
context (1959) he IStates that uncertainty about a religious voca-
tion i8 in itlilelf a sign of no vocation. The tru~st subjective 
sigu llf a vo.:at:lon, ht:! "ays, is a fim resolution \:0 embrace the 
rellgious life. The seminary or novitiate should be seen as a 
trial period, not from the sub jeet t S viewppint but from c!lat of 
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the diocese or religious institute. The formative period is not 
the time to test the intention of the individual of devoting his 
life to God. 
Regarding adolescents, most writers insist that they 
should be given only as much responsibility as they are truly 
capable of handling. During the exploratory stage of vocational 
development it WOtlld seem hardly f=l7 ~r reasonable to expect 
them to bear the responsibility of a choice for life. 
Babin (196S) seems to have a more constructive answer to 
the question of the vocational maturity of adolescents within 
the context of Christian philosophy of life: Adolescents are 
capable and must be led to make a personal commitment to Christ, 
but not to a specific form of meeting this commitment. Young 
people are capable of understanding and accepting the responsi-
bilities involved in a life dedicated to the service of God 
only in the measure in which they realize His will for them at 
each particular stage of their lives. Adolescence 1s a state 
of preparation, an age of discovery of self, of others, of the 
world, and of the possibilities this new knowledge and awareness 
can gradually open for the future. To attain that attitude of 
mind which will permit a youngster to respond wholeheartedly 
to an understanding of his personal vocation whenever it comes 
and wherever it leads is the true object of all the 
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character and spiritual formation of childhood. Trying to force, 
accelerate. or ltmit this process in any way can only do harm to 
a bey, whether his eventual goal will be the priesthood or the 
service of God in the world. By superimposing values and atti-
tudes which adolescents are not yet ready to assimilate, a 
further daniel" ls incurred that, havin, developed the mis~Jided 
notion that leaving the seminary means givinS up the service of 
God altogether, when they do leave--wbether voluntarily or in-
voluntarl1y--they wl11 feel thelr commitment to Christ is 
finished, or more precisely, that it never exlsted. For those whc 
remain, a misguided notion of tbis commitment may mean that, even 
in their prlestly 11fe, they will strlve to "go by the book" while 
making their livea aa comfortable and undemandina as possible. 
Such poorly motivated Catholics, lay or relia10us, cannot but 
hlnder God's redemptive plan in thls world. It is not unllkely, 
moreover, that the "emotionally adolescent" priest (Hapaier and 
Kennedy 1!961}) who is obse.sed with material possessions or who 
feels more comfortable with the parlsh children and their 
activities, because he has difficulty relating to adults on 8 
human level, ia the logical product of the type of seminary that 
from an early age dlscourased the development of his total person-
ality and provided him with limited human experiences. 
It cannot be overemphasized, therefore, that sreat care 
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must be given to the proper selection and training of candidates 
for the priesthood. At least in this country, the need is not 
for quantity but for quality--even, one might add, in the drop-
outs. It might be well for seminary authorities to keep 1n mind 
Zellner's advice to superiors of women religious. 
It is mistaken charity to accept doubtfully mature and 
questionably stable individuals into religion •••• There 
is definite evidence, carefully compiled, whicb shows 
that the effect of religious life is to extend and to 
deepen the preexisting psychological tendencies and thus 
produce a quantitative rather than a qualitative change 
in the psychological functionina of the tndividual 
religious. (Zellner l!9s~ pp. 78-79) 
Finally, though obviously not within the area of oanpe-
tence of this investigator, it is sUllested by the results of this 
study as well as from the foreloing examination of the basic 
tenets of some authorities on adolescent psychologioal and 
spiritual development that a change in the traditional formation 
of future priests and religious Illight be profitably investigated. 
Basic to any developnent in religious life is the candidate's 
ability to profit from religious forroation. An aspirant Whose 
insufficient maturity does not allow him to pursue an objective 
with the ktnd of positive motivation required by the demands of 
his goal has lirnited chances for successfully attaining it. It is 
indeed doubtful that the typical adolescent of preparatory 
seminary age has achieved the degree of maturity necessary to 
make a meaningful vocational choice. lather than do1n& violence 
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to natural growth proceases and encourallng a cholce before a boy 
18 truly capable of mak1na lt, a younaster IIl'Uat be 11ven a sup-
portive enviro11lnent and proper gu1dance, a10nl wttb tbe oppor-
tunity to lncrease hls capacity for aelf-determination to an 
atmosphere where all aspects of hia personality have an adequate 
chance for dewlOPll8nt. 
Softie experts on moor aelld.nar.lea--notably Bier (1963) and 
D'Arcy (1966).-£e81 that tb.ae institutions fulfill the above 
requlrement. and provide a prospective candidate with the beat 
posaible climate for vocational exploration and aelf-deYelopment. 
Other autber •• notably Lee (1965). atronalY diaagree with that 
vi... 'ftley advocate the abolition of all aem1nariea below the 
theologate on the p-otmda that they are not only unnecessary--
ainee a Catbol1c or even .ecular hiab .choo1 or unlversity would 
provide a richer educational expertence·-but have proved to be 
laraely usele •• in their intended purpose of pre-servtna "youna" 
vocatlons, a. evidenced by the percentqe of drop-outs. 
A compromlse betvaen these two V1ew8 1. proposed by some 
aeminary adlainiatrators who admit to the limitations of the 
tradltional system of preparatory seminarus. They would favor 
a kind of s.wry when no area of lUe would be left outJ 
rather, an institution where a new <limenslon would be acklecil 1n-
creaaed .piritua1 formation and the opportunity to come in close 
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contact with the ideal and the functions of the priesthood. This 
would seem to be the "whole-aomeft approach proper to the adoles-
cent stage of developnent, provided that no caamitment to the 
life is asked for or encouraged before an adequate degree of 
maturity bas been attained, and, furthermore, that no restriecions 
are plaeed on the normal opportunities for vocational exploration, 
whether 1n social relationships or in various eareer interests. 
l'be results of the preceding study would indieate that 
there is little to substantiate the possibility of 8 meaningful 
vocational choice at the beatnning of high school. An honest 
recognition of this fact can only lead to a re-evaluation of the 
traditional pbilo.opby and methods of the pre.ent minor seminary 
system. Perhaps another approach, such as vocational clubs or 
study groups, could be profitably explored. Or, more simply and 
probably more effectively, increased personal contacts with an 
tnterested and competent priest and participation in apostolie 
and lituraical activities within the framework of the ordinary 
family life of a high scbool student would prove to be sufficient. 
Such incentives miaht well awaken the k1nd of interest wbLch, at 
the proper time, could beconle the fruitful soil where a diVide 
invitation .y grow into a lenu:1.ne, mature and truly promising 
religious vocation not based on fear or 1IUbtle pressures but bam 
of and nourished by a free, generous, and joyful love. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXAMPLES OF STORIES AND IMPORTS 
Minor Seminarian A 
Stories 
Thi. boy has been lookinl forward to taking a bicycle trip al 
day~ He wanted to do lt after 8chool~ When he got home he 
found hi. mother standlng there with a vlo1ln she had just 
bougbt. He was told by hls mother to start practlclng~ 
Natuwally, he didn't llka the ldea so he fell to wlth a lreat 
.ount of disappointment. Soon due to the relUlar sound off 
the scale be played be fell asleep. He dreamed of two boys; 
one like himself dldn't enjoy pr.actlstna and 80 finally lave 
up the violin practising and never learned to play. The 
other boy vas very wise ln hls action even thouah he bated 
pragtlaina more than the other boy 1n the dream but the 
second kept on practlstna untll one day he became a famous 
muslclan. When the boy woke up he told hi. mother he would 
alvays practls. and he dldo 
The boy in the backround uaed to go to scbool with the 31r1 
but bis father dled pennile.s 80 the boy now worka 1n the 
field80 The airl laea by the boy every day to 11ve hlm his 
lunch. They botb love each oebe... The 81rl 18 broken up 
because be ia waatina away under the hot suo. One night the 
boy call. for the a1rl. He tells hla parents be is loina to 
118ft1 bel'. They consent and he do... He takes her to hi. 
house where they tben live happily because the boy now owns 
the £81."11l. 
3. Thi. ia a COIIIIlunist Slave. He la at home (hi. cell) praylng 
after 16 hI'S worlee He prays for h-eedom. He has been here 
for 27 months and already is feeble and weak. but he has hope 
for he knows tomorrow near the field where he fal'lll. collec-
tively a plane will land and cany bim and hl. fellows to 
N.B. !be storles on every record have been transcribed exactly 
a. the boys wrote them. Spelllns. lrammer and punctuation 
errors were not corrected in order to pre.erve authentic 1 ty 
and flavor. 140. 
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freedom. It 1s now that day He sees the plane in the dis-
tance, but suddenly it explode. due to • shot frca a follow-
ina plane wblcb now landa. The pilot wavea for them aa they 
haven't lot mucb time. 'l'bey let on and take off. rreedOlll 
is in the near di.tance over the borl.on The pilot explaina 
that the abot-down plane waa a Communist plane whicb aLmost 
abot at the fal'lDera before the freedom plane arrived. 
4. The man 1n the plcture bas been challeneed to a duel wlth 
another man who has threatened to burn bla bome 1f be won't 
pay ransom. Hi. wUe aays he abouldn't 10 tltrou,b wlth tbe 
duel. But he doe.. He draws his aword and la.be. out 
savaaely at the oppre •• er wbo slyly dadae. the .trike. The 
oppresser knows be 1. more powerful but foraets the power 
of Cod which the other man has in his favor the man ln the 
picture reeelve. a .lash ln the chest and ls bowled over; and 
jut as the oppres •• r -inas low for the death blow the man's 
wife prays and throws. rock at the oppres.er who falls and 
ls Z'Uft throuah on bls own award. The ripteoua wln out. 
S. !be man in the plcture ls J1ma h1s lover ls Dorothy. Jim 1a 
waltina for an airplane whlch wl11 take him lnto the front 
lines. This IIlabt be their laat .. etina_ The alrplane la 
dronina above. 31m tells her be love. her more than just 
loalna hla life. She lsntt ,oina to let h1m leave because 
sha feel a so sad. "You're the one peraon in the world I ever 
cared. about". .he utter.. The ramp 1. pulllna up to the 
plane whlcb baa landed. It i. the last load of per.onel for 
the front 11ne. before the c_pa1p 1. over. The man ,ets 
aboal'd. But the planes enalne. won't atart and .1nce there' a 
no other avallable 31m wonT t have to leave Dorothy. All 1s 
happy a. Jim take. her home. 
6. Botb these people are waltina in llne to be sbot. They are 
Mothe .. and son. 'Ibe mothe.. praya for a happy death, the son 
for llfe. They atep into the flrl01 squad. Benn ••• out of 
the firine aflU8d comes one stretcher wltb a blanket covering 
it. Who waa killed We shall aee. In tbe next room where 
the ahootina is done are lIore sun abots but back into the 
room comes mother and son safe and allve. 1'hey have killed 
the peraecutor. and now sboot en.., stretcher bearera. All 
is aafe. 
7. Tbe older man 1a father of the younaer He is tellina hls not 
to fear the roarinl cr0w4. as he .alka the hiah wlre. The 
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younger braces up and walka into the bil top and cl1mb. the 
ladder he start. acroaa, below he aeea not a net but an 
array of ten.eares. He f1nally lets to the oppoaite platform. 
!bere is a tumultuos cheer. All happened this way becauae 
he waa of atout heart but moreover becauae he li. tened to the 
infinite wisdom of bia experienced fatber. 
8. Thi. boy baa been bunt1ng and vbile bi. friend who liea under 
the surleon was riaht with him the boy sbot him. the tOlmS-
people have already set the date of trial (after tbe oppra-
tion) It is now that time (not in the picture) The boy 
repeatedly testifie. he is innocent "It waa an accident", he 
claima. but he ls aentenced to banI. Immediately. 'l'be boy 
can hardly believe bis ears. He is now on the sallows they 
are atartins to draw the rope up. lb. boy utters a f1raal 
prayer but at the second before deatb the boy he sbot stag-
sers up and testifies to the boY's innocence. I was 
accidentally shot by that blind mailman of oura. The boy ia 
loosed and saved. 
9" These men are cow-pokes takina at mid-afternoon snoo .. before 
the claya flnal haul. They are content ln their state of 11fe. 
But the cook ls 41fferent, Hia chuckwaaon ls bumina up. 
The caw pokes _&ken but don' t care for the cook could not 
cook r1&ht anyhw. The cook threatens to let a new chuck-
waaon and keep OR cooking if they don't put out the flre. 
lither way they loose so they put lt out just before it loes 
altolether. '1'he cook amlles and reaches lnto the chuckwaaon 
and pulla out a dellclo118 cake for all to enjoy. "now you 
fellowa know vby I wanted to aave the walon". It waa the 
only way to live you a decent meal for a chanle. All dove 
into the cake and bad a famous time. 
10. There waa a man 1n the picture a m1nute before it was taken 
be bad been m1nina for lold but 80 far bad been produCinl a 
rather "'aluable load ofbarel rock. He baa lot a .tick of 
dynamite attached to a fuse whlcb la llt in the picture. Any 
second it \.~ loina to blow up. It doea. The miner returna 
expectinl hi. reaular load of rocka but ia he surprlsed. He 
finda • treasure chest full of lold. We at last see him 
rldina to town to cash in • 10 back laat. 
11. Here ls a flreman who i. aoina to take his very first prac-
tice jump into a life net. He know. that the auya back at 
the atation aald, "it'a ea.y. Juat jump" But that's wbat 
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be'. afraid of. He 1. stand ina up now. They fireman s1gnal 
below. It 1. now tlme to decide. He slips. Down he fall. 
into the net. It was really very easy he sees now. He a.y., 
"Glad I fell, othel'Wise I m1Sht have never made the attempt". 
12. Here is a man who is standing at the open door of a fiy1ng 
airplane. He is in a parachute. He must jurnp now or never 
for the plan is bum1ns and 108inS altitude. He j\DpS and 
looses consclonsness just after he pulled the r~pcord. He 
landa & when he awakens he ls on the lround safe but the 
plane stopped burning and ls stl11 fiy1nal Boy what a 
wasted nerve ~ack1n1 experience. 
13. 'Ibis fellow ls plcklna oranges for hia father but be plcked 
a bad spot because a skunk has cr.,led into his basket. He 
i. loina home wlth lt but of course be doesn't know it. H1s 
dad and Mom 1s in a bad mood. Toup luck. 1:11. mom start. 
to peel the apples but is more than disappointed when the 
livina stin1d.na c;:aqo shows itself. l'be skunk looks as 
scared .a the lady but the father is the brave ODe. Se 
boldly plcks up the skunk. boldy indeed. He lets blamed 
Too bad be had to spend the nlaht outside. 
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Minor Seminarian B 
Storiea 
1. It ia September. Jobn ia atarting acbool In tbe firat grade. 
He lovea bis scbool wodt and bia scbool mates. It waa on a 
Monday in the montb of November that the teacher a.ked if 
anyone wanted to join tbe band. John went bome after school 
and asked his mother. She thoulbt It over and finely con-
sented. John waa very happy wltb the anawer. He ran to 
school and aaked the teacher if be could play the violin. 
She sald yea and he belan to practice the next week. John 
loved to play and waa lettina pretty load. Then came Sprina 
and he wanted to 80 out and play ball. His mother kept him 
In day after day. John wa. very mad and hated to practice 
after that. He wl.bed be never started to play the violin. 
2. Judy was now aixteen. He father wanted to know what abe 
wanted to do in the cOJraina year. Judy, be1na a clty airl, 
always wanted to llve in her Uncle's farm. for a wbile. She 
aaked her father and be aaid yea. She wsa to 80 next month. 
She would live there a year and 80 to achool wlth her two 
c0\1810&a, Jane and ratty. After about aix months ahe was 
very tired of fara lifa. There w.a only one thing that kept 
har from l0ina hcae. She had fallen in love with one of the 
workera. Everyday ahe would come home from school and ait a 
watch him work. 
One day the worker came up to her and told her he waa 
man-led. He heart waa broken. She went hO&l8 the follOWing 
week and never wanted to 10 to a tara aa lona aa ahe l:l.ved. 
3. Once upon. time then was a man. Thia waa a very atrange 
man. To aive :l.t to you atra1aht be _s :l.n his aecond child-
hood. It waa about Easter t:l.me. Of courae he atl11 believed 
in the laatar bunny and be alwaya 1NIDted to aee hlm.. So on 
laater lYe be tried to stay awake to take a look at the 
laster bunny. He tried atandina on bia head and putting cold 
water on hi. face but be eouldn't atay awake. He tried to 
neal down. He w.s so tired that be fell aaleep in that very 
position. When he awoke be waa very aaad and cried becauae 
he would bave to wait a whole year before he could let 
another chance to see the Easter bunny. 
4. Jean and Stan bad juat got married. Stan loved Jean veJ:y 
muob. After the .eddina he found out that Jean'. bruther w •• 
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to 11ve wlth them. Stan dld not 11lte thla at all. It 
vorked out alrlght for about the flrat week but after that 
thlnas began to happen. 'lbe brother aot to become very 
pushy and atarted to run thlnas. It vaa last nl&ht that 
sometlna really lot Stan mad. 7he brother had lone out and 
lot dl'Ullk. He came home and lot very vlo1ent. He amashed 
every plece of fumlture ln the bouse. The next mornlna Stan 
told .Jean that be waa lolna to throw the brother out lnto the 
atreet. .Jean and Stan 11ved happl1y ever after. 
S. .Jane waa atudylna to become a nun for many yeara. Sbe bad one 
year to go. Thi. 1aat year ahe bee ... very undeclded. She 
talked vlth other nun. and often talked the problem over wlth 
Cod. She bad one more montb to 10 before ahe vould take ber 
1aat 'YOWs. She had made up her mind. She vaa loina to leave. 
She vaa all packed to ao. H" father and mother, who .be bad 
not aeen for flve year., were cOllllna to aet her. Jane va. 
valt1na at the front pte. She •• he fatber comlna at he. 
She ran to hlm and buued and klaaed him. She va. very 
happy. She vaa .ad abe dld not become a nun but Ilad abe 
made up her mlnd before ahe took her la. t vows. 
6. Bl11 had just came to town. He va. lOkklna for a place to 
atay. He flnl1y found a beardinl house that only vanted 
fifty dollar. a month. He had started a job and waa not 
dolna to well. He ""ed about five montha back rent. The job 
va. not brlnllnl bim much mone. It waa a Wednesday that the 
land-lady told h1Dl to leave. She vaa a sweet old baa .bout 
the whole thlnle Bl11 dWn't know what to dOe He quit bla 
job and lot another. 'lbla v •• 101na pretty load. He v.a 
pul11na in lota of money. He went down by the lake and 11 ved 
1n a beautiful bote1, nov Bl11 vaa on ea.y .treet. 
7. Don'a wife va. lolna to have a baby. Ju.t bl. luck that he 
bad to vork that n1pt. He vaa valt1n& for the old-battle-
a in the telephone booth to let off the phone. Don lot ao 
mad that he lot lnto the phone bouth vlth the old baa. The 
old bas lot a 11ttle mad and .0 be left. Jtm called the 
boapitl. and bls .. ife juat had a ten pound sirl. .Jtm .aa 
very happy and he besan to 11ve out claara that very adnute. 
8. Vlctor va. studylna medlcine. He had no parenta .0 be had to 
pay for lt hlmae1f. He had a pIlrt time job drl vinl • tax1 
cab. He had juat picked up a pa ... npr. All of a sudden tbe 
pasaenler bad a sbarp paln in in aide. Victor rushed him to 
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the hospitla. He took him rlght to the emergency~room. 
Doctor Black was ready. Victor thought he would stay a 
watch the operation. Doctor Black started to cut away. 
Vlctor was almost sick. He walked away and the next day he 
left mediclle school and became a school teacher. 
9. A road had to be put up throuSh a lona fam Thls would take 
many many days. It vaa the mlddle of July. It was a very 
hot day. The vorkera were very tlred. At laat the day waa 
over. !hey all declted to lay down for a whl1e. '1'hey alept 
all niaht. What would there wivea aay? It wa. a 100d thing 
that they had the next day off and could 10 bome. 
10. It ... to be John's flrst capilli trip. He and hia dad were 
loinl to camp out for a week in a forest about ten miles from 
home. !bey just arrived when John wanted to 10 buntins. So 
they took their suns and .tarted out. They were under a bi, 
mountain when suddenly a rock slide atarted. They lot out 
of theee just in t:1me. They went back to camp and they de-
cited to fiab the rest of the c.mp1na trip. 
11. Peter wanted to become a Catholic priest. Peter waa kind of 
on his mother's heals all the time. He loved her very mucb. 
He bad just loten out of lraDllDAr school and W01.11d atart 
board1na at the S.lnary 10 September. September had arrived. 
His mom and dad d¥'OVe bla there., He went to his appo1oted 
room and watched bi. Mother and father leave. Then the 
question came to him, will I become a pries of God? 
12. If I bad my llfe to live over I clont tb1nk I would not chanle 
a tb1na. I have two wonderful parent •• four wonderful aia-
tera and a brother. (Notice I didn't put wonderful in front 
of brother) I also love my brother. I don' t know what I 
would do if I did not have someone like him around. Yes I 
have a wonderful f.tly. I wUl tell thi. to anyone. 
13. Dick and his wife bad juat had a bi, f1&ht. She bad gone out 
and bousht a new hat. Dick, before be left 10 the mominl. 
told her not to buy the hat. He va. very mad. He started to 
sl_ door. and all aorta of thins'. lefor he lot to far out 
of band be cauaht htmaelf. He went out in the anOll to cool 
off. He walked for a lana time .th1nk1na thinsa over. He lot 
mad at bimaelf for beina ao rouah on his wife. He vent home 
and .aked for foqivenea.. She forae .. hlm and they were not 
mad at each other for a lana time. Thia i •• happy mani .... 
l 
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MinoI Setn1narian C 
(First Test) 
Stories 
1. Once upon a time a small boy. about four, was taken to a 
concert by his parents. The flrst piece which was played was 
by a vlol:1.nist. The amal.l boy asked hla father wlaat it was. 
Hia father told him it waa a violin and alao sa1d that aane-
day he might, If be wished, take violin lessons when he 
reached the aae of 6. 
Hi. 6th birthday came and be had foqotten all about that one 
nlpt. two year. 810. Hia parent a had not though and bad 
bouaht a Violin. When he opened the pack.aae conta1n1na it 
he waa atartled to see a violin inatead of the s-e whlub be 
wanted. From that manent on he had a deep dislike to this 
areat 1nat1."U1Dent. (picture) Finally be though about one day, 
about a year later, and hi. tboupt. were of a atory he had 
read. Start ina frOID then he practiaed aa DlUCb .a poaslble 
and finally became a areat muslcian. (the end) 
2. Once upon a time. in the country of Poland there waa a very 
poor and undeJ:priv1leqed faml1y. The parenta, John and 
Marie Paarewski, bad 2 children, PaulEtta and Joseph. Dur1na 
the war the fat:Dl on whlch they lived, was devaated and the 
father, John, vas called 1nto the service to defend the land. 
Wbll. he waa away Marie was ln cbarp of the fame 'auleta 
and Joaeph worked YeI'Y ban to produce enouab food for the 
family to live on, since Marie waa pttin, on in yeara and 
could nut do much work. (pict.) One day Joseph was working 
in the field with the plow. .auleta saw in the diatance an 
old man. Tba went to anet blm and found it to be their 
father tate:red and torn from the accra of war. The father bel 
been made a len era! and they eould leave the fame 
(did not have enouah time) The Bnd 
3. Once upon a time thi. country waa taken over by the enemy. 
1be people in the county (mostly fa~r.) formed ,urilla banda 
to fiaht off their overlo¥da. !here were bitter battlea 
tbrouabout the countt:y and many on both slde. dled. Thia one 
family had all of itts ~ber. fiahting a .. inst the enemy. 
they did much and finally the var for Independence was almoat 
over. when suddenly a traitor was found. He pve _y 
aecreta to the enemy enabling ~ to defeat the suerrll1aa 
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time and asain. 
In one raid all the Ulembers of the one family were captured 
and sentenced to death. 'lbey were missinl one boy who vaa 
found later to be the traitor. When the faml1y was abot to 
death before hia eyea be fell down and vepted bitterly. He 
finally waa 80 sorrowful he killed himself. 
4. Onee upon a time this flyer was downed With his crew of 4 on 
a tropical lsland. Tbey stayed there for many year. until 
once they were rescued. During thi. time all had dled of 
leprosy except the flyer. 
He was taken haue and liven a aaeclioal to cback for leprosy. 
It was found he had no trace of it. He vas then allowed to 
see hi. wife. 'l'bey were both very happy but everyt1me be 
tblught of that island be was ve~ aad. Finally be told hia 
wife what was botherlna him. (pt) He saW he muat So vork 
with the lepers to aive them a IOod 11fe. His wife wouldn't 
let him 10 but he said be must. He finally did and went to 
work in a leper colony. He did much for them and .. va them 
friendahip and help. After vorking there many long yeara he 
lot leproay and was l0ing to die. When be dld d.e be was 
burled there and a monument vaa made to honor thia lreat man. 
S. "()I', father please forgive me. I have done wrong, more 
wronl than you will ever know. I have denied Christ in front 
of the entire vi11iase. What ahall 1 do" "Tell me the 
whole story child". 
"it atarted not too long 810 wben I was fourteen. Our 
vUl1ap was taken over by the cOllllDU1l1ata. I waa in the 
tenth aracle and I waa told to tramp on the croaa and say I 
wasn't a Cbri.tian 1 wouldn't do it but when they tbreatened 
to torture my mother I bad to. Ever aince Itve lived in 
sorrow. I have not ••• n a prieat for a lona time untill you 
.... vith th. aoldi.rs. I now want to aak God'. fors1vene •• 
i~ confe •• 1on". 
~ome alona my chlld 1 w1l1 bear your oonfes8ion and God vill 
aure1y fo~ive you." 
Her confea.ion Va. hqn and. abe ... become such an ans.lic 
girl bar name wa. put up for cannontzatlon for the people 
881d abe vaa aurelya aaint. 
6. Th. tIIorder ... closed, closed to all people, 1etttna none in 
nor out. The people within were .ubject to lreat anxietiea. 
One man 1n particular waa vorried for he had aent hls wife 
and children to freedom before the ,reat cataatrophe occured. 
He was wondering what to do. He talked it over with hi. 
mother (pt) 
"What am I going to do. Mamaft. 
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"1 do not know son but you must not do anything hasty for you 
will let hurt if you do" 
"I must let you out of here and we mU8t both rejoin the rest 
of the fami1y'·. 
"God's will be done". 
Now it happened that this man was in charge of a bulldozer £01 
construction work. He was sent to devaatate a bu1ld1n& near 
the border. He devised a plan of escape. He got into the 
tractor and smashed a hole in the wall and hi. mother eacapeeS. 
but he dld not. 
He was on the run fran the police and he finally decWed to 
swim across a dYer to freedan. While doing this he sot shot 
whlch exemplies the great want of the people for freedom. 
7. 'ather went up to the altar raU to deliver his sermon. It 
was a good sermon two men. father and son, wera listanin& 
intently. \-Iben the part about divorce came up the father 
looked at his son and his ayes conveyed the thouahta. "This 
applies to my son, who I ra1a.d myself and now baa lone 
apinst my teach1Dg & those of the church." From that moment 
on he, the son, wanted. to 10 back to hi. wife. It was a hard 
fight but finally he made it and the lived happily evar after. 
8. War, Ob that terrible war, what a terrible war. Bloody 
murdera ln the stnete before the eye. of innocent chlldren, 
for .hame. Now c:lurina thi. war a certain boy was at van the job of setttng aome tmportant aecreta. He obtained the 
info1'm8tlon on when the secreta could be obtained and con-
veyed it to the central headquarten. Four men, one bts 
fathers were aastsned to get these. Iverytb1ng.a aotna 
smoothly untll one _11 flaw in the boys lnfo:rmatlon caused 
hi. father to set abot. The other man would have tocperate 
in oNer to remove the abell. 1be bo,. waa pre.ent and be 
thou.aht of bow lt waa all bi. fault. He wa. in despalr over 
thi. ad. be decided tbat for thi. happening he would work 
to liberate hi. nation. 
After much work be f1nally aucceeded and became I the first 
president of the n_ lowftUllent whlab he founded. He never 
foqot that day 80 be worked. to preserve peRce from then on. 
9. Oh, the open prairies. It so much work to be a rancher on 
theae prairea. Now to the story. Joe Drott was the man. a 
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lonely man, a cowboy aort of man. He waa in charae of 600 
heada of cattle. He had trouble that nlsbt. an eventful 
nlaht in spr1na. Indiana around and the cattle had to be 
protected. 
During the niaht a band of Ind1ana declded to cut up the be&'d 
-008 them. The attacked but because of Joe t a manuverlna 
be .... d the herd. (pt) He deserved this rest wlth rest of 
the cowhanda and they aot It. 
10. We were blaatlna throuah the canyona when all of a sudden ln 
the dlatance I a.. a blaat in the viclnlty of where I aent 
Ted ahead wlth the dyDamJ. te. I J:Uahecl there and found no 
alp of him. I looked allover and upon a leqe I s. him 
where he 1IlU.8t have been blown by the blaa t. I I'U8hed to him 
bavinl a touab time on the loose rock. I flnally reached 
him and saved his l1fe by perfo1.'Dlina an operation then and 
there. He never foraot that and the un who waa once my 
en.,. 1a now m:1 friend. 
11. A lood man, a "17 lood man, waa be. He loved all aorts of 
th1n&a. women, atara, aky, food, balloona, food and many 
other thinaa. He loved look1na out of the window for he 
wanted to travel then aomeday. He finally be_ a acien-
tiat and maka tile lint 61aht to the atara becca1na a 
national hero. 
12. "til. I've been worldna on the railroacl". That'. what they 
wen ainainl on their jobs. maklna the transcontinental 
ralll'08d. John... to be the firat to drive an enline and 
train. He waa in obarae of mald,na the line. But mally.ere 
aaatnat It. they cauaed "accldenta", and all waa not aoina 
rlaht. He finall,. aolved It the train went threw. 
13. WalkinS throuah the atreeta of London at n1sbt on a case for 
Scotlandyard. A murder had been a DlU1:'der and L.S. had been 
nabbed. He waa forced to talk and R.P. waa on hia way to 
pt the matl behind the crime. He lot there. There waa a 
btl fiaht. & he waa nabbed. 
Minor stJn1!!1rt-. C 
Ote-teat 
Storle. 
1. It looka l1ke his day off frOID acbool·-tbe "da just called 
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him to 10 out and play--his mother tells him he bas a re-
cital coming up, and bis teacher won't appreciate lt if he 
doean't practlce. She aaya he can 10 out after practlc1n1 
for one hour. He reluctantly slts there looktna at It, wlsh-
ing he Were playing baseball. After he's waited five minutes 
or more his mother comea in and tella him he better let on 
wlth It--he reluctantly doea·-flnally he lets out but hets 
grumpy that he miased out on the fun before. 
2. 'Ibe YOUDI lady has just lotten a rlde home wlth ber beau. Aa 
they were rldlna home they bad an argument. As they came up 
to ber fa~, he f!nally lot ao mad that he told bel" to let 
off, and there be 1. ln the d1atance driving off, sbe watches 
him &0 off lnto the twilight. Then the other lady tells her 
to .,ut mop1na and let to work on the fame She loe. ln and 
chanle. and come. out and helps out the hired band, and he 
makea ber feel better, plcks up her splrlts. !hen the beau 
comes back and appololl.... They then let tOletber ... 1n 
until the mother tells her to 10 back to work. She does, 
happUy this time and the beau helps her let it done. 
3. He caae home fraa school. He had brouaht his report card 
home from school. He d1dn't do so well. Hls mother talks 
to h1m and scolds him, but he 1s worr1ed4ibout his father, a 
b1a anary man. His mother tries to abelter him, lnteroedes 
for him, whUe he 1_ sort of h1dtna behind ber apron. The 
father looka at the report cal'd and be lets mad at the k1cl 
and the mother for defenclina him, so be slaps both. The 
mother loes off weepin,. Then the father slapa the boy apin 
and tells him to let up and study so be wouldn't fiunk and 
the father keep. h1ttlna him. He falls .. epina. !he mother 
tries to stop him, tells him be shouldn't. Flnal1y the father 
se.s that he shouldn't too. He loes over and plcks b1m up 
and takes him upstairs, be i_ sony he hit him. 
4. 'ltd._ would be the mother tt:'Yina to bold back the father, as 
he i_ try1n& to slap the kid. And the rea t ls the same. 
S. It'. late at nlpt, and thia boy and lir1 come home. He'a 
brlnalnl her haae from a date. She asks if he'd 11ke to 
come ln and talk for a whl1e. He .. ,.., lf her mother isn't 
up, for be doesn't aet alona too well with ber. He come. 
in and aee. that her mother i.n't up. Her mother 1_ sleeplns 
in the bedroom. You know, It'. one of those houses wlth all 
the rooms on the flrst floor. The 11rl" father bad dled and 
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tbe mother was overly protective. She llked another boy who 
wa. wealth. and this one waa just a reaular IUY. But the 
airl like thi. auy. Tbey t 1'8 sitt1na there talld.na when the 
mother beara sane talking and sbe lets out of bed, abe aeta 
very mad when she aee. tbem tbere. Sbe tell. the boy to aet 
out of the house. She doean't want tbe a1rl to aee the boy 
_in. 'lbe a1rl i. mad at the mother. The mother talks to 
the 811"1 but the a1rl la really mad, abe aay. that sbe loves 
the auy. The mother tells bel" to ao to bed and that .b. 
ean't ••• him anJDlore. 'lbe 111"1 ts anary at the motber and 
the mother at the alrl. She keeps telllns bel" that the otber 
JUY t. so much better and thls auy 1. no aood. and lt closes 
that the alrl loes to bed weeping. 
6. The I'1Y in the ,tctun 1a a bachelor. He l1ves vith hi. 
mother In a .mall apartsent. Ha'. lot a job ln the coal mine.. He let. dre •• ed up in the moro1na to 10 to work, he 
aoa. down lnto the mine.. The mtne. aren't too safe and be 
ha. a .lave drtYina bo •• that'. just out to make money. He 
just keep. on telltna them to .bovel harder. He .tart. plck-
ina at dais frlencl of the pyt., ju.t because b ••• exhau.t-
ed and sat dOlft'l for a ainute to catcb hi. breath. The bo •• 
come. over to tell bim that he'd be flred if be dldn't aet 
beck. to work. Then the fir.t auy ateps tn and tella him the 
8UY just can't. can't be •••• be's nal tind, and h.' •• ort 
of an eld.rlyraanJ the bo.s tell. bim to keep out of lt, but 
then be hit. the boa., and be .ets flred. So then he loe. to 
the offlce, and ptcka up hi. check. He chanl.S and then be 
loa. home and tells hi. mother. He know. be sbouldn't have 
done lt because that'. the only job be could have. Tbe 
mother tell. him "Ob. Johnny, what are we goln, to dol He 
say. be'. aotna to 10 out and try to flnd another job. It'. 
ona of thoae coal mintnl towns where the. are no more job. 
and .".rybody ls very poor. Later on b. m •• t. this other 
elderly man be defended, be aay. be al.o lost bis job. Both 
10 out 100k1na for a job tOlether, but they can't find any-
th1nl. So then be loes and tells hls motber bets 101n, to 
10 off somewhere else and then send for her aa soon .a be 
finds • job, and tben be and bi. friend go off. 
7. The younaer man juat lot out of 1_ .obool. He waa sort of 
frienda wlth thia elder lawyer, very experienced. The 
younger one ,eta hi. first bil caae, loes to court. prepares 
Lt, etc. Public oplnion and everyone 1. for bim, and the 
lawyer knows his cllent should wtn, but atill the jury de-
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cides asainst him, because they were paid off. but he 
couldn't prove it. The lawyer sees the injustice. He goes 
to the older lawyer, but he s.ys there's nothing to do, but 
he must try to do somethina, and he haa to clean up corrup-
tion. It'. up to tbe younaer seneration. He shouldn't just 
•• y it'. wrona. So the younger one vows to aet the crime 
syndicate prosecuted. After a few years he sets enough 
evidence, and leta the grand jury to indict them. During 
tbis time, the older lawyer who bas tutored him g1 ves • 
8plendid oration, and be lets the syndicate to be found 
guilty. And tbe older man sees tbat be's helped the younger 
one become a bil lawyer. 
8. Looks llke it's in Prance, durina the Second World War. The 
French underground are in their bidina place. this man wa. it 
• skirmish with the Nazis. They were trying to blow up a 
bridge, and he was wounded, and waa brought back by his com-
panions. The head of the under,round briDS. the doctor and 
he start. operatina on him. and the little boy had aeen bi. 
father abot, and then came with hia father here and ia 
watchina the operation. -he aees his father sufferins. The 
, boy seta real anary, they tell bim there's nothinl he can do, 
but whlle they are operating be slipa out witb a IUD bldden 
under hls coat and ls gotna to try to set venaence for hls 
father. He ,ets to the _y leader's house at the end of 
town. The Nazl leader .eea him, but be knows him, ao he tells 
the auy that'a wlth him he'll aee him later, and walks into 
the houae with the boy, but as they're walkins ln the little 
boy shoots him. 
9. A bunch of fam handa just sot done having a hard day at 
workl they came and sat down for their lunch, and decided to 
10 out in the srass and lay down for a while, take a nap, 
becauae it'a a hot da),. Not much of a story. 
11. Wowl It'd II8ke a wonderful science fiction story. A little 
town in Mexico. A acientiat lives there, he is experimenting 
with a compound that makes animals IWow. One day he gives it 
to an ant, and be's away from town in d mountainous area. 
The ant ia comins after him, and he's runnina .. ay from his 
own creation. He runa to the town to warn them that the ant 
ia comins. the ant keepa coming up the atone road, and is 
about to come on the bridae, when the ant is attracted by a 
small boy sittina on the rocks. the boy keeps cl~binl up, 
and the ant keeps comins up after him. The scientlat a.e8 
i 
i I 
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that the ant is coming after the boy. He gets a rifle 
from the sheriff and starta shooting, but it doesn't atop the 
ant, or even get his attention. He decides that hls eyes are 
probably the most 11kely spot to kill or injure the ant and 
stop him, and be runs and climbs in back of the boy. The 
sclentlat shoots the rlfle into the eyea of the ant .a he'. 
about to get the boy. Finally the ant falla off the cliff 
and everyone is saved. 
14. Thi. man is a young painter. He Ilves ln an attlc apartment 
in a low rent dis trlct of Parls. Ivery day he turns off tbe 
lights ln hla room, as the sun just seta over the horizon. 
He'. been having a hard time mak1na money otLhis palntings. he'. not too happy loold.IlI out the window. All of a audden 
he se.a anaela. He look. agaln, he thinks he r..ust have 
imagined lt, but there they are, tbey come in tbe room. and 
make it briaht with their illumination. They tell him that 
be shouldn't just be here palntilll, that be bas talent to 
aave the world--he ahould become a prieat. He aees that be 
can uae h1a palnting aa a help. As they're aoina lIWay he 
runs to the window. 1'bey make it llght while the roan is 
dark. He becomea a lreat painter. He wa. sort of an 
abatractionist, but now he starts paint ina religious themes. 
The next day he takea it to an art dealer, he ia so moved by 
it that he buya it immediately. Later, the boy's painting a 
brina many people to the Church, because they move them 
emotlonally. And thus he fulfills what the angels said he 
should do with his art • save the people. 
16. Thia yauna boy 1a in 2nd grade., •• ldlla hia Firat Holy Commun-
ion. He ia Imeelina in church - it' a time for him to 80 up to 
tbe altar. As he's walkina up to the altar - he auddenly ae. 
• no one elae aees - the boy doesn I t know it but everyone 
elae knowa he's going to die • that'a why be's maktna his 
Firat Holy Communion now - be's dleing of cancer, of leukemia 
or aomething. He alone aees a man atanding on the altar 
step. aa the priest is at the other end of the altar rail. 
The Man .otiona to him that he ahould corne up to the altar. 
Everyone ia atartles, but he walks up into the sanctuary. No 
one sees anything, and all are startied. It'. Cbriat stand-
ing there" all then start to aee a sort of glow, and they can 
hear a voice - He s.ya "you're truly going to recelve your 
First Holy Communion", then the boy dropa on the altar atepa 
and the glow atopa. 
20. It'a London • quite foggy • this man haa juat got out of a bax 
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he's going home. He stops under a street light to light a 
cigarette. A Bobby walka up to him and asks h:l.Ll what he's 
doing - the policeuan aays he ahould get home. He walka 
down the street. All of a sudden the policeman turns around 
because he hears a scream. The Bobby runs up to find him 
in the street all beet up, and two men running down the 
street. This was in the 19th century, and he was a labor 
leader that lead a strike against a big factory~ainst unfair 
working conditions, and so the ownera bad hired the men to 
beat him up, because he was the force behind the atrike, and 
all they cared about was making more money. The pollceman 
came and carried him to the house. His vife 1. there. She 
alwaya expected tbia because everyone waa alainat b~. be-
cause he'a trying to bring justice to industrial life. As 
she's cleanina him up ahe says sbe knew this would happen, 
and he say. he knew it too, but he had to do it. Then sbe 
aaka him to stop, but he aay. be never will.· rlnally, he 
comea back to lead the strikers, all banda,ed up. Tbe strike 
loea on and finally they win what they'd been atriking for, 
and be'a the bi, hero of the day. 
IMPOltTS 
1. When others tell a boy to work instead of doing wbat he wants 
he may do it reluctantly and be aorry for tbe fun he missed. 
(-1 I B 6 b) 
2. SOmeone's anaer can make you miserable • But otbers make you 
feel better until the ODe rasponsible for your hurt feelings 
apolo,izea and you can both be happy tOle ther again. 
(+1 III A 3 c) 
3. But sometimes they may be so angered that they strike out at 
anyone who tries to defend you; thouah. eventually they will 
liaten to those who plead your cauae. (+1 III B 1 a) 
4. For sometimes othera can persuade them to reconsider and make 
amenda. (+1 III I 1 a) 
s. But somet~e. people cannot settle their disagreements. 
(-2 III B 1 d) 
6. And if aomeone tries to help he may end up suffering the same 
fate as the one he i. trying to save. (-1 III E 1) 
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7. (But he will keep tryina) 
Becauae. if you keep fiahtina .. ainat injustice othera will 
help and you may eventually win. (+2 I A 1 a) 
8. SClmet1mes thia requires taldna matters into your own bands 
and deatroyinl those responsible for the sufferinls of 
others. (-2 II A 2 b) 
11. And after worklna. you rest. (0 I b) 
14. But. if you are aett1na no where with your work, a auper-
natural revelation may be Ii van to you to work for a hilber 
purpose and followina this inspiration, you will achieve 
lreat success. (-2 I D 1 d) 
16. lor you can see what is hidden frOID most people, and will 
attain an eternal reward. (-1 I A S a) 
20. Even lf you have to suffer for it, you will continue filhtina 
injuatlce untll you obtain victo~ and with lreat honor. 
(+2 I A 1 a) 
Minor Semlnarlfj D 
(Flrst Test 
IMPOllTS 
1. When you are set to do some work inatead of followina your 
own tntereata you can always fake work and do what you .ant. 
(-2 I B S c) 
2. For no matter how often you lose out. in the end you'll let a 
lucky break. (-2 I I 1 a) 
3. When thinas look blackest, there is eomeone to reacue you, 
(-1 IV A 1 .) 
4. and punish the people responsible for a lot of arief. 
(+2 II A 1 a) 
s. Sometimes the weak and inexperienced succeed where other. 
fal1ed. (-1 I B 1 c) 
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6. But a man may take advantqe of another's weakness, thouah 
he later becomes wealthy and makes amends. (-1 II A 1 0) 
7. For if he adds crime to crtme, be wlll be punished and wlah 
he bad not daae It. (+2 II A 1 .) 
8. Some time a you hurt someone you love aooidentally, and thoulh 
you are scolded others help to make lt come out all r1lht. 
(+1 II A 4 b) 
9. But when you depend too much on old friends support, you may 
find that enemiea have taken thelr place, and chase you off. 
(-2 III C 3 f) 
10. Still, such dlfflcul tles can be overcome. (+2 II A 1 a) 
11. And sometimes what you a7:e afrald of turns out to be a 
dream. (-2 IV A 1 a) 
12. But a man may be up asalnst a mlahty force and be aquashed. (-2 IV A 4 .) 
13. So he heads of! toward home when he isn' t wanted elaewhere. 
( ... 1 III r 1 d) 
MiDOf §ImJ.gIr 1e D 
I.e-teat) 
IHrOaTS 
1. Whether a boy ba. been told what to do or i. doing it on hi. 
OlIn, when thins- pt bard he may wonder if he t 11 ever succeed, 
but he will keep tl!'Yina, and overoOll8 the present obstacle, 
and achieve greater thtnas. (+2 I B 1 c) 
2. He i. t1:'Yina to bnak .. ay from the COlll1lOn l1fe, while others 
diaqree because theY're satlsfied with lt, but eventually 
he breaks off completely and leada a life of bi. own!) 
(+2 I D 1 d) 
30 Others may force bim to live up sornetblna to which be ba. 
been attached for a lona time, and he will suffer. but when 
be's on bi. own a.ain h. will probably 10 back to it, ort be 
miaht be able to live without it. (-I II A 1 a} 
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4. When others try to keep him from doing what he wants he may 
become angry and have to be r<:strained from striking out at 
them. In the end, though, he wl11 get what he wants despite 
opposition. (-1 III C 2 ali) 
S. But when be does break off from others and leads his own llfe 
regardless of their fee11nas, they may become embittered and 
reject him. (-1 III C 3 e) 
6. Sometimes what they want b1m to do may be wrona. they want 
someone to C81'T1 out for them what they cannot do themaelv.a. 
You don't know what these plans are, but you know they wl1l 
be successful. (-2 I B 2 b) 
7. Or, because you d1aaar •• with them, you NY destroy them. and 
be punished, but you take lt meekly and witbout remorse for 
what you have done. (-2 II C 1 c) 
8. You just continue solng about your dally taab aa usual. 
(-2 II C 1 a) 
9. lor, people sOIIl8timea go through some barrowina experience, 
some great danpr or 10.s, but having each other, tbsy find 
consolatlon and I1fe soes back to normal. (+1 III A 1 d) 
10. And, aa they continue on thelr way, anotbar danaer may 
threaten and they aeek aafety until ltt a pasta or maybe they 
Wend to overccae lt, and in that oas. they wl11 aucceed and 
return victorious to their f01"lll8r life. (+1 I B 1 c) 
11. When a boy thinka th1nga out t be moat likely w111 wonder wbat 
to do with bia life, or he may juat wonder about life, the 
world beyond his experience, the future, the paat. If it 1. 
about hia 11fe or a problem of hla be is wondering. it may 
take scae time to come to a concluaion, but eventually be wil 
and follow tbrouah on hla dec181on. (+1 I B d ail) 
12. For. be likea to be fne, on his own, enjoying wbat he like •• 
Ha wanta the be,t. and wl11 continue to enjoy it, work on It. 
and improve upon lt in bl. own way. (+1 1 B 3 b 1) 
13. Yet, later. be mlaht wonder why he baa waated hla lUe. He 
should not have left bl. path. But now lt la too late to 
change, and he will continue being a failure. 
(-2 1 I 2 e) 
APPENDIX B 
SCORING DIFFICULTIES 
The following atories exemplify the various -r-ypea of 
scoring problema encountered amana the forty SSA records of the 
preaent experimental population. Both the speciflc dlfficulty 
and the way the story wa. lnterpreted and scored are illustrated 
below. 
Lackina the proper teat-taking attitude, many boys gave 
spoofing, outrageoua, blood-thirsty storles, e_a.; 
C,rd 3 
1 A few daya ago the overweight pastor of the local church 
visited the Harry Carry Family. Whlle sitting on the couch he 
gulped down five pounda of drl~d applea, and then be broke the 
couch fell off broke 'als neck and died full of drlfld apple a .' 
After the Harry Ca~' f_l1y stuffed him into the lining of the 
walla. Mra. Carry went about fixing the leg of the couch aflen in 
the picture. But the dead paator now decayina waa put on the 
couch. Alain, the lea of the couch broke. The paater fell off 
and rolled on Mra. Carry who was thus aquaaheel to death. When 
Mr. Carry came home from work he ... hls dead wife and the decay· 
ing paator. He waa 80 srleYad Mr. Harry Carry commltted barry-
carry. Tbwa a week later, three decayed bodles were found eaten 
by the teething aon wbe then choked to death. 
Card 16 
2) My story la about Normle my ttlend, he baa trouble lettlng 
around since be baa no arma or leas but Normie 1s stubborn and 
geta alona- I don't llke Normie ao every chance I set, I try to 
barm hlm. How we are at the plaYlround and I puahed Normie on 
the awing ~ The rope broke and NoDDle fell in the sand--box. Now 
I am kicking 1n hia face and he i. withering in the sand like a 
chicken with no bead. 
On flrst Ilance, both stories seem terribly neaativa. How-
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ever, the imports provide a clearer perspective. 
1) Card 3 • ••• indulgence in a bad habit destroys others as well 
as yourself. (+2 II Al b) (Wronadoina. ill-intentioned. im-
prudent action 1s positively disapproved: it end.: in 
destruction.) 
2) Card 16 - ••• but when you have the upper hand you try to burt 
those you dislike making them wither helplesslYe (-2 III B 3 b 
(Bad relations are expl~.sed in undesirable ways: anary words 
or actions (unpunished) ). 
The following record, on the other hand, was almost unscorable. 
Minor Seminarian E 
Stories 
1 .. As we join the Lone Ranger he ia. teaching Tonto baw to play the 
violin. "Kimosabi music stick i8 beep herd to make". 
''Yes Tonto but it is a wonderful instrllDent" 
The Lone Baoger picks up the violin ana bealns to pl.,. it. 
Just then an elephant starts chasing Tonto~ The Lone I&n&er 
atops playina. First he rescues Mis. Kennedy. 'lben be shoots 
the beast with. counteriit silver bollit. It did no good. 
Now Buck 8.o<118rs 1and-. and .. hoot a the elephant w1 th his freeze 
o ray. At last Tonto is safe~ 
Meanwhile the Lone langer married Mi •• Kennedy and becomes 
Mro Kennedy. Now he is President. 
'lbe End. 
2. Marion Ladowig he. just won the bowlina tournament. Don 
Carter Is just finisbins,up. Miss Ladowig is distre.t. A 
beckler in the Cl~Q ealled her a fink. In ralle she takas 
ber bowling ball and throw. it at the heckler. Just •• sbe 
r.le.... the ball sbe discovers that it wa. ber idle lull-
winkle. Luckly the ball just miss bi. right antler. Now 
Bullwinkle is mad. He sends Dudley Doo Bra to arrest her. 
Dudley cant do it. He thinks it was Nell who tbrew the ball. 
Dudl.y marries Marion and they live happUy ever after. 
'!'he End. 
3. Aunt Pzuit Cake went into the park for her morn ina walk. 
Suddenly she is borrifladl She trie. to sit down but abe 
fainted. A hugh Black manogoos. rushed at ber. When aucId1y 
he stopped" 
"What .hall I fix for dinner". abe tbought 
"I'll eat this beautiful acra puella". 
By now Aunt r was awake. She screamed 
"What sball I fix for dinner". 
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She thought and thought. At last she said ttl eat this miser 
Jumentum. They ate each other and both lived ha~pily ever 
after. 
The End 
4. The story of Abe Finklin 
Abe and Liza bad just haG a fight over what to fix for dinner. 
Abe wants pickled Antlers with muster and eggs M Li.w wanCs 
toasted tulip bulb, .sbed cabbage and pickle ice cream. John 
got angree. 
"I'. aoing to $ee my dlvorce lawyer' 
"no dontt go". 
"yes I must". 
"Why?" 
Juat then c~ Tony came in the door and solv .. s their problem. 
As tbfiy both lay there in the pool of blood. Tony takes his 
knife again ar.d begins to carve out Abtls liver, then he take. 
out ,his stanack and empties the food j.n it i.nto LiM'8 mouth. 
t11en be cut off liza's nose f.,nd arms. Juat then the cops 
came and broke up t.he party. Yesterday Tony died in the 
electric chair. 
s. 'lbe old lady in the picture is from the health department. She 
is smelling for B.O. There has been an outbreak of it among 
wc:aan If a woman is caught with B.O. They send her to Siber-
ia. There she gets that· Dial feeling shooting Tiger. ('0 
offense to Mr. McTigue) The inspector says "You are innocent". 
"They mayfendyhibeen1anne the other boy in the picture say's 
"Your under arrelJt for s •• llir.tS; for 5.0. which is 6n <:Ifferase 
against the Fungus act section S paae 3 line 11". "Smelling 
for 8.0. i_ lllegalt •• 
lbe old inspector was taken into the mint and melted down with 
the old silver dollars. 
6. Bora ha,. jWJt finished bis ice cream. and misa Fit and he are 
preparing the next attempt and Btlllw:f.nV~es Life.. At letJ,t 
they decide to capture him and atuff him into a beer bottle 
and drown him in the beer. ' But the Ham's Beer says that be 
will bave noth1n& to -:1.0 witb it. BeaUle the Ia_ter bunny wa. 
on strike for more c:arrota, and Mr. Devl1n ran out of sltuatioth 
They decided to walt and capture Bullwink1e for thanksgiving. 
Just then Wild Bill Hitchcock came in and" starts danc1n& with 
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Mias Fit. Boras is out radged. He takes a camera and shoots 
Wild Bill. Miss Fit told boras who much she love him and dies 
of old age~ Wild Bill comes back to life and dies again. 
The End 
7. Drish has just escaped from 20.5 and he and Behnki are planning 
rt.!venge. 
'fLets pour oil in the water ~upplytf Behnki suggested 
"i~o we ••••••• BOOM. , IIIi t III 
All AtOOlic b;Anb fell and ended the story. 
The End 
8. As We join the lone ranger and TOllto in the elephant room of 
the Palmer Houae Tonto says 
"Kimoiabi thi. ia a heap". 
"Yes, Tonto thi .. is quit a corral al right". 
"This night Ben Casey, Casey Jones and l·fr. Joas and Kukla 
were discusslrtg who dogs love • 
.Ben said that dogs love cartoons and they make big money on 
them too Why look at angie Doggy and lluklbtu .. --ry hound. Juat 
then the earth trembled and the buil.cti.ng shook. ~n in 
walked Miahty Mouse. He tau'.: the bu1.lding and threw it into 
never never land and they were never heard frftll since. 
9. Johnny Angle is taking it efts!' ju"t "'ter he fed white I.tug. 
Elvis presly walks in and asks DEDI Shape if sbe wanta to do 
the mash potatoes~ Dede looks at him queerly and says HAM 
she just invented a new dance the "Squaahed Tomatoe.~. Then 
Cmlbby Checker storms in doing the TWist. He asks Shelly 
Faberas is she dig. the twist. She says no and shoots him 
with an allagator riffle. 
The Enci 
lO.this the picl"Ure un the wapper of brand x. Thi. 1. the story 
of the wrapper. 
One day Mr. x was day dreaming with Johnny Crawford. ~lr. X 
said "I think we should start a dr1ed apple factory" So h. 
did. this 1. what be saw 1n his dream. 
K>DERN ART 
'lW ISTBD LINE 
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11.As we join the Lone Ranger he is riding his horse. He thouaht 
it was a super size elephant. 
EEEEEB!EEElC A BAT 
BOOM! 
AN ATOMIC 
"Borilb" 
The End 
12 • ..1000 the~e is no more mustard. 
BOOMI 
The end of the world run for your livesl 
Condenmedl 
Immoral I 
ObseneJ 
I refuse to write about it. 
ll.Tbis is a picture of a real sharp beautiful girl with person-
ality & plenty of pfttiencis 
Good luck you will neet it to read my wr1tt.:1ng; please don't 
set: to bored. and thanks for a wonderftl.1 afternoCtn. 
t.JN D BVD 
The next two examples are clever, tongue-in-cheek stories, 
the meaning of such stories is often uncertain. With f".he help 
of tbe guidelinea provided by the scoring categories, however, it 
is po.sible to evaluate them more act:Ur6.te:ly. 
Card 6 8M 15 The man ia at the horne of bis mother. He ia tellina her 
that he will bot be able to raise enouah money to buy her that 
new aports cal;. She wantil a new one because her Corvette is 
almost six month. old. He asked her what was wrona with her new 
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Rolls Royce but abe broke down and cried. The son left and tried 
once asain to rob the bank. 
IMPORT: Somet:l.mes your elders' demands can be unreasonable and 
when reason1ng with them fails you try to once again 
satisfy them by do1n& sametbina WTOnS. 
~ctions are dlctated by others' opin10ns: (-2 III C 1 a 
li) Illelittmate pressure i. yielded tal for social 
reasons.) 
Card 9 1M 
2) Hoboville~ U.S.A. These haJ:'Cl workina men live wherever 
the train aoes. Usually under a bridp or about 300 yards from 
the tracks. 1'belr only problem is work. It is a cardinal ain 
to work. '1'here system of aleep by ciay and travel by n1&bt leaves 
no t.... for weft. Good-bye _n and keep avoldlna that work. 
IHtOU: Some people's main concern is to avoid WOK, so they 
devise a system that leaves no time for it, and you 
wiab them well to their endeavors. 
(-2 I B 6 c Nelative Attitude toward workJ work ia for 
some people, not othera.) 
Another and pem.pa more difficult kind of story to inter-
pret correctly is the deceptively altruiatic or "polyanna" type. 
For example: 
C,J:C! 16 J The blood flowing like water and where was the one I881l who 
could stop it. Should Constantine end all thes. persecutlons or 
should be wait until thia God of tbe Christians ahows himself to 
him. What will he do. Today be muat 10 forth and battle his 
enemies, but _it, what's this in the aky, lt looks like a croaa. 
Sunly this ia a alp fran heaven. Quickly be aends messenaers 
to the palace tailor to haw a banner with a croas on it made so 
that he .'abt carry it into battle with him. And that day, 
Conatantlne won his lreateat victory. 
IMPOU: You _it for a aip from heaven before ma1d.0I your 
deci.ion, and, when it comea, you win your greateat 
victory. 
(-2 I B 1 A Succeaa when fantasy and emotion is 
substituted for active effort: import indicates 
success by magic or highly unlikely means.) 
Or 
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(-2 I D 1 D Success follows upon blind dependence: 
blind following of others· advice to work or achieve.) 
The point here is not whether or not the story of Constan-
tine i8 true; but that, for the atoryteller, tho way to a great 
victory is not initiative or active effort but dependence on 
'~1sbly unlikely meano"--.hether these are possible or not--or 
simply on a kind of "supernatural advice". The obvious altruis-
tic purpose of the aetion deser:1bed must not be allowed to 
obliterate the es.entially non-eonstructive attitude it expresses. 
(In acorina. as in 11fe, lt is :1m.portant to remember that the end 
cannot justify the means.) 
Stories that do not conform to teat instructiona of Siving 
a plot and an outcome are particularly difficult and often im-
possible to seore because their lIleanina is uncertain. 'lbe follow 
ina story attempts to explain an aetion and to describe what ls 
soing on, ita outcome is only ...,lied. 
9HJI 20 The man .hown is a French general strolling throuah his 
beautiful prdena. He is preparing for his journey into warfare. 
He 1. the one who will win the war for the Fnancb. What war 
Wby World War V. He i8 the one who puabes the button that sends 
the rockets -,..rd. 
IMPOIlT: You will succeed because you haft the nece.sary means 
of succes.. (-2 I B 1 a Success when fantasy or 
emotlon are substituted for active effort, import 
indicates SUCc... by maato or hi.ahly unlikely means.) 
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The next two stories are monologues; they do not have an 
outcome. 
GIrd 16 
Haw did those little bees take over the forestl There's 
the Q,.1een bee on her throne. '1'be most puazlina th1na is that the 
bee can t t really back up her a.uthority because once ahe s tinsa 
aomeone with her st1npr ahe cl1ea. Itt s a wonder that all the 
animals bow to the authority of the bee. 
I NP01lT: It is pnzzl1n& bow sane bow to authority when that 
authority really has nothin& to back up its position. 
(-1 II a 3 c or -1 III F 1 a R1&ht action is done for 
extraneoua reason., others insist that it be done. 
Or. negative attitudes toward othersJ they are inApt, 
lncompetent. ) 
Can 30 
In the twenties was prohibition day.. The days when bot-
leuLna became common and sansaters ruled. The "Roaring Twenties' 
seem gay and exciting, but I'm very Ilad that I am 11ving now. 
Chicqo baa cbanaed a lot aince thoae daya. 
IMPOIT: Iven thouah the early day. se_ 14Y and exoitlna you 
are glad to be liVing now afte". many chanaes have taken 
place. 
(+1 I A 3 a Import indicates neither success nor 
failure. hut it is an optimistic import, 14th 
reasons liven but not 1mplYina action.) 
A p-eat deal of d1aloaue can also be mlaleadi..'1a. For 
example: 
C'rd 6 'iane'" he whiapered 1n a low tone, "will you marry me?" 
"Don," sbe 88id, "Itll do anyth1n, you aak." 
"Flne," he exclaf.med, ttlet'a I'l8ke it next Saturday." 
"Don." sbe 88id, reaoh1nl deftly for his wallet and 
atickilll it in her purse, "I'll never forget you. I just remem-
bered that I fm engqed. It 
IMPORT: You may be cooperative until you get what you want, and 
then conveniently remember an out. 
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(-2 I B 2 b Success despite antisocial O~ ineffective 
means: by dishonest means or the manipulation of 
others.) 
The best solution for most scorlng difficulties was found 
in the relatimlship of the Gtory in question to the total sequenc 
of ~ports. For example, these stories were liven for two c~ 
secutive cards. 
Card 14 
The world wasn't good enouah for Bob ..Jones, a paper boy, 
so he decided to end it by taking his life on one cold night. He 
dove from the window into a snow bank. He got out of it and 
said "Oh. nuts, Itm not dead." So he laid down and slitpt there 
all night and died. 
Followed by: 
Card 16 
This is a picture of a plate of mashed potatoes: without 
butter on them. These potatoes are only served at the famous 
seminary cafeteria: known for ita good food. Ush' This food 
sent 857 boys to the 1nfit:mary in one bunch. uhal Uhgl 
IMPORTS: 14· A man ma1 tempt fate and live, but if he does 
something fooliah for a second time, that ia 
the end. 
16 - This 1s responsible for a lot of trouble. 
Both stories were scored together as +2 I I Alb (Wrongdoing, 
ill-intentioned imprudent action, 1s positively disapproved: 
it ends in destruction.) 
